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Preface to ”Antiphospholipid Antibodies 
and Syndrome”

The antiphospholipid syndrome (APS) is defined by the occurrence of often multiple venous 
and arterial thromboses and pregnancy morbidity (abortions, fetal deaths, premature births), in the 
presence of antiphospholipid antibodies, namely, lupus anticoagulant, anticardiolipin antibodies, or 
anti-β2 glycoprotein-I antibodies. The APS can be found in patients having neither clinical nor 
laboratory evidence of another definable condition (primary APS) or it may be associated with other 
diseases, mainly systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), and, occasionally, other autoimmune conditions, 
infections, and malignancies. Rapid chronological occlusive events, occurring over days to weeks, 
have been termed catastrophic APS. Other postulated APS subsets include microangiopathic (4) and 
seronegative APS.

In the 35 years since the original description of this syndrome, advances in the recognition of both 
the clinical and the underlying aspects of the condition have been notable. Single vessel or multiple 
vascular occlusions may give rise to a wide variety of manifestations in the APS. Any combination 
of vascular occlusive events may occur in the same individual, and the time interval between them 
varies considerably from weeks to months or even years. As a consequence, the APS is, at last, gaining 
recognition in all branches of medicine, from obstetrics to cardiology, from psychiatry to orthopedics. 
This volume highlights several current concepts on the pathogenesis, diagnosis, clinical manifestations, 
and therapy of APS. It also brings together many of the internationally known experts in this field. 
Although the APS is a relatively ”young” syndrome, it seems to ”replace” SLE in its diversity of 
manifestations, and, accordingly, the number of clinical and scientific publications and of medical 
meetings on APS is growing.

Ricard Cervera

Special Issue Editor
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Abstract: Anti-beta 2 glycoprotein 1 (anti-β2GP1) antibodies are commonly found in patients
with autoimmune diseases such as the antiphospholipid syndrome (APS) and systemic lupus
erythematosus (SLE). Their presence is highly associated with increased risk of vascular thrombosis
and/or recurrent pregnancy-related complications. Although they are a subtype of anti-phospholipid
(APL) antibody, anti-β2GP1 antibodies form complexes with β2GP1 before binding to different
receptors associated with anionic phospholipids on structures such as platelets and endothelial cells.
β2GP1 consists of five short consensus repeat termed “sushi” domains. It has three interchangeable
conformations with a cryptic epitope at domain 1 within the molecule. Anti-β2GP1 antibodies against
this cryptic epitope are referred to as ‘type A’ antibodies, and have been suggested to be more strongly
associated with both vascular and obstetric complications. In contrast, ‘type B’ antibodies, directed
against other domains of β2GP1, are more likely to be benign antibodies found in asymptomatic
patients and healthy individuals. Although the interactions between anti-β2GP1 antibodies, β2GP1,
and platelets have been investigated, the actual targeted metabolic pathway(s) and/or receptor(s)
involved remain to be clearly elucidated. This review will discuss the current understanding of
the interaction between anti-β2GP1 antibodies and β2GP1, with platelet receptors and associated
signalling pathways.

Keywords: anti-beta 2 glycoprotein 1 antibodies; beta 2 glycoprotein 1; platelet; antiphospholipid
antibody; antiphospholipid syndrome; systemic lupus erythematosus

1. Introduction

Anti-phospholipid (APL) antibodies are a heterogeneous group of autoantibodies targeting
different phospholipid binding protein antigens. These autoantibodies include lupus anti-coagulant
(LAC), anti-cardiolipin (aCL), anti-beta 2 glycoprotein 1 (anti-β2GP1), and anti-prothrombin
antibodies [1]. APL antibodies dysregulate normal cellular activities and are associated with recurrent
thrombosis (venous, arterial, and microvascular), pregnancy complications (e.g., obstetric failure,
pre-eclampsia and eclampsia), and non-specific manifestations (e.g., thrombocytopenia, heart valve
disease, chorea, livedo reticularis/racemosa, and nephropathy) [2]. APL antibodies are also present in
1%–5% of healthy populations, including children [3,4]. These populations appear to be asymptomatic,
since their autoantibodies are associated with low reactivity [4].

Persistently high levels of APL antibodies, together with specific clinical manifestations, are
required for the diagnosis of antiphospholipid syndrome (APS) [1]. APS can occur in isolation or
in association with underlying autoimmune diseases such as systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE).
The Sydney criteria for the diagnosis of APS recommend that three standard diagnostic assays are

Antibodies 2016, 5, 12 1 www.mdpi.com/journal/antibodies
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used to detect APL antibodies [5]. These diagnostic assays include two enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assays (ELISA) that directly detect APL antibodies binding to cardiolipin-β2GP1 complexes, or β2GP1
only. The third is a clotting assay which indirectly detects APL antibodies by measuring their
functional effects on the coagulation system (LAC activity, Table 1) [1,3,6]. Although these assays detect
overlapping subpopulations of autoantibodies, their correlation with the clinical manifestations of APS
can be varied. LAC assays are superior for detecting pathological subpopulations of APL antibodies
when the quality of plasma is maintained [7]. ELISAs for aCL and anti-β2GP1 antibodies, however, are
weakly associated with thrombotic complications. This may be due to poor standardisation of assays,
variable sources and the integrity of β2GPI, the secondary calibration process, and/or the assessment
and derivation of cut-off values [8]. Consequently, a combination of these tests is used to determine the
clinical risk. Patients with persistently high APL antibodies titres (positive in ELISA) and positive LAC
activities on at least two occasions, 12 weeks apart, are at higher risk of thrombosis and/or pregnancy
complications [1].

The criteria for the diagnosis of APS are well established, yet the interactions between APL
antibodies, targeted antigens, and receptors remain unclear. Anti-β2GP1 antibodies and their target,
β2GP1, have become a focus of research for their potential role in thrombosis and pregnancy
complications [9]. β2GP1-dependent LAC antibodies demonstrate a stronger correlation with
thrombosis compared to β2GP1-independent LAC antibodies [10,11]. Similarly, β2GP1-dependent
aCL antibodies are more highly associated with APL antibodies-related complications compared to
transient β2GP1-independent aCL antibodies induced by infections [12]. Many potential mechanisms
of interaction between anti-β2GP1 antibodies, β2GP1, and cells—e.g., platelets, endothelial cells and
monocytes—have been suggested [13]. However, studies investigating the effects of anti-β2GP1
antibodies and β2GP1 on platelets [14–16] may help lead to an improved understanding of their
interactions, and consequently, their impact on the haemostatic system [17]. Activation of platelet
receptor(s)/metabolic pathway(s) by anti-β2GP1 antibodies and β2GP1 may result in excessive clot
formation and potentially initiate thrombosis and/or pregnancy complications [14–16]. Therefore, this
review discusses the current understanding of the characteristics and interactions between β2GP1 and
anti-β2GP1 antibodies in relation to platelet receptors and function.

Table 1. Detection of anti-phospholipid antibodies and their clinical significance.

Assays
Principle of
Detection

Antibodies Detected Clinical Significance [5]

LAC Clotting assay
LAC (mainly against

β2GP1 and
prothrombin)

‚ Strong correlation with thrombosis [18] and
pregnancy morbidity [19].

aCL antibody Immunological
assay

aCL antibody
(IgG, IgM, IgA)

‚ Weak correlation with thrombosis and pregnancy
morbidity [5,20].

‚ Possible false positive in IgM assay caused by
rheumatoid factor or cryoglobulins [21,22].

‚ IgA assay only useful to identify patient subgroups
with specific clinical manifestations [5].

Anti-β2GP1
antibody

Immunological
assay

Anti-β2GP1 antibody
(IgG, IgM, IgA)

‚ Independent risk factor for thrombosis [23] and
pregnancy complications [24].

‚ Higher specificity and lower inter-laboratory
variation compared to aCL assay [5].

‚ Clarifies pre-eclampsia and/or eclampsia in
pregnant women with negative aCL [24].

‚ Possible false positive in IgM assay caused by
rheumatoid factor or cryoglobulins [5].

‚ Presence of IgA might not associate with any
clinical manifestation [5].
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Table 1. Cont.

Assays
Principle of
Detection

Antibodies Detected Clinical Significance [5]

Anti-prothrombin
antibody

Immunological
assay

Anti-prothrombin
and anti-

phosphatidylserine-
prothrombin complex

‚ May serve as a confirmatory assay for LAC [25].
‚ Association with thrombotic risk still needs to be

clarified [5].

Information collated from Miyakis et al. (2006) [5]. Abbreviations: LAC, lupus anti-coagulant; aCL antibody,
anti-cardiolipin antibody; Ig, Immunoglobulin; anti-β2GP1 antibody, anti-beta 2 glycoprotein 1 antibody.

2. β2GP1

APL antibodies were originally thought to bind directly to phospholipids [26]. In the 1990s, three
independent groups demonstrated that APL antibodies actually interacted with phospholipids via
β2GP1 [27–29], significantly raising the interest in this protein. β2GP1 had been discovered earlier
in 1961 [30], and its amino acid sequence determined in 1984 [31]. It was misnamed apolipoprotein
H [32], since it is not an integral part of lipoproteins. Once synthesised in the liver and placenta, β2GP1
circulates in blood at a concentration of approximately 4–5 μM. Blood levels of β2GP1 are higher in
older individuals and in patients with APS, but are lower in pregnant women and patients with stroke
and myocardial infarction [33].

β2GP1 is an evolutionarily conserved single chain anionic phospholipid-binding glycoprotein,
with a molecular weight of approximately 43 kDa [34–36]. It belongs to the complement control protein
superfamily [37] and consists of 326 amino acids that are arranged in five short consensus repeat,
termed “sushi” domains [31,38,39]. The first four domains, each comprising approximately 60 amino
acids, are conserved sequences linked together by two disulfide bridges. The fifth domain (DV),
however, is a modified form with 82 amino acids. It contains a six residue insertion, a 19-amino
acid C-terminal extension and an additional disulfide bond that includes a C-terminal cysteine.
These positively charged lysine-rich amino acids (282–287) determine the affinity of β2GP1 for anionic
phospholipids and negatively charged molecules. DV also adopts a flexible hydrophobic loop (amino
acids 311–317), containing a Trp-Lys sequence which is potentially able to insert into membranes.
β2GP1 has four N-glycosylation sites (Arg143, Arg 164, Arg 174, and Arg 234) located in third domain
(DIII) and fourth domain (DIV). There is also one O-linked sugar on Thr130 in β2GP1 that accounts for
approximately 20% w/w of the total molecular mass [40].

2.1. Conformations of β2GP1

β2GP1 adopts many post-translational modifications which alter the structure and function
of the molecule and the exposure of the cryptic epitope [41]. Among them, three interchangeable
conformations are more commonly reported (Figure 1). The first conformation was reported by two
groups [38,42] based on the crystal structure of the protein. In this conformation, first four domains
are stretched with DV at a right angle to the other domains, resembling a J-shape, fish-hook or ‘hockey
stick’ conformation. The second reported conformation is S-shaped, as demonstrated using small-angle
X-ray scattering [43]. This conformation contains carbohydrate chains from DIII–IV that are twisted
and positioned on DI. The third conformation is a common ‘closed’ circular formation present in
plasma where DI interacts with DV. This circular formation was initially proposed by Koike et al.
in 1998 [44], and later directly visualised by Agar et al. (2010) using electron microscopy [41].

3
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Figure 1. The interchangeable conformations of beta-2-glycoprotein 1 (β2GP1). β2GP1 is able to
transform between three conformations: J-shaped, S-shaped, and circular β2GP1. Cryptic epitopes
in S-shaped are shielded by carbohydrate chains [43]. Whereas, cryptic epitopes in circular β2GP1
are shielded by both carbohydrate chains and domain V [41,44]. Binding of domain V positively
charged amino acids and hydrophobic loop to phospholipid membrane breaks the shield on
domain I [41]. This exposes the cryptic epitope and allows the binding of clinically significant
anti-domain-I-β2GP1 antibody.

2.1.1. Transformation between β2GP1 Conformations

The discovery of three interchangeable β2GP1 structures led to increased understanding of the
interaction between anti-β2GP1 antibodies and β2GP1. These conformational alterations determine
the exposure of the cryptic epitope which includes arginine 39–arginine 43 (R39–R43), DI–II interlinker,
and possibly aspartic acid residues at positions 8 and 9 [45]. Anti-domain-I-β2GP1 (anti-DI-β2GP1)
antibodies targeting this discontinuous epitope are highly associated with APL antibodies-related
clinical manifestations [46,47].

β2GP1 is suggested to circulate in an S-shaped or a circular conformation, with less than 0.1%
of β2GP1 in circulation present in the J-shaped conformation [41,47]. The cryptic epitope in both
S-shaped and circular β2GP1 is shielded by carbohydrate chains positioned on top of DI [43,48].
In circular β2GP1, these negatively-charged carbohydrate chains are also proposed to neutralise the
positively-charged DI, allowing the binding of DV [47]. Therefore, S-shaped β2GP1 may represent
an intermediate form of the molecule as it transforms from a circular to J-shaped conformation [47].
When positively charged amino acids and hydrophobic loop in DV interact with anionic surfaces,
β2GP1 opens out to the J-shaped conformation, breaking the shield on DI and exposing the cryptic
epitope [41].

2.1.2. Factors Affecting β2GP1 Conformation

The conformation of β2GP1 is dependent on its interaction with anionic surfaces. Its affinity
decreases in the presence of ethylene-diamine-tetra-acetic acid (EDTA) [49], and high concentrations

4
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of bivalent cations—e.g., calcium and magnesium ions [50]. β2GP1 that has been cleaved at DV
is also known to have lower affinity [51]. Conversely, dimerisation [52] and increasing β2GP1
concentration [50] elevate its affinity. Besides exposure to anionic surfaces, alternations to pH and salt
concentration in vitro allow structural transformation of β2GP1 [41]. High pH and salt concentrations
convert circular β2GP1 into the J-shaped conformation, and vice versa at a low pH and salt concentration.
It has also been speculated that these alterations in pH and salt concentration possibly affect the
hydrophilic interaction that may be present between DI and DV [41].

APS patients have been proposed to have higher oxidative stress compared to healthy
individuals [53]. Oxidative stress favours disulfide bonding between Cys32 and Cys60 (located
at DI) and within Cys288 and Cys326 (located at DV) of β2GP1. These bonds potentially encourage the
binding of anti-β2GP1 antibodies to β2GP1, and might lead to thrombus formation. Oxidation and
biotinylation of β2GP1 glycan chains also induce β2GP1 dimerisation, which raises β2GP1 affinity [54].
Additionally, it is speculated that the intramolecular interaction and conformation of β2GP1 can be
affected by increased sialylation of β2GP1 glycan structures [55].

Lastly, the structure of β2GP1 can be inherently diverse. Among the four allelic variants, β2GP1
Val/Val genotypes were frequently found to co-exist with anti-β2GP1 antibodies [56]. It has also
been proposed that the Val247 variant of circular-β2GP1 is easier to transform into J-shaped β2GP1
after losing the electrostatic interaction between Glu228 (located in DIV) and Lys308 (located in
DV) [57]. Thus, this transformation exposes the cryptic epitope for antibody binding and raises the
risk of thrombosis.

2.2. Physiological Role(s) of β2GP1

The precise physiological role of β2GP1 is unknown. β2GP1-deficient individuals appear to be
healthy, suggesting that β2GP1 function might not be essential for life [58]. However, the disulphide
bonds and phospholipid binding sites in β2GP1 are highly conserved across the animal kingdom [36].
Therefore, it is very unlikely that this abundant and well-conserved molecule exists without a function.

Although β2GP1-deficient individuals do not have an associated haemostatic abnormality, many
functions in the regulation of haemostasis have been attributed to β2GP1. First, β2GP1 has been
demonstrated to inhibit adenosine diphosphate (ADP)-mediated platelet aggregation and serotonin
secretion [59,60]. Second, β2GP1 might be a mediator for von Willebrand factor (vWF) activation
and clearance. β2GP1 has been reported to bind to the A1-domain of vWF, preferably vWF in
a glycoprotein (GP) Ib-binding conformation. This low affinity binding allows the formation of
disulfide bridges between β2GP1 and vWF. Thus, the disulfide bridges prevent vWF-mediated platelet
activation [15] and potentially protect the cleavage of vWF by the vWF protease, a disintegrin and
metalloproteinase with a thrombospondin type 1 motif, member 13 (ADAMTS13) [61]. Thirdly, β2GP1
has also been demonstrated to be involved in several coagulation pathways, yet these effects remain to
be elucidated [60].

β2GP1 has been suggested to be a general scavenger in circulation [62,63]. During apoptosis or
cellular activation, the reorganisation of the plasma membrane exposes phosphatidylserine on the cell
surface. β2GP1 binds to phosphatidylserine expressed on these apoptotic cells [62], as well as platelet
microparticles [63], to assist their phagocytosis by macrophages. In addition, β2GP1 is also involved in
innate immunity as demonstrated by the insertion of DV of β2GP1 into bacterial membranes that can
lead to cytosol leakage and death of bacteria [64]. β2GP1 also changes its conformation while binding
to lipopolysaccharide on Gram-negative bacteria, forming a complex which allows recognition and
clearance by monocytes [65]. Finally, β2GP1 might be important in embryonic development, as the
percentage of null offspring born in β2GP1 knock-out mice is lower than expected [66].

In summary, β2GP1 has been proposed to be involved in a range of physiological processes,
including clot formation, fibrinolysis, cell activation, immune responses, atherosclerosis, apoptosis,
angiogenesis, and fetal loss [60]. Further research is clearly warranted to determine the precise
physiological role(s) of β2GP1.
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3. Anti-β2GP1 Antibodies

By itself, β2GP1 has no deleterious effect on normal cellular function, but rather interferes with
the physiological function of cells following binding with anti-β2GP1 antibodies. Therefore, it has
been proposed that anti-β2GP1 antibodies induce a new function for β2GP1 [67]. The affinity of
β2GP1 is low and only binds to anionic phospholipids below a certain concentration [41,48]. Upon
binding with anionic phospholipids, it transforms into the J-shaped conformation and exposes the
cryptic epitope located at DI which enables antibodies to bind. When the amount of β2GP1 bound to
anionic phospholipid membrane reaches a certain density, antibodies dimerise the adjacent β2GP1
molecules [48]. This dimerisation forms a high affinity anti-β2GP1-β2GP1 complex, activating targeted
cells and causing APL antibodies-related manifestations.

3.1. Clinical Significance of Anti-β2GP1 Antibodies

The presence of anti-β2GP1 antibodies, especially those with LAC activity, is highly associated
with increased thrombotic risk compared to other APL antibody subgroups [10,11]. APS patients
have higher levels of platelet activation as reflected by raised urinary thromboxane metabolites [68].
Moreover, the co-existence of J-shaped β2GP1 and anti-β2GP1 antibodies prolongs the activated partial
thromboplastin time of normal plasma, compared to J-shaped β2GP1 alone [41], suggesting that
anti-β2GP1 antibodies also affect secondary haemostasis. Conversely, 40% of APS patients have a
prolonged bleeding time without an accompanying bleeding tendency [69]. Although there is no
clear explanation for these contradictory findings, it suggests that anti-β2GP1 antibodies affect normal
haemostatic function.

The contribution of anti-β2GP1 antibodies to placental-related pregnancy complications remains
controversial. A systematic review and meta-analysis reported that there were insufficient data to
support an association between anti-β2GP1 antibodies and pregnancy complications [70]. However, an
in vitro study demonstrated that anti-β2GP1 antibodies stimulate trophoblasts to increase secretion of
vascular endothelial growth factor, placental growth factor, and soluble endoglin, leading to a higher
risk of obstetrical complication [71]. Furthermore, anti-β2GP1-β2GP1 complexes have been suggested
to disrupt the anticoagulant shield formed by annexin A5 on vascular cells [72]. Thus, patients could be
predisposed to placental thrombosis that may result in fetal growth restriction and/or pregnancy loss.

3.2. Etiology of Anti-β2GP1 Antibodies

The etiology of anti-β2GP1 antibodies remains unclear. Both genetic and environmental factors
may contribute to their production [2,73]. Various animal models and family/population studies
have indicated that several human leukocyte antigen genes are associated with the occurrence of
APL antibodies and the development of thrombosis [74–76]. These pathogenic antibodies are thought
to be produced by activated auto-reactive T and B cells due to the similarity between foreign and
self-protein/peptide sequences (molecular mimicry) [77]. Viruses, bacteria, mycoplasma and parasites
with the same amino acid sequences can also initiate antibody production [78]. However, this
theory is unable to clearly explain the etiology, as antibodies are also produced by injecting anionic
phospholipids such as cardiolipin, phosphatidylserine, or lipopolysaccharide into animals [79,80].

Anti-β2GP1 antibodies might be naturally occurring antibodies, as benign and low affinity APL
antibodies are found in 1%–5% of healthy individuals [3,81]. The mechanism(s) of transition of
anti-β2GP1 antibody from benign to pathogenic are unknown, however there is evidence to suggest
that this may be induced by infection. β2GP1 binds to pathogenic phospholipids such as protein H
from Streptococcus pyogenes [82], causing conformational change, exposure of the cryptic epitope, and
inducing production of pathogenic anti-DI-β2GP1 antibodies. The conformation of β2GP1 is also
susceptible to many factors and may trigger the synthesis of antibodies. Similarly, antibody production
can be prompted by ageing, vaccination, drugs, and malignancies. Their association with clinical
manifestations, however, requires further investigation [2,73].
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3.3. The Two Hit Hypothesis

The detection of anti-β2GP1 antibodies in healthy individuals [3,4], APS, and SLE patients without
complications [83] indicates that the antibody alone is insufficient for the pathogenesis of APS. It is
proposed that a “first-hit” injury primes the endothelium, and a “second-hit” injury triggers thrombus
formation. Studies have shown that anti-β2GP1 antibodies infused into mice only initiate thrombus
formation following vessel-wall injury [84,85]. Endothelium priming involves vessel-wall injury,
infection, recent surgery [86], and rarely, the disturbance of redox balance in the vascular milieu [53].
Once primed, the “second-hit” injury, such as smoking, immobilisation, pregnancy, malignancy, etc.,
stimulates the development of thrombosis [87].

3.4. Types of Anti-β2GP1 Antibodies

The two hit hypothesis has been proposed to be a good model for the pathogenesis of APS [4].
Yet, it cannot clarify why APL antibodies present in healthy individuals are not pathogenic. Some
studies suggest that this could be due to differences in the targeted epitope [10,48] and the structure of
anti-β2GP1 antibodies [4]. Anti-β2GP1 antibodies isolated from primary APS patients are considered
to be poly-reactive, as they have been found to react against several domains of β2GP1, such as DV
(52.9%–64.6%), DIV (45.8%), DI–II (33.1%), and DIII (20.5%) [88]. Anti-DI-β2GP1 antibodies recognising
the cryptic epitope of DI (Type A) in symptomatic APS patients are strongly associated with thrombotic
history and positive LAC activity [10]. Conversely, antibodies that are directed against other domains
(Type B) in healthy populations are weakly correlated with thrombosis. These more benign type B
antibodies also have lower avidity compared to those pathogenic type A antibodies [89].

Besides binding epitopes, anti-β2GP1 antibodies can be classified according to immunoglobulin
(Ig) isotype; i.e., IgG, IgM, and IgA. Among these, anti-β2GP1 IgG antibodies are more strongly
associated with the manifestations of APS [1]. Furthermore, different subclasses of anti-β2GP1 IgG
antibodies, predominantly IgG2 and IgG3, have also been identified in APS patients and healthy
children, respectively [4]. IgG3 is the most effective activator for the classical complement pathway,
hence leading to increased C3c (a complement component) activation and binding to anti-β2GP1
IgG3 antibodies in healthy children [4]. Complement activation normally triggers platelet activation,
which is related to the pathogenesis of APS [90,91]. However, C3c is an opsonin to improve the
clearance of the bound target [92]. Instead of activating platelets, C3c binding enhances the clearance
of pathogenic anti-β2GP1 immune complexes and protects healthy children from complications.
Moreover, anti-β2GP1 antibodies in healthy and asymptomatic individuals are highly sialylated
compared to symptomatic patients [4]. These sialylated anti-β2GP1 antibodies have been found to
have protective roles for healthy individuals because of their inability to bind and activate platelets.

3.5. Anti-DI-β2GP1 Antibodies as a Diagnostic Tool

Anti-DI-β2GP1 antibodies are highly associated with both vascular and obstetric complications,
compared to antibodies against other domains of β2GP1 [10]. Anti-DI-β2GP1 antibodies are regularly
isolated from APS patients compared to those with infection-induced transient APL antibody
positivity. APS patients at higher risk of complications (triple APL positivity) also have higher
titres of anti-DI-β2GP1 antibodies [93], suggesting that the specificity of diagnosis of APS may increase
when anti-DI-β2GP1 antibodies are included. However, assays that detect anti-DI-β2GP1 antibodies
have lower sensitivity compared to those that detect the whole β2GP1 molecule, as patients might
produce clinically significant antibodies against other epitopes [46]. Currently, commercially available
kits are not available for the detection of anti-DI-β2GP1 antibodies. Instead, research assays with
different sensitivities have been reported, such as ELISAs that use N-terminally biotinylated DI on
streptavidin plates [94] and a β2GP1-DI chemiluminescence immunoassay (CIA, INOVA Diagnostic,
San Diego, CA, US) [95]. Further studies are warranted to determine the diagnostic and prognostic
value of assays that detect anti-DI-β2GP1 antibodies.
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4. Anti-β2GP1-β2GP1 Complexes and Platelets

Although there is consensus that β2GP1 interacts with anti-β2GP1 antibodies to form
anti-β2GP1-β2GP1 complexes with high affinity to anionic phospholipids [41,48], the affected
pathway(s) remains unclear. Potential mechanisms by which APL antibodies might increase the
risk of vascular and obstetric complications are reviewed elsewhere [13]. In this review, we have only
focused on the effects of anti-β2GP1 antibodies and β2GP1 on platelets (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Proposed mechanisms of interaction between anti-beta-2-glycoprotein 1 (β2GP1)-β2GP1
complex and platelet receptors. Circular β2GP1 binds to the anionic phospholipid platelet membrane
and transforms into J-shaped β2GP1. This allows the anti-domain 1-β2GP1 antibody to bind and to
form the anti-β2GP1-β2GP1 complex. The anti-β2GP1-β2GP1 complex has been proposed to interact
with glycoprotein (GP) Ib of GPIb/V/IX [14] and apolipoprotein E receptor 2 (ApoER2) [96–98].
In our group, we propose that the complex might trigger adenosine diphosphate (ADP) and
collagen-mediated pathways via guanine nucleotide-binding protein coupled receptor (GPCR) and
GPVI, respectively [99,100]. Yet, further studies are needed to clarify the variability of results.
The binding of the complex with receptors leads to the activation of protein kinase B (Akt)-mediated
and/or common pathways, causing granules secretion, thromboxane A2 (TXA2) synthesis, integrin
activation, and subsequently, clot formation. The platelet factor 4 (PF4) from secreted α-granules
have also been showed to interact with the anti-β2GP1-β2GP1 complex [101] Abbreviations: β2GP1,
beta-2-glycoprotein 1; GP, glycoprotein; ApoER2, apolipoprotein E receptor 2; ADP, adenosine
diphosphate; GPCR, guanine nucleotide-binding protein coupled receptor; TXA2, thromboxane A2;
PF4, platelet factor 4; Akt, protein kinase B.

Platelets are a crucial component of haemostasis, a physiological process that forms a localised
clot at the vessel injury site to limit blood loss while maintaining normal blood circulation [17,102].
Activation of platelet receptors leads to platelet adhesion, aggregation, activation of the protein
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kinase B-mediated and/or common pathways, secretion of granules, integrin activation, synthesis
of thromboxane A2, and finally, clot formation [17,103]. In the patients with autoimmune diseases,
circular β2GP1 transforms into the J-shaped conformation after binding to the phospholipid membrane
of platelets, allowing anti-β2GP1 antibodies to bind and form anti-β2GP1-β2GP1 complexes [48]
(Figure 2). In turn, these complexes are proposed to activate platelet receptor(s)—e.g., glycoprotein
(GP) Ib [14], apolipoprotein E receptor 2 (ApoER2) [16], guanine nucleotide-binding protein-coupled
receptors-(GPCR) [100], and GPVI [99]. Furthermore, these complexes have also been suggested to
affect other pathway(s) by inhibiting β2GP1 binding to vWF [15] and by interacting with platelet
factor 4 (PF4) secreted from platelets [101]. The activation of platelet receptor(s) by these mechanisms
potentially results in excessive clot formation and/or pregnancy complications [14–16]. Therefore,
understanding the effects of anti-β2GP1-β2GP1 complexes on platelets is important not only to
determine the mechanism(s) of interaction, but to also potentially assist in the development of novel or
improved treatments for patients with autoimmune diseases.

It has been reported that β2GP1 directly binds to GPIb of the GPIb/V/IX receptor via DII–V [14].
The presence of anti-DI-β2GP1 antibodies potentially dimerises β2GP1 and inappropriately initiates
GPIb-mediated platelet adhesion and aggregation [14,104]. This activation by anti-β2GP1-β2GP1
complexes may explain the increased thrombotic risk in APS patients [14].

Besides the GPIb receptor, DV of β2GP1 has been shown to dimerise and interact with the A1
portion of ApoER2 [96–98]. ApoER2, also known as low-density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 8,
is the only low-density lipoprotein family receptor found on platelets [96]. This receptor is recognised to
be targeted by the anti-β2GP1-β2GP1 complex, as the blockage of ApoER2 by its antagonist diminishes
the effect of the anti-β2GP1-β2GP1 complex to increase the adhesion of platelets to collagen [105].
It has also been established that the interaction of anti-β2GP1-β2GP1 complexes with ApoER2 activates
platelet analogously to GPIb-mediated platelet activation [16]. Recently, a dimer composed of two
A1 portions of ApoER2 joined by a flexible link has been created [98]. This dimer is able to inhibit
anti-β2GP1-β2GP1 complexes from binding to negatively-charged phospholipids and ApoER2 [98],
reflecting another possible treatment option for patients with APS.

Anti-β2GP1-β2GP1 complexes may also affect GPCR and GPVI-mediated platelet activation
pathways. Anti-β2GP1 antibodies from different origins have recently been reported to exhibit diverse
effects on in vitro platelet aggregation. Affinity purified rabbit [99] and SLE patient-derived anti-β2GP1
antibodies [100] demonstrated inhibitory and enhancement effects, respectively, on ADP-induced
platelet aggregation. When collagen was used, affinity purified rabbit anti-β2GP1 antibodies [99]
enhanced platelet aggregation. However, no effect was demonstrated using patient-derived IgG
fractions (containing aCL and anti-β2GP1 antibodies) [106] and affinity-purified goat anti-β2GP1
antibodies [107]. Based on these results, it is difficult to arrive at a consensus due to the variable effects
possibly caused by anti-β2GP1 antibodies with different structure and binding specificities. Thus,
further research is needed to elucidate the variable effects of anti-β2GP1-β2GP1 complexes on GPCR-
and GPVI-mediated pathways.

As described above, β2GP1 binds with vWF to prevent platelet activation. It has been suggested
that anti-β2GP1 antibodies in APS patients can neutralise this inhibitory effect, potentially leading
to thrombosis and consumptive thrombocytopenia [15]. Furthermore, PF4, a pro-coagulant factor
secreted from the α granules of platelets, has also been demonstrated to interact with β2GP1 [101]. PF4
is proposed to dimerise and stabilise β2GP1 on phospholipids, ensuring that β2GP1 is easily recognised
by anti-β2GP1 antibodies. The formation of anti-β2GP1-β2GP1-PF4 complexes may activate platelets,
leading to the development of thrombosis in APS patients [101].

5. Conclusion and Further Research

There is substantial literature available on the interaction between three interchangeable β2GP1
structures and anti-β2GP1 antibodies. The transformation of S-shaped or circular β2GP1 to J-shaped
β2GP1 exposes the cryptic epitope in DI, enabling the binding of anti-β2GP1 antibodies, particularly
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those to DI of β2GP1. The formation of the anti-β2GP1-β2GP1 complex is thought to be responsible
for the increased risk of thrombosis and/or pregnancy complications in patients with autoimmune
diseases. Although numerous mechanisms of interaction between anti-β2GP1-β2GP1 complex and
receptors/components have been proposed, the actual affected physiological pathway(s) remain
unclear. One of the possible explanations for these ambiguities is the use of anti-β2GP1 antibodies
with different structures and binding specificities from patient- and animal-derived origins across
different studies. Therefore, further research is required to better clarify and categorise the type of
antibodies used. This approach will in turn facilitate studies that will lead to increased understanding
of the interactions between these antibodies and platelets.

In conclusion, the standardisation and development of methods, such as anti-DI-β2GP1
antibody ELISAs, are required to differentiate between the types and pathogenicity of anti-β2GP1
antibodies. This will allow more meaningful interpretation of laboratory- and clinic-based findings,
which will potentially lead to the elucidation of the mechanism(s) of interaction between β2GP1,
anti-β2GP1 antibodies and platelets. In combination, these further developments can help to
improve the diagnostic and therapeutic techniques for patients with APS, and perhaps more widely,
autoimmune diseases.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

APL Anti-phospholipid
LAC Lupus anti-coagulant
aCL Anti-cardiolipin
Anti-β2GP1 Anti-beta 2 glycoprotein 1
APS Antiphospholipid syndrome
SLE Systemic lupus erythematosus
ELISA Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays
D Domain
Anti-DI-β2GP1 Anti-domain I-beta 2 glycoprotein 1
EDTA Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
ADP Adenosine diphosphate
VWF Von Willebrand factor
GP Glycoprotein
ADAMTS13 vWF protease
Ig Immunoglobulin
ApoER2 Apolipoprotein E receptor 2
GPCR Guanine nucleotide-binding protein-coupled receptors
PF4 Platelet factor 4
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Abstract: The threshold between low and medium antibody levels for anticardiolipin (aCL) and
anti-β2 glycoprotein I antibodies (aβ2GPI) for the diagnosis of antiphospholipid syndrome (APS)
remains a matter of discussion. Our goal was to create a protocol for determining the low/medium
antibody cut-off for aCL antibody methods based on a clinical approach, and utilize it to establish the
clinically-relevant low/medium threshold for QUANTA Flash aCL chemiluminescent immunoassay
(CIA) results. The study included 288 samples from patients with primary APS (n = 70), secondary
APS (n = 42), suspected APS (n = 36), systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) without APS (n = 96) and
other connective tissue diseases (n = 44). All samples were tested for IgG and IgM aCL antibodies
with QUANTA Flash CIA, along with traditional enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs)
(QUANTA Lite). The assay specific low/medium threshold for QUANTA Flash aCL IgG and IgM
assays (i.e., the equivalent of 40 GPL and MPL units) was established as 95 and 31 chemiluminescent
units (CU), respectively, based on clinical performance and comparison to QUANTA Lite ELISAs.
Agreement between CIA and ELISA assay results improved substantially when the platform-specific
low/medium antibody threshold was used, as compared to agreement obtained on results generated
with the assay cutoff: Cohen’s kappa increased from 0.85 to 0.91 for IgG aCL, and from 0.59 to 0.75 for
IgM aCL results. This study describes a clinical approach for establishing the low/medium antibody
threshold for aPL antibody assays, and successfully employs it to define 95 and 31 CU, respectively,
as the low/medium cut point for QUANTA Flash aCL IgG and IgM results. This study can serve as
a model for labs wishing to establish the appropriate low/medium aPL antibody threshold when
implementing new aPL antibody assays.

Keywords: antiphospholipid syndrome; anticardiolipin antibodies; low/medium antibody threshold;
chemiluminescent immunoassay

1. Introduction

The updated classification criteria for definite antiphospholipid syndrome (APS), also known as
Hughes syndrome, specifies anticardiolipin (aCL) and anti-β2-glycoprotein I (β2GPI) antibodies of IgG
and/or IgM isotype in medium or high titer as one of the laboratory criteria [1]. As inter-laboratory
agreement between aCL measurements is known to be poor due to inconsistencies of the cut-off,
calibration, and other methodological issues [2–4], the committee recommends reporting positive
results in ranges of positivity (i.e., low-medium-high) to achieve better inter-run and inter-laboratory
agreement than that obtained with quantitative results only [1,5]. For aCL antibodies measured
by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA), the international consensus states that values
above 40 IgG and IgM Phospholipid (GPL or MPL) units, or above the 99th percentile of the values
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obtained on reference subjects are considered medium or high titer aCL antibodies. The committee
overseeing the revised classification criteria has acknowledged the lack of suitable evidence on this
issue, but stated that these values should be used “until international consensus is reached” [1].

This concept, however, has several shortcomings. First, the 99th percentile often defines values
which are significantly different from the recommended 40 GPL or MPL units [5]. In fact, the value
depends on the performance characteristics of the particular assay, the statistical method, and the
reference population that is used to establish the cut-off. Additionally, in the absence of a reference
method, and in the light of the analytical diversity of aPL antibody assays, the use of the same unit
type (GPL and MPL) by itself is not sufficient to achieve harmonization between antiphospholipid
(aPL) antibody assays. This is evident by the different cut-off values of different brands of kits, and
the wide range of results reported by labs during proficiency testing surveys [2–5]. Differences exist
not only between various traditional, ELISA-based tests, but also between traditional tests and new
technologies, such as chemiluminescent immunoassays (CIA) and addressable laser bead immunoassays
(ALBIA) [6–8]. The analytical performance characteristics of these tests are often different from that of
traditional technologies. Therefore, using the same low/medium threshold for all assays is unlikely to
be an optimal to approach to achieve consistent and appropriate patient management.

To be able to leverage laboratory automation, aPL assays are being increasingly replaced with
newer assays in the clinical lab. The switch from one method to another may be challenging for aPL
antibodies, and if the change means the introduction of a different unit type, cut-off or analytical
measuring range, it may create interpretation challenges. To prevent unfavorable effects on patient
care, new methods should be carefully evaluated, compared to the traditional methods, and potential
differences in unit values, unit types, and low-medium-high categories need to be analyzed and
properly interpreted.

Our goal was to create and employ a protocol for the establishment of the clinically-relevant
(low/medium) threshold for QUANTA Flash aCL IgG and IgM microparticle chemiluminescent
immunoassays. Following the 14th International Congress on Antiphospholipid Antibodies,
a committee of experts in the field of APS proposed that the threshold for aPL antibody levels should
be determined using clinical approach [9], specifically, by considering the performance of a particular
assay for the association with APS-related clinical symptoms. Therefore, we have set out to determine
the low/medium cut-off for the QUANTA Flash aCL IgG, and IgM methods based on the clinical
performance of these new tests, using traditional ELISA as reference.

2. Results

2.1. Analytical Performance

To verify the analytical performance of the QUANTA Flash IgG and IgM aCL assays, precision
and linearity studies were performed. The within-run coefficients of variation (%CV) for the high
and the low controls of the QUANTA Flash assays ranged from 1.0% to 3.4%. The between-day %CV
ranged from 1.2% to 6.0%, and the total imprecision was between 1.5% and 6.2%. For the linearity study,
results obtained on two serially-diluted samples per assay were combined in one linear regression plot.
The slopes of the regression lines were 0.98 and 0.99, respectively, with coefficient of determinations
(R2) of 1.00.

2.2. Threshold between Low and Medium Antibody Levels

40 GPL and MPL have previously been suggested as the thresholds between low and medium-high
aCL antibody levels. To verify the relevance of this value as a clinically significant antibody titer,
we determined the clinical sensitivity and specificity of the QUANTA Lite aCL ELISA assays for
APS-related clinical symptoms (venous thrombosis, arterial thrombosis, and obstetric complications) at
the 40 GPL and MPL level. At this threshold, the sensitivity of the aCL IgG and IgM ELISA was 48.1%
and 25.0%, with 91.0% and 92.4% specificity, respectively (Table 1). These values indicate that at 40 GPL
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and MPL cut-off, the aCL ELISAs indeed deliver clinically-relevant results. Next, we performed
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis on QUANTA Flash aCL IgG, and IgM results
to calculate the threshold that provides the same or similar clinical performance (sensitivity and
specificity) (Figure 1). We were able to identify CU thresholds where the clinical sensitivity of the
QUANTA Flash aCL IgG and IgM assays was essentially identical to that of the QUANTA Lite tests at
the 40 unit threshold. The associated specificity values were also the same as those for QUANTA Lite.
These threshold values were determined to be 31 CU for aCL IgM and 95 CU for aCL IgG (Table 1).
These data points can be identified on the ROC curves as a point where the two curves cross each other
(Figure 1). These results indicate that QUANTA Flash aCL assays deliver similar clinical performance
at 95 and 31 CU threshold (for IgG and IgM, respectively) as that of the QUANTA Lite assays at the
40 GPL and MPL cut-off; in other words, the results suggest the equivalency of the QUANTA Flash
95 and 31 CU with the conventional 40 GPL and MPL low/medium threshold commonly utilized in
traditional assays.

Figure 1. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis of aCL IgG (a) and IgM (b) methods for
antiphospholipid syndrome (APS)-related clinical symptoms. Arrows indicate the clinically relevant
threshold between low and medium titer for aCL assays.
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Table 1. Low/medium threshold values, and associated clinical sensitivity and specificity of
anticardiolipin (aCL) assays. GPL: IgG Phospholipid; CU: chemiluminescent units; MPL: IgM
Phospholipid; CI: confidence interval.

Assay Characteristic
QUANTA Lite

aCL IgG
QUANTA Flash

aCL IgG
QUANTA Lite

aCL IgM
QUANTA Flash

aCL IgM

Low/Medium
Threshold Unit

40 GPL 95 CU 40 MPL 31 CU

Sensitivity, % (95% CI)
at Threshold

48.1
(39.4–56.9)

48.1
(39.4–56.9)

25.0
(17.9–33.3)

25.0
(17.9–33.3)

Specificity, % (95% CI)
at Threshold

91.0
(85.3–95.0)

89.7
(83.8–94.0)

92.4
(86.8–96.2)

92.4
(86.8–96.2)

2.3. Qualitative Agreement and Quantitative Correlation between Methods

ROC curve analysis resulted in area under the curve (AUC) values ranging from 0.72 to
0.78 for ELISA and CIA methods, and demonstrated very similar diagnostic performance for the
two platforms (Figure 1). Additionally, good qualitative agreement was found between CIA and
ELISA methods, with overall agreements ranging from 84.9% (aCL IgM assays) to 93.1% (aCL IgG
assays). Cohen’s kappa coefficients were 0.59 and 0.85, implying moderate to substantial agreement.
Quantitative results also showed significant correlation between the methods, with Spearman’s rho
of 0.74 and 0.83 (p < 0.0001 for both) (Table 2). The analysis of discrepant results revealed that the
majority of these samples had low positive (i.e., clinically less significant) antibody levels. Indeed,
when the platform-specific threshold between low and medium positive samples (40 GPL and 40 MPL
units for aCL ELISAs, and 95 CU and 31 CU for QUANTA Flash aCL IgG and IgM assays) was used
as the cut-off, the agreement between the platforms substantially improved, with total agreement
reaching 96.5% and kappa of 0.91 for aCL IgG assays, and total agreement of 93.5% and kappa of 0.75
for aCL IgM assays (Table 2).

Table 2. Qualitative agreement and quantitative correlation between chemiluminescent immunoassay
(CIA) and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) methods at the assay-specific cut-off values
and at assay-specific low/medium threshold.

QUANTA Flash CIA vs. QUANTA Lite ELISA

Assay IgG IgM

aCL
at the cut-off

Total % agreement (95% CI) 93.1 (89.5–95.7) 84.9 (80.1–88.9)
Cohen’s kappa coefficient (95% CI) 0.85 (0.78–0.91) 0.59 (0.48–0.70)

Spearman’s rho (p) 0.83 (p < 0.0001) 0.74 (p < 0.0001)

At low/medium
threshold

Total % agreement (95% CI) 96.5 (93.7–98.3) 93.5 (89.9–96.1)
Cohen’s kappa coefficient (95% CI) 0.91 (0.86–0.97) 0.75 (0.64–0.86)

3. Discussion

This study describes an experimental protocol for determining the low/medium antibody
threshold for aPL antibody methods. Using this approach, we have identified 95 and 31 CU
as low/medium threshold for results generated with the QUANTA Flash aCL IgG and IgM
assays, respectively.

Although the association between thrombotic complications and antiphospholipid antibodies was
first demonstrated more than 30 years ago [10], APS still poses diagnostic challenges in routine clinical
practice. The characteristic clinical symptoms of the disease are actually more frequently present in
non-APS than in APS patients, and the hallmark antibodies of the syndrome can occur as natural
or infection-induced antibodies [1]. Rigorous specification of the clinical symptoms and laboratory
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results promotes accurate diagnosis [1]; however, the analytical diversity and less than optimal
reproducibility of aPL results continue to make interpretation of aPL antibody results challenging.
Defining the threshold between low (i.e., clinically less significant) and medium-high (clinically more
significant) aCL and β2GPI antibody levels helps distinguish APS patients from other diseases, but
may lead to inappropriate decisions if interpreted improperly. In spite of continuous harmonization
efforts [11,12], inter-laboratory portability of aPL results remains suboptimal [2–4], and the emergence
of new platforms and technologies are bringing additional analytical variability and potential confusion
into the measurement process.

The QUANTA Flash aCL and β2GPI tests are microparticle-based chemiluminescent
immunoassays. Although the clinical performance of these assays has been found to be good [13–16],
the wide AMR and the use of arbitrary chemiluminescent units have created challenges about the
interpretation of the numerical unit values [14,17]. In particular, the lack of definition for low/medium
antibody threshold hinders diagnostic efforts. Mathematical conversion of CU values to GPL and MPL
units was found to be impractical, as the CIA and ELISA assays have very different analytical and
technological characteristics. Although both platforms have the same numerical cut-off (20 CU for
QUANTA Flash assays and 20 GPL or MPL units for QUANTA Lite assays), the correlation between
unit values is non-linear, due to the wider AMR, and the better resolution and dilution linearity of
QUANTA Flash results [18]. In this study we have chosen to approach the problem from a clinical
point of view, as recommended by the 14th International Congress on Antiphospholipid Antibodies
Task Force [9].

We verified the clinical relevance of the 40 GPL and MPL unit threshold for the QUANTA Lite
aCL assays, and determined that, at this level, the ELISAs were are able to distinguish APS patients
from non-APS patients with acceptable clinical sensitivity (48.1% and 25.0%) and specificity (91%
and 92.4%). Based on this performance goal, we utilized ROC analysis to identify 95 CU for IgG and
31 CU for IgM aCL antibodies as thresholds for QUANTA Flash assays providing equivalent clinical
performance as that of the ELISAs at 40 GPL and MPL units. These values are, therefore, considered as
the low/medium threshold for aCL antibodies measured with QUANTA Flash tests.

QUANTA Flash and QUANTA Lite aCL results showed moderate to substantial qualitative
agreement (84.9% and 93.1% for IgM and IgG, respectively), and significant quantitative correlation
(Spearman rho 0.74 to 0.86, p < 0.0001). Agreement improved significantly to 93.5% and 96.5% for IgM
and IgG aCL, respectively, when the assay-specific low/medium threshold was used as the cut-off.

Establishing the low/medium antibody threshold for QUANTA Flash aCL antibody results
will facilitate the utilization and help achieve correct interpretation of the results. It also ensures
the continuity and consistency of patient care by using low/medium cut points that are clinically
equivalent to those described in the classification criteria. In addition, as the study protocol can be
utilized for any new aPL antibody test, this study can serve as a model for labs wishing to establish
the appropriate low/medium aPL antibody threshold when implementing new aPL antibody assays.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Samples

The study included 288 samples collected at the Clinical Division of Allergy and Immunology
at Jagiellonian University Medical College (Krakow, Poland) from patients referred to the clinic with
the diagnosis of SLE, other systemic autoimmune disease and/or APS. The population comprised
of samples from patients with primary APS (n = 70), secondary APS (n = 42) (all SLE), suspected
APS patients (n = 36), and control sera from patients with SLE without APS (n = 96) and other
connective tissue diseases (n = 44, Sjogren’s, syndrome, dermatomyositis, mixed connective tissue
disease, scleroderma, undifferentiated connective tissue disease). Suspected APS patients did not
completely fulfill the classification criteria, but were either aPL antibody-positive without classical
clinical symptoms, or had one of the criteria clinical symptoms without medium or high levels of
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aPL antibody positivity. Data on the presence or absence of venous thrombosis, arterial thrombosis,
and obstetric complications were available for all patients. APS diagnosis was made based on the
updated Sydney APS criteria [1]. SLE patients were diagnosed according to the American College of
Rheumatology criteria whenever at least four ACR criteria were fulfilled [19]. All other diagnoses were
established as described before [20]. This study meets and is in compliance with all ethical standards
in medicine, and informed consent was obtained from all patients according to the Declaration of
Helsinki. All samples were tested for aCL antibodies using QUANTA Flash® aCL (IgG, IgM) and
QUANTA Lite aCL (IgG, IgM).

4.2. QUANTA Flash® Methods

The QUANTA Flash aCL (IgG and IgM) assays (Inova Diagnostics Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) are
microparticle chemiluminescent immunoassays (CIAs) that are run on the BIO-FLASH® instrument
(Biokit S.A., Barcelona, Spain). BIO-FLASH is a random access, rapid-response, fully-automated
chemiluminescent analyzer. Results are expressed in (arbitrary) chemiluminescent units (CU).
Analytical characteristics of the assays, including cut-off, measure of units and analytical measuring
range (AMR) are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Analytical characteristics of the aCL antibody assays used in this study.

Assay Antigen
Units of

Measurement
Analytical

Measuring Range
Cut-Off Value

(Reference Ranges)

QF aCL IgG
Cardiolipin

and human β2GPI CU 2.6–2024 CU ě20 Positive

QF aCL IgM
Cardiolipin

and human β2GPI CU 1.0–774 CU ě20 Positive

QL aCL IgG
Cardiolipin

and bovine β2GPI GPL 0.0–150.0 GPL
<15 Negative

15–20 Indeterminate
>20 Positive

QL aCL IgM
Cardiolipin

and bovine β2GPI MPL 0.0–150.0 MPL
<12.5 Negative

12.5–20 Indeterminate
>20 Positive

QF = QUANTA Flash; QL = QUANTA Lite; CU = chemiluminescent units.

4.3. QUANTA Lite® Methods

The QUANTA Lite aCL (IgG and IgM) methods (Inova Diagnostics, San Diego, CA, USA) are
traditional enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) for the semi-quantitative determination of
aCL antibodies in human serum. The QUANTA Lite aCL assays report results in GPL and MPL units.
All QUANTA Lite ELISAs were performed according to the manufacturer’s guidelines. Analytical
characteristics of the assays are summarized in Table 3. QUANTA Lite aCL assays have an equivocal
range defined. For the purposes of this study, only values above the equivocal range were defined
as positive.

4.4. Analytical Performance Assessment of QUANTA Flash Methods

Precision performance and linearity of the QUANTA Flash aCL assays were verified as part of the
analytical assessment. Testing was performed according to relevant Clinical and Laboratory Standards
Institute (CLSI) guidelines EP5-A2 and EP6-A. Within-run, between-days and total imprecision were
determined by running two samples (the low and the high controls) in triplicate for five days. Linearity
testing was performed by serially diluting two samples (one high and one low) to span the AMR
for each assay, testing the dilutions in duplicate, plotting obtained values against expected values,
and analyzing the results with linear regression.
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4.5. Statistical Analyses

Data were statistically evaluated using the Analyse-it for Excel software (Version 2.30; Analyse-it
Software, Ltd., Leeds, UK). Cohen’s kappa agreement test was used to assess concordance between
portions, and Spearman’s correlation was used to evaluate quantitative relationship between unit values.
Outcome was considered significant if p value was less than 0.05. Receiver operating characteristics
(ROC) analysis was used to assess the diagnostic performance of the different immunoassays.

5. Conclusions

As recommended by the international committee of experts in APS, this study uses a clinical
approach for establishing the low/medium antibody threshold for QUANTA Flash aCL IgG and IgM
methods. This analysis will help achieve the correct interpretation of the results; moreover, it can serve
as a model for labs wishing to establish the appropriate low/medium aPL antibody threshold when
implementing new aPL antibody assays.
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Abstract: Antiphospholipid antibodies (aPL) are a hallmark of the antiphospholipid syndrome (APS),
which is the most commonly acquired thrombophilia. To date there is consensus that aPL cause the
clinical manifestations of this potentially devastating disorder. However, there is good evidence
that not all aPL are pathogenic. For instance, aPL associated with syphilis show no association with
the manifestations of APS. While there has been intensive research on the pathogenetic role of aPL,
comparably little is known about the origin and development of aPL. This review will summarize the
current knowledge and understanding of the origin and development of aPL derived from animal
and human studies.

Keywords: antiphospholipid antibodies; natural antibodies; innate immunity; B1 B cells

1. Introduction

Antibodies against phospholipids have been known for many decades as a hallmark of infection
with Treponema pallidum. In 1906, Wassermann introduced a complement binding assay to detect
antibodies in syphilitic patients [1]. Landsteiner soon hypothesized that the antigen might be a
lipid rather than a protein [2], but it took over three decades until it was shown that the antigen in
this assay was a phospholipid. This lipid was later called cardiolipin, because it was purified from
myocardium [3]. With the continued use of cardiolipin based serologic assays for the diagnosis of
syphilis it became apparent that a small group of patients with autoimmune disease, mostly systemic
lupus erythematosus (SLE) had “false positive” tests caused by autoantibodies against cardiolipin.
In the 1980s, researchers recognized that the presence of so called antiphospholipid antibodies (aPL)
in SLE patients was associated with thromboembolic events and recurrent abortions, and the term
anticardiolipin syndrome and later antiphospholipid syndrome (APS) was coined [4,5].

Today, there is broad consensus that aPL cause the clinical manifestations of APS. However,
the underlying mechanisms are still a matter of controversy. This is perhaps related to the broad
heterogeneity of aPL. Some aPL bind to anionic or neutral phospholipids coated to microtiter plates
in the absence of proteins. Others can only bind in the presence of specific protein cofactors,
e.g., β2-glycoprotein I (β2GPI) or prothrombin. The latter aPL are called cofactor dependent.
Yet another group of aPL binds to the cofactors. These are also regarded as aPL even though their
antigens in the strict sense are proteins or peptides. Some of the aPL detected by immunoassays also
inhibit phospholipid dependent clotting assays. These are collectively called lupus anticoagulants
(LA) [6]. It should be noted that there are some LA which do not react in the traditional immunoassays.

While there has been tremendous progress in the understanding of the pathogenic potential of
aPL which has been reviewed repeatedly in the recent past [7–12], relatively little is known about
the origin of aPL. As mentioned above patients suffering from syphilis develop antibodies against
cardiolipin during their infection. However, these aPL do not induce the clinical symptoms of APS and
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must be regarded as different from pathogenic aPL. Similarly, it has been shown that other infectious
diseases may cause the transient appearance of aPL. Again it appears that these transient aPL do
not contribute to the development of APS. However, it has never been excluded that these transient
antibodies might be pathogenic, but do not cause relevant damage, because of their transient nature.
And finally, there have been reports of patients with monoclonal gammopathy with a monoclonal
aPL. Interestingly, no such patient has been described with the clinical picture of APS. Until now
there has been no scientifically proven explanation why some patients develop pathogenic aPL and
subsequently APS. We will review the current knowledge about the origin and maturation of aPL and
try to put forward some hypotheses on the development of pathogenic aPL.

2. Are aPL Part of the Natural Antibody Repertoire?

Natural antibodies appear without prior infection or immunization. The majority is of the
immunoglobulin (Ig) M isotype, but IgG or IgA have also been observed [13,14]. They are secreted
mainly by B1 cells, a specific subset of B-lymphocytes. Activation of B1 cells does not depend
on antigenic challenge and T-cell help, but can be elicited by constituents of innate immunity,
e.g., pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPs). Natural antibodies are usually of low to
moderate affinity but cross-react with several related antigens including autoantigens. Sequence
analysis shows that natural antibodies are usually very close to germline sequences with few if any
somatic mutations. It is postulated that natural antibodies constitute a rapid, first line response
to infection that bridges the time needed by adaptive immunity to develop specific antibodies.
An example are antibodies to phosphorylcholine, a constituent of Gram positive cell walls. Lack
of B1 cells severely compromises the resistance to bacterial infections. Interestingly, also antibodies
against phosphatidylcholine have been identified which is a component of senescent cell membranes.
This suggests that natural antibodies also play a role in the removal of dying cells. This function in
removal of possibly antigenic debris might also explain the protection against autoimmunity conferred
by B1 cells.

It has been proposed in the past that aPL belong to the natural antibodies [15,16], because they
share many properties with these B1 cell derived antibodies. aPL tend to be polyspecific and there is
overlap with other autoantibodies e.g., anti-DNA. Many aPL are germline encoded or exhibit only
minor deviations from germline sequences (see below). However, final proof of this concept has not
been provided. We will review the current evidence that aPL belong to the natural antibody repertoire
and that even germline encoded aPL may be pathogenic.

2.1. Animal Models

Animal models permit a more detailed analysis of the mechanisms how aPL develop.
Unfortunately, also in the mouse model, data are by no means conclusive. However, there is an
interesting mouse model of APS which strongly supports the notion that aPL are natural antibodies.
This model is based on immunization of animals with an aPL in the presence of an appropriate
adjuvant. Mice immunized in this way develop their own aPL. This model has been described by
the group of Yehuda Shoenfeld in the early 1990s and has been used by other researchers as a model
of APS [17]. It was initially explained by the generation of anti-idiotypic antibodies. Immunization
with an aPL was proposed to generate an antibody against this specific aPL. This was supposedly
followed by generation of an anti-idiotype that would have similar binding specificity as the original
aPL used for immunization [18]. This concept has never been proven experimentally. The time
course of the antibody response makes this sequence of events highly unlikely. Pierangeli and
colleagues [19] showed that immunized animals develop very rapidly, i.e., within one week after the
first immunization, their own aPL reactive against cardiolipin while no anti-β2GPI is induced in this
time frame. Furthermore, most of these aPL are of the IgG and not the IgM isotype. Considering
the antigen used for immunization, the time frame in which aPL occur, and the fact that most aPL
produced in this model are of the IgG isotype, the usual response of the adaptive immune system to an
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antigenic challenge cannot account for this phenomenon. First, the antigen used for immunization has
nothing to do with the immediate antibody response. Second, the adaptive immune system does not
usually generate significant amounts of specific IgG antibodies within 1 week. Thus, it is highly likely
that this immunization scheme somehow induces a natural antibody response. Apparently, most of
the antibody produced is of the IgG-type which is unusual but clearly possible for natural antibodies.
Most importantly, aPL induced by this protocol have been shown to be pathogenic in vivo. Immunized
mice develop thrombophilia as well as pregnancy failure [17,20]. Thus, in summary we propose
that this unique mouse model provides strong evidence that aPL of the IgG isotype belong to the
natural antibody repertoire and that these aPL are pathogenic, at least in mice. Furthermore, the rapid
induction of pathogenic aPL implies that antigen driven maturation is not an absolute requirement
for pathogenicity.

Along these lines it may be relevant that aPL have been shown to sensitize antigen presenting
cells including plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDC) towards agonists of toll-like receptor (TLR) 7 and/or
TLR8 [21]. As a consequence exposure to single stranded RNA (ssRNA) or other agonists leads to
a massively increased secretion of type I interferon. Unbalanced activation of TLR7 in particular in
pDC has been shown to induce autoimmunity and autoantibody production in mice [22–24]. Thus, the
effects of aPL on pathways of innate immunity might help to better understand this mouse model
of APS.

It should be noted that other induction schemes have been explored in mice and rabbits that also
lead to pathogenic aPL. For instance, immunization of rabbits with lipid A can also rapidly induce
pathogenic aPL [25].

2.2. Infections and aPL

In humans, many infectious diseases are associated with a transient or permanent rise of aPL
of the IgM and IgG isotype. These include viral infections, e.g., parvovirus B-19, cytomegalovirus
(CMV) and hepatitis C, as well as bacterial and parasitic infections, e.g., syphilis or helicobacter pylori
infection [26]. Even though the production of specific aPL by the adaptive immune system cannot be
ruled out and molecular mimicry is proposed as one possible underlying mechanism [27–31], the high
frequency of a uniform antibody response to extremely different antigens should alert to the possibility
of induction of natural antibodies. Another interesting aspect of the association of viral infections with
aPL is the fact that there is a significant number of patients who develop thrombotic events [26,32–34].
While it is not proven that these events are caused by aPL, the undisputable coincidence raises the
question whether these infection associated aPL may be pathogenic.

2.3. Analysis of Human Monoclonal aPL

Analysis of monoclonal aPL isolated from patients with APS or healthy individuals has provided
important insights into the natural history of aPL. Several monoclonal aPL including aPL of the IgG
isotype show a germline configuration as would be expected if they belong to the natural antibody
repertoire. A thorough review of the available sequence data on human monoclonal aPL has been
published [35]. Overall, the data obtained from sequence analysis of human monoclonal aPL provide a
heterogeneous picture. Some aPL have a germline sequence, but many aPL clearly show all signs of
antigen driven maturation. While this suggests that these antibodies are derived from typical adaptive
immune responses, the presence of somatic mutations does not rule out that the original antibody was
part of the natural repertoire and produced by B1cells. In fact, isotype switches and somatic mutations
in B1 cell derived antibodies occurs and has been discussed as an escape mechanism of autoimmune
disease [36].

Along these lines the group of Jean-Louis Pasquali and co-workers could show in a series of
elegant experiments that B cell clones producing IgG aPL are present in APS patients as well as in
healthy individuals [37,38]. These B cell clones were surprisingly heterogeneous in terms of V-region
usage. Furthermore, this group confirmed the presence of aPL with germline configuration as well as
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aPL with somatic mutations. Their data suggest that low affinity aPL belong to the natural antibody
repertoire and that by so far unknown triggers these aPL can undergo antigen driven maturation [39].

Thus, there is a large body of evidence that many aPL including aPL of the IgG isotype are natural
antibodies. However, it is also clear that antigen driven maturation of aPL and in particular anti-β2GPI
does occur. It is not known, if this occurs starting from the natural antibodies or from completely
different B-cell clones.

2.4. What Is the Role of Antigen Driven Maturation?

As outlined above several groups have isolated IgG aPL with significant deviations from known
germline sequences. Thus, antigen driven maturation of aPL has been unequivocally proven. Some
investigators have put forward the hypothesis that antigen driven maturation is required to generate
pathogenic aPL. Lieby and colleagues isolated an aPL with three somatic mutations from an APS patient.
This antibody was pathogenic in an in vivo pregnancy model. When this antibody was modified back
to the germline sequence it still bound to phospholipids but was no longer pathogenic [40]. The authors
interpreted this finding as indicating that pathogenicity of aPL is induced by antigen driven maturation
and that this process is perhaps a prerequisite of pathogenicity.

We have also isolated human monoclonal aPL with germline configuration and somatic
mutations [41–43]. Binding specificity of two of these antibodies, RR7F which has a high homology
to germline and HL5B which carries several somatic mutations, is similar. Both induce potentially
pathogenic responses in monocytes and endothelial cells, but the required concentration of RR7F is
approx. one order of magnitude higher than that of HL5B [21,44,45]. However, both monoclonal
aPL induce thrombus formation in an in vivo model of venous thrombosis [46]. Our data support the
concept that antigen driven maturation does increase the pathogenic potential of aPL but that it is not
an indispensable prerequisite for pathogenicity. With respect to the requirements for pathogenicity
of aPL data of Girardi and co-workers [47] are of relevance. They confirmed previous data that the
human monoclonal aPL Mab519 is pathogenic in mice. It causes foetal resorption in pregnant mice.
Mab519 was cloned from a healthy individual and deviates only non-significantly from germline
sequence [48].

In summary, antigen driven maturation is not required for pathogenicity of aPL but apparently
increases their pathogenic potential. It should be kept in mind though that neither class switch nor
antigen driven mutations exclude a natural i.e., B1 cell origin of aPL.

2.5. Memory B-cells

Few data are available on memory B-cells in APS. Again Lieby and co-workers have provided
some insight into this issue by cloning antiphospholipid specific B-cells. They showed that in
non-APS patients during acute episodes of Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) infection significant numbers
of aPL-producing CD27 positive B-cells were detectable which the authors regarded as memory
B-cells [36]. The origin of these cells in individuals who never had any manifestations of APS remains
unclear. The presence of memory B-cells capable to secrete aPL is also supported by isolated cases of
the development of APS after bone-marrow transplantation from an APS donor [49]. The presence
of CD27 is not restricted to memory B cells but is also found in B1 cells [14]. It should be mentioned
that there is an on-going scientific debate regarding the question if a distinct CD20+CD27+CD43+

positive B cell subset represents B1 cells [50–52]. Furthermore, the ability of B1 cells to mount a T-cell
independent memory response is well established [53–55]. If CD27 identifies a B1 cell subset and B1
cells can confer long-lasting immunity, the data obtained by Lieby could also be interpreted as showing
an increased number of a subset of B1 cells.

3. Genetic Aspects of aPL

Genetic predisposition to the development of aPL or even APS might provide additional clues
regarding the origin of these antibodies. Unfortunately, available data are scarce. There are two genome
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wide associations studies (GWAS) available which address the genetic associations of aPL [56,57].
Both studies explicitly do not apply to APS but focus on the presence of aPL only. While no
significant association of a genetic locus with anticardiolipin antibodies was detected, several potential
loci associated with antibodies against β2GPI were identified. In particular, the apolipoprotien H
(APOH) gene itself is associated with the presence of anti-β2GPI. This confirmed previous data from
candidate gene approaches which had shown that certain polymorphisms of the APOH locus are
associated with the presence of anti-β2GPI. Of particular relevance is rs4581 causing a missense
mutation Val247Leu in domain V of β2GPI [58,59]. In our hands two other missense mutations
were significantly associated with the presence of anti-β2GPI. These were rs52797880 (Ile122Val) and
rs8178847 (Arg135His) in domain III of β2GPI [57]. It is not known yet, if one of these polymorphisms
is causally related to the development of anti-β2GPI or if they are in linkage disequilibrium to
the relevant polymorphism. Another locus associated with anti-β2GPI in both GWA studies was
MACROD2. At present, no obvious explanation for this association has been found. And finally,
similar to other autoimmune diseases several possible associations of aPL and APS with the human
leukocyte antigen (HLA)-locus have been reported. This has been recently reviewed in detail [60].
There are two types of studies. The first analyses the association of major histocompatibility complex
(MHC) genes with APS. The second analyses the association of MHC genes with aPL. In the latter
most MHC associations were found with anti-β2GPI. This again suggests that anticardiolipin and
anti-β2GPI may develop along different pathways.

The available data raise an intriguing question. Apparently, there is a strong association of
anti-β2GPI with the APOH gene and possibly a few other genes including MHC genes while no
genetic association of anticardiolipin antibodies has been described, in particular not with the APOH
locus. This obvious genetic difference implies that the origin of these two aPL species might be
different. There are two potential explanations: (1) anticardiolipin and anti-β2GPI develop completely
independently from each other. This appears to be unlikely considering the high coincidence of both
aPL; (2) Anti-β2GPI develop preferentially in persons who have also anticardiolipin. In this case,
the APOH polymorphisms may affect the structure of β2GPI in a way which favours autoantibody
formation against the protein. The crystal structure of β2GPI revealed that the protein consists of five
domains which are arranged in a J-shaped elongated form much like beads on a string [61]. Later on
it was shown that β2GPI can also attain a S-shaped and a circular form [62,63]. In fact, these are the
conformations that β2GPI attains when it is not bound to phospholipids. In these two conformations
an epitope comprising amino acids 40–43 in domain I is hidden within the tertiary structure of the
protein. Transformation to the J-shaped conformation is required in order that specific anti-β2GPI
can bind to this supposedly pathogenic epitope in domain I of the protein [64]. It is conceivable that
missense mutations in β2GPI affect the accessibility of this epitope to the immune system or change
the overall immunogenicity of β2GPI and thereby favour the development of anti-β2GPI. This scenario
requires further scientific validation.

Regarding the relationship of anticardiolipin and anti-β2GPI, we made a relevant observation in
a pair of human monoclonal aPL (HL5B and HL7G) isolated from the same patient [41,43]. Both aPL
have a number of identical somatic mutations, but HL7G has some additional mutations indicating
that it is more advanced by antigen driven maturation. While HL5B binds to cardiolipin in the absence
of cofactors and does not bind to β2GPI, HL7G in addition binds to β2GPI. This observation shows
that antigen driven maturation can transform anticardiolipin specific aPL to anti-β2GPI. We do not
know if this occurs regularly and can be generalized, but our data show that this is one pathway to
generate anti-β2GPI. In any case, it could explain the observation that anti-β2GPI is strongly associated
to the APOH locus, while anticardiolipin is definitely not.

4. Conclusions and Outlook

We believe that the available data in the literature very strongly support the hypothesis that aPL
are natural antibodies generated by B1 cells. Figure 1 depicts the basic concept which is at present
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only a working model and clearly needs substantial further experimental validation. There is ample
evidence that aPL with germline sequence can be pathogenic even though it is likely that antigen
driven maturation can increase the pathogenic potential of aPL. In particular, the development of
aPL specific for β2GPI is very probably antigen driven. There is at least one documented case that
an antibody against β2GPI evolved by somatic mutation from an anticardiolipin antibody. Since it
has been shown in the past that B1 cells and the antibodies produced by them can undergo antigen
driven maturation, antigen driven maturation does not argue against B1 cells being a major source
of aPL. If aPL derive from B1 cells it can be expected that activation via innate immune processes
rather than traditional HLA-dependent pathways of adaptive immunity may play a significant role in
their development.

Figure 1. Proposed sequence of events leading to antiphospholipid antibodies (aPL). A non-specific
stimulus by pathogen associated patterns (PAMP) which can activate pattern recognition receptors,
e.g., toll-like receptors (TLR) stimulates an increase over basal antibody production by B1 cells.
Subsequently, antigen producing B1 cell clones are positively selected by exposure to their (auto)antigen.
This model could explain rapid aPL production induced by immunization of mice with an aPL. It should
be noted that aPL themselves are able to sensitize immune cells to the action of ligands for TLR7,
the receptor for single stranded RNA (ssRNA), by inducing TLR7 transcription and translocation to
the endosome [21]. This could explain the role for aPL in this immunization scheme. Development
of memory and antigen driven maturation have been described for B1 cells. However, there is only
circumstantial evidence that this might occur with aPL producing clones.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.

Glossary

Germline sequence Antibodies are encoded in the genome as every other protein. However, for certain segments
(V, D, and J) of the variable chains of antibodies there are several coding gene segments. The
term germline sequence refers to an antibody sequence encoded in the genome. Germline
sequences can be modified byÑantigen driven maturation. If an antibody has a germline
encoded sequence this suggests that no antigen driven maturation has occurred, yet.
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V,(D), J (or somatic)
-recombination

The process of combining the gene segments for the desired V, D, and J-segments of the
variable chains and of removal of surplus gene segments from the B cell genome is referred to
as somatic recombination or V, (D), J-recombination. It is mediated by VDJ-recombinase, a
multi-enzyme complex. Somatic recombination is the first step in antibody production that
generates a huge potential diversity with more than 1011 theoretical combinations.

Somatic
(hyper)mutation

During B-cell proliferation which occurs after antigen contact, the B-cell receptor locus can
undergo an extremely high rate of somatic mutations which is several orders of magnitude
greater than the spontaneous mutation rate. Most of the somatic mutations are found in
specific regions of the antibody molecule, the so called hypervariable or complementarity
determining regions (CDR). Somatic mutation generates B-cell clones which produce
antibodies with different affinity to their antigen. The clones producing higher affinity
antibodies are positively selected. Thus, somatic hypermutation is key toÑantigen driven
maturation of B-cell clones.

Antigen driven
maturation

Also called affinity maturation, antigen driven maturation is the central process of adaptive
immunity. By selecting higher affinity clones and deleting lower affinity clones, there is
continuous improvement of antibody affinity to the relevant target antigen. A significant
deviation of the sequence of an antibody from the known germline genes indicates antigen
driven maturation.

Anti-idiotype An idiotype describes the sum of the variable parts of a specific antibody. By this, it also
includes the antigen binding site of the antibody. An anti-idiotype is an antibody that binds to
a specific idiotype. In theory anti-idiotypes may mimick the antigen/epitope of the original
antibody.

Abbreviations

The following non-standard abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

aPL antiphospholipid antibody
APS antiphospholipid syndrome
β2GPI β2 glycoprotein I
SLE systemic lupus erythematosus
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Abstract: Antiphospholipid syndrome (APS) is a thrombophilic disorder that classically presents
with vascular thrombosis and/or obstetric complications. APS is associated with antiphospholipid
antibodies: a heterogeneous group of autoantibodies that are directed against membrane
phospholipids in complex with phospholipid-binding proteins. Beta-2-glycoprotein I (B2GPI) binds
anionic phospholipids and is considered to be the predominant antigen in APS and antibodies against
B2GPI (anti-B2GPI) are recognised in the laboratory criteria for APS diagnosis. This review focuses
on the part played by anti-B2GPI in the pathogenesis of APS, their associations with different clinical
phenotypes of the disorder and new avenues for refining the diagnostic potential of anti-B2GPI testing.

Keywords: antiphospholipid syndrome; antiphospholipid antibody; beta-2 glycoprotein I; isotypes;
domain specific antibodies

1. Introduction

Antiphospholipid syndrome (APS) is an autoimmune thrombophilia that can occur in isolation
or as part of an underlying systemic autoimmune disorder, such as systemic lupus erythematosus
(SLE) [1]. It has a wide range of potential clinical manifestations: most commonly presenting with
arterial or venous thrombosis, which may occur in the absence of other risk factors. Recurrent
thrombosis can occur in some patients. Obstetric complications such as recurrent early miscarriages,
preeclampsia and late fetal loss also form a subset of the disorder, known as obstetric APS [2]. While
these clinical phenotypes are typical of APS, there are no pathognomic features that can secure the
diagnosis of APS on clinical grounds alone. Rather, the diagnosis is made by the combination of
clinical features together with supportive laboratory findings. This relies on the accurate identification
and measurement of antiphospholipid antibodies (aPL). A number of aPL have been described in
APS, however, only three are included in the current consensus guidelines regarding diagnosis [3].
These are lupus anticoagulant (LA), anticardiolipin antibodies (aCL) and anti-beta-2 glycoprotein I
antibodies (anti-B2GPI). This review will focus on anti-B2PI and their role in APS in terms of their
relationship to the putative pathogenesis of the disorder and their clinical associations. There are also
areas of ongoing doubt such as the relative significance of particular anti-B2GPI isotypes and new
areas of investigation including the potential for domain specific antibodies to refine the diagnostic
value of anti-B2GPI testing.

2. Anti-B2GPI: Antibodies against an Enigmatic, Multi-Purpose Target

A role for anti-B2GPI in the pathogenesis of APS has been demonstrated in in vivo animal
models [4]. It is hypothesised that anti-B2GPI bind to membrane-bound B2GPI complexed with
anionic phospholipids expressed on the surface of a range of cells involved in the coagulation cascade
which triggers cellular signaling events culminating in procoagulant effects such as modification
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of endothelial cells, potentiation of platelet aggregation and interference with plasma clotting
components [5]. However, despite B2GPI being the predominant target in APS pathogenesis, its
precise physiological function remains elusive.

The normal function of B2GPI has largely been inferred from scrutinising its complex protein
structure. B2GPI contains five domains composed of repeating stretches of about 60 amino acids,
similar to other proteins of the complement control protein superfamily [6]. The 5th domain contains
a C-terminal extension and an additional disulphide bond that confers a positive charge resulting in
an affinity for anionic phospholipids. The crystal structure of B2GPI was first elucidated in the late
1990s and demonstrated a stretched arrangement of domains 1–4, with the 5th domain protruding
at a right angle giving an appearance resembling the letter ‘J’ or a hockey stick. Subsequent analysis
by small angle X-ray scattering experiments suggested that in solution, B2GPI adopted an ‘S-shaped’
conformation [7]. More recently, electron microscopy studies also indicate that the structure of B2GPI
is not limited to a single conformation. Rather, B2GPI can assume a different geometry in fluid phase
which may alter its potential to interact with autoantibodies [8]. By electron microscopy analysis, B2GPI
was found to assume a circular conformation in plasma with domains 1 and 5 opposed. In this form,
the site(s) for autoantibody binding are shielded. Binding of anti-B2GPI to membrane-bound B2GPI
stabilises its J-shaped structure and augments B2GPI’s interaction with membrane phospholipids
which is hypothesised to potentiate B2GPI’s signaling through other transmembrane and intracellular
ligands. These include toll-like receptors; TLR2 and TLR4, annexin A2 and LRP8 [6]. Signaling via
these molecules mediates prothrombotic cellular actions.

In patients with APS, thrombotic events occur with increasing frequency in the presence of other
prothrombotic risk factors such as infection. How these multiple ‘hits’ align to result in thrombosis
is likely to be complex and multifactorial. However, recent studies have started to shed light on this
area by indicating a potential interplay between B2GPI and various elements of the immune system
during infection. For example, the positively charged sites in domain 5 of B2GPI confer an affinity for
negatively charged cell membranes and are also thought to result in interactions with bacteria that
might trigger innate immune responses. Indeed, peptides derived from domain 5 have been shown to
display potent antibacterial activity against a variety of bacteria [9]. Other studies have shown that
B2GPI interacts directly with lipopolysaccharide resulting in a complex that can be recognised and
internalised by macrophages [10]. In this way, B2GPI’s interactions with numerous ligands give it the
capacity to both sense and respond to signals and provides a potential ‘meeting point’ for various
thrombophilic stimuli to converge.

B2GPI may also play a regulatory role in important immune pathways that could in turn
be disrupted by the presence of anti-B2GPI. For example, a recent study demonstrated that the
elongated, membrane-bound form of B2GPI acts as a binding site for the complement protein, C3 [11].
The complex of B2GPI and C3 may then in turn serve a dual purpose. In addition to opsonising
apoptotic cells, C3 binding to B2GPI provides a binding site for factor H which then mediates
degradation of C3 via the activity of factor I. There are suggestions that complement dysregulation
plays a part in APS as evidenced by data from mouse models of APS showing that inhibition of
C3 activity can prevent fetal loss [12,13]. Furthermore, inhibition of complement component C5 by
eculizumab has been used to treat patients with catastrophic APS [14]. However, how the complement
pathway is affected by the presence of anti-B2GPI is yet to be determined.

3. Testing for Anti-B2GPI: An Evolving Component of the Laboratory Criteria for APS

The identification of B2GPI as a target for the pathogenic pathways of APS has prompted studies
to look at the utility of anti-B2GPI in APS diagnosis. Consensus guidelines for APS were originally
compiled in the 1990s and pertained to lupus anticoagulant (LA) and anticardiolipin antibodies
(aCL) [15]. However, they were subsequently updated in 2006 on account of several studies indicating
a role for anti-B2GPI to identify APS patients with both vascular and obstetric APS [3]. Estimates
of the prevalence of anti-B2GPI in APS vary and this may be attributable to the heterogeneity of
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patient populations as well as differences in assays used. Several studies have reported isolated
anti-B2GPI and this may account for between 11% and 27% of APS patients [16,17]. Isolated anti-B2GPI
seems to occur more frequently than either isolated LA or isolated aCL; accounting for 75% of APS
patients who had a single antiphospholipid antibody in one study [17]. Analysis of isolated anti-B2GPI
has also been performed in the specific context of obstetric APS. Among 500 healthy women who
were prospectively screened for aPL in early pregnancy, 4% were found to have anti-B2GPI without
other aPL. Pre-eclampsia and eclampsia occurred significantly more frequently among these women
compared with aPL-negative women raising a potentially important association with this particular
obstetric complication [18]. A recent systematic review and meta-analysis of the risk of thrombotic
events according to aPL type indicated that the association of anti-B2GPI is greater for arterial events
than for venous thrombosis in patients without systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) [19].

4. Significance of Anti-B2GPI Isotypes: An Ongoing Area of Contention

Following recognition of the importance of anti-B2GPI in the development of APS, further
study has been directed towards understanding the significance of particular isotypes of anti-B2GPI.
This issue was addressed at the International Congress on Antiphospholipid Antibodies in 2010
and an update to the international consensus guidelines on anticardiolipin and anti-B2GPI testing
was published in 2012 [20]. These guidelines conclude that the evidence for an association between
anti-B2GPI and APS is strongest for the IgG isotype. The guidelines acknowledge that data continues
to build for IgA anti-B2GPI, but currently testing for this isotype is recommended in patients with
negative IgG and IgM anti-B2GPI and in whom APS is still suspected. However, debate continues as
new studies emerge that discuss the relative merits of the three anti-B2GPI isotypes.

4.1. Utility of IgM Anti-B2GPI

The value of IgM anti-B2GPI testing in APS has been supported by reports of patients with
isolated IgM anti-B2GPI as the sole aPL. For example, in an Italian study of 64 primary APS patients
(diagnosed on clinical grounds) with only one aPL detected, over 50% were positive for IgM anti-B2GPI.
Approximately two-thirds of those with isolated IgM anti-B2GPI had obstetric manifestations of APS,
perhaps indicating a possible association of IgM anti-B2GPI and this particular subtype of APS [17].

By contrast, several other studies have reported a stronger association between IgG anti-B2GPI
and clinical manifestations of APS compared with IgM anti-B2GPI which has cast considerable doubt
on the role of IgM anti-B2GPI in the first-line assessment of APS. In one of the first studies to examine
this issue, Lakos et al. reported no association between IgM anti-B2GPI and typical APS manifestations,
including venous thrombosis and miscarriage, in contrast to IgG anti-B2GPI [21]. Another study looked
at the ability of anti-B2GPI isotypes to stratify thrombotic risk in patients with lupus anticoagulant,
and found that those with IgG anti-B2GPI had a higher incidence of thrombosis whereas there was
no association for IgM anti-B2GPI [22]. A recent study from Western Australia assessed the clinical
phenotype of 128 hospital patients who had tested positive for at least one anti-B2GPI isotype [23].
There was a higher proportion of patients with a history of unprovoked venous and arterial thrombosis
among those who were IgG anti-B2GPI positive compared to those who lacked IgG anti-B2GPI.
This was not the case for IgM or IgA anti-B2GPI. Similarly, median IgG anti-B2GPI levels were higher
among patients with unprovoked thrombosis compared to those with clinical events less in keeping
with APS. The reverse trend was observed for IgM anti-B2GPI antibody levels suggesting that IgM
anti-B2GPI had the least robust clinical association with potential APS.

Indeed, some data suggests that IgM anti-B2GPI may actually play a protective role against
disease in some situations. In a study of nearly 800 patients with SLE, those with IgM anti-B2GPI
had a lower incidence of lupus nephritis, hypertension and renal impairment. Furthermore, IgM
anti-B2GPI did not associate with arterial or venous thrombosis in contrast to IgG and IgA anti-B2GPI
isotypes [24].
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Given mounting evidence that IgM anti-B2GPI may not be strongly associated with APS, there
is concern that its continued inclusion as a first line aPL test for APS is no longer warranted. Indeed
the data currently suggest that IgM anti-B2GPI is less likely than other isotypes to associate with
APS. However, a persistently positive IgM anti-B2GPI result could help substantiate a diagnosis of
APS for individual patients presenting with thrombotic or obstetric complications. Therefore, further
discussion regarding how to balance these conflicting ideas from the standpoint of the diagnostic
laboratory is required to achieve a pragmatic testing strategy that is helpful to clinicians.

4.2. Associations of IgA Anti-B2GPI

Of the three anti-B2GPI isotypes, the role for IgA anti-B2GPI testing remains the most contentious
and ambiguous. The first reports of IgA anti-B2GPI’s potential role in APS diagnosis emerged in the
late 1990s from case reports of patients with APS and IgA anti-B2GPI with an otherwise negative aPL
profile and also from relatively small patient cohort studies demonstrating an association between
IgA anti-B2GPI and APS manifestations [21,25–27]. Since then, numerous other studies examining this
area have been published, yet uncertainty remains regarding key questions such as the prevalence
of IgA anti-B2GPI in health and disease. After nearly 20 years of study, the prevalence of IgA
anti-B2GPI in primary and secondary APS has not yet been definitively established, with a variety of
reported estimates ranging from 14% to 72% [28]. Methodological differences between studies such
as differences in patient demographics and clinical phenotypes (e.g., patient ethnicities, primary vs.
secondary APS, thrombotic vs. obstetric manifestations, etc.), varying assay methods and small patient
numbers have added complexity to the interpretation of the data.

After initial reports of a positive association between IgA anti-B2GPI and APS manifestations,
several studies published data disputing a role for this isotype in APS diagnosis. Danowski et al.
reported that among a group of approximately 400 SLE patients with APS, IgA anti-B2GPI did not
associate with any manifestation of APS in contrast to IgG and IgM anti-B2GPI [16]. Samarkos et al.
reported similar findings among patients with primary APS and SLE [29].

Given the conflicting data regarding the utility of IgA anti-B2GPI testing in APS, consensus
guidelines have not definitively included or excluded the isotype from testing algorithms. Rather, it
is suggested that testing remains an option for individual patients who are negative for other aPL.
This standpoint may be debated again when the guidelines are next reviewed in light of recent studies
continuing to support IgA anti-B2GPI’s role in APS including from larger patient cohort studies.

Indeed, one of the largest studies to date examining the utility of IgA anti-B2GPI testing included
nearly 6000 patients [30]. The majority of this group (5098 patients) were patients being assessed
for potential APS at the Antiphospholipid Standardisation Laboratory in Texas. The remainder
(approximately 900 patients) were drawn from two established cohorts of patients with SLE. The overall
prevalence of IgA in the non-SLE group was low at <1% compared with approximately 20% in the SLE
patient groups. Isolated IgA anti-B2GPI prevalence was <0.5% and 5% in the non-SLE and SLE groups
respectively. A considerable number of patients with IgA anti-B2GPI had at least one APS-related
clinical manifestation which included classical APS presentations as well as non-classical features
such as thrombocytopenia and livedo reticularis. An interesting finding to emerge among the groups
of patients with SLE was that IgA anti-B2GPI was significantly associated with arterial thrombosis
but not venous thrombosis. A recent study from Spain also reported a stronger association with
arterial thrombosis for IgA anti-B2GPI compared with IgG or IgM anti-B2GPI among 156 patients
who met clinical criteria for APS [31]. This study also reported significantly different prevalence
for IgA anti-B2GPI among patients with primary APS compared with APS associated with systemic
autoimmune disease. These findings could conceivably indicate a variable role for IgA anti-B2GPI in
different pathogenic pathways of APS resulting in distinct clinical phenotypes.

A major challenge to studying aPL and their associations with APS relates to the variability in
diagnostic assays and lack of assay standardisation. This is particularly relevant to IgA anti-B2GPI
which exhibits greater variability in results between assays compared to IgG and IgM isotypes.
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For example, a recent study compared results for IgA anti-B2GPI from approximately 70 patients using
seven different commercial enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kits and demonstrated
substantial differences in sensitivity and specificity between assays [32]. Similar findings were
also discussed in the Antiphospholipid Antibodies Task Force report on laboratory diagnostics
pertaining to data from cohorts of APS and SLE patients. Comparisons of assays for each anti-B2GPI
isotype identified a lower level of agreement between assays for IgA- compared with IgG- and IgM
anti-B2GPI [33].

5. Anti-B2GPI Outside of APS: Questions Regarding Specificity

The precise role of anti-B2GPI isotypes in APS remains incompletely resolved and this can
often lead to clinical uncertainty when interpreting the significance of a positive anti-B2GPI result.
As discussed already, the prevalence of anti-B2GPI antibodies among patients with different diseases
has not been firmly established but would provide important data when considering the specificity of
anti-B2GPI antibodies. It is well known that anticardiolipin antibodies can be seen in conditions other
than APS. Medications, infections and other illnesses have been reported in association with aCL which
are often transient and unsustained [34]. Less is known about the associations and significance of
anti-B2GPI outside of APS but several studies have addressed this issue in selected patient populations
with diseases other than APS. For example, infections are thought to be an important trigger of aPL
production and this phenomenon is thought to be due in part to molecular mimicry [34]. Indeed,
a study of patients in South Africa found anti-B2GPI antibodies in 6-8% of patients of HIV, syphilis
and malaria and in 89% and 30% respectively of patients with leprosy and hepatitis C [35].

With regard to disease associations of particular isotypes, an increased prevalence of IgA
anti-B2GPI has been reported in a variety of disorders such as autoimmune hepatitis, coeliac disease,
metabolic syndrome, and haemodialysed patients with end stage renal failure [36–39]. The significance
of these associations remains unclear as the presence of anti-B2GPI is not always associated with
APS manifestations. However, in some circumstances, the presence of IgA anti-B2GPI may confer
a worse prognosis of the underlying disease. For example, in the case of end stage renal failure patients
receiving haemodialysis, IgA anti-B2GPI were an independent risk factor for mortality and antibody
levels fell in patients who received a renal transplant [39,40].

6. Obstetric APS and Anti-B2GPI

Obstetric APS represents a subset of APS and is thought to be mediated by distinct pathogenic
mechanisms. As well as thrombosis of placental vessels, non-thrombotic mechanisms are also thought
to be important. These include binding of anti-B2GPI to trophoblasts resulting in modulation of
trophoblast proliferation and growth. Anti-B2GPI may also affect endometrial cells in the decidua
that might impede implantation. Complement activation and enhanced apoptosis of embryonic and
placental cells may also play a role in the pathways that lead to recurrent early miscarriage, fetal loss,
pre-eclampsia and placental insufficiency [5]. Consequently, it has been hypothesised that patients with
obstetric APS may differ in their aPL profiles compared with patients with predominantly vascular
APS. As with vascular APS, it is difficult to combine evidence from obstetric APS studies on account of
variability in study design, clinical case definition, range of aPL tested variance of laboratory reference
ranges from consensus guideline recommendations and other constraints. This has been discussed
in detail by the Antiphospholipid Antibody Task Force who reported their findings from the 14th
International Congress on antiphospholipid antibodies [41].

The available data continue to show conflicting results regarding the utility of anti-B2GPI in
obstetric APS. A meta-analysis of studies pertaining to placental problems in pregnancy (comprising
late fetal loss, preeclampsia, placental abruption or intrauterine growth restriction), identified two
cohort studies which demonstrated an association between anti-B2GPI and preeclampsia and late fetal
loss [18,42,43]. One cohort study demonstrated an association with intrauterine growth restriction.
However, there were four other case-control studies which did not confirm these associations [44–47].
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The meta-analysis concluded that there was insufficient data to establish a significant link between
anti-B2GPI and pregnancy morbidity. By contrast, LA was found to associate with placenta mediated
complications with an odds ratio of approximately 10 for late fetal loss among cohort studies. More
recently, a large multicentre prospective study including nearly 600 cases of fetal death after 20 weeks
gestation found that elevated levels of IgM and IgG anti-B2GPI were associated with an increased
risk of stillbirth, with odds ratios of 2 and 3 respectively [48]. One factor that has hampered direct
comparison of various aPL in obstetric APS has been the heterogeneity of antibodies tested among
different studies. A limited number of studies have included triple testing of LA, aCL and anti-B2GPI
and indicate that positivity for all three antibodies is a risk factor for pregnancy morbidity [41,49].

The majority of studies in obstetric APS have included testing for IgG and/or IgM anti-B2GPI.
However, there have been several studies that have examined the associations of IgA anti-B2GPI in
relation to obstetric outcomes. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the data shows conflicting results. For example,
a retrospective study in the early 2000s found that pregnant women with APS, preeclampsia and
autoimmune disease had significantly higher IgA anti-B2GPI levels compared with a group of pregnant
patients with diabetes and women with normal pregnancies [50]. Another study also found higher
IgA anti-B2GPI levels among women with recurrent spontaneous miscarriages and fetal loss [51].
However, a study looking at anti-B2GPI antibodies in 84 women with primary APS, unexplained
pregnancy morbidity and SLE found a low prevalence of IgA anti-B2GPI and no significant clinical
associations [52].

Overall, the evidence relating to the significance of anti-B2GPI in obstetric APS is hindered
by differences in the clinical and epidemiological characteristics of patients studied, as well as
methodological differences in assays used. Longitudinal, prospective studies are needed in this field to
help resolve the ambiguities regarding the prevalence and significance of anti-B2GPI in obstetric APS.

7. Future Directions for Anti-B2GPI Testing

7.1. Refining the Target of Anti-B2GPI Testing: The Role of Domain Specific Antibodies

There are many difficulties in studying anti-B2GPI antibodies and one of the key remaining
questions is how to identify patients with the highest risk of thrombosis or obstetric morbidity—i.e.,
why do some patients with anti-B2GPI develop APS and others do not? A current area of assay
development aims to distinguish between different subtypes of anti-B2GPI antibody that may differ in
their pathogenicity. Standard anti-B2GPI assays do not differentiate autoantibodies against different
domains of B2GPI. There is emerging evidence to suggest that determining the target domain of
anti-B2GPI antibodies may improve the specificity and utility of testing.

A multicentre study of 447 patients assessed the significance of domain 1 specific IgG anti-B2GPI
antibodies compared with IgG anti-B2GPI against other domains [53]. In this study, 55% of patients had
IgG antibodies directed against domain 1 of B2GPI. Of these patients, 83% had a history of thrombosis.
By contrast, among patients with IgG anti-B2GPI against other domains of B2GPI, a smaller proportion
(58%) had a history of thrombosis. Furthermore, domain 1 specific anti-B2GPI showed a significant
association with obstetric manifestations of APS in this patient group which was not observed for
anti-B2GPI against other domains.

Domain specific antibodies may also be helpful in refining the diagnostic value of IgA anti-B2GPI.
A study looking at a small number of SLE patients with IgA anti-B2GPI found that domain 4 and
5 specific antibodies were seen more commonly among SLE patients without thrombosis compared
to those with a history of thrombosis [54]. If verified in larger cohorts of patients, domain specific
anti-B2GPI antibodies could potentially help stratify patients with a higher risk of APS in association
with systemic autoimmune disease which might inform clinical decisions such as when to offer
anticoagulant prophylaxis. However, domain specific anti-B2GPI testing is not yet widely available in
most diagnostic laboratories.
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7.2. Improved Standardisation of Anti-B2GPI Testing

There are numerous challenges relating to assays used for assessment of anti-B2GPI and these are
discussed extensively elsewhere [55]. These include variation in isotypes tested by different centres,
variability in the sensitivity and specificity of assays, significant inter-laboratory and intra-assay
variability, the lack of universally agreed units of measurement and lack of reference material for
traceability of measurements.

These issues are the focus for improving the diagnostic utility of anti-B2GPI testing in APS.
One area in progress is the development of IgG and IgM reference material derived from pooled
serum from well characterised APS patients with very high anti-B2GPI levels. The Antiphospholipid
Antibodies Task Force recently reported that further validation studies were being performed and
it is hoped that this will help to address issues regarding standardisation of assays and reduce
inter-laboratory and inter-assay variability [33]. There are no reference materials for IgA anti-B2GPI,
and this is an area for development if IgA anti-B2GPI is to be more widely adopted in anti-B2GPI
testing algorithms.

8. Conclusions

B2GPI is a multifunctional protein with key roles in the clotting pathway. Antibodies against
B2GPI contribute to APS and are particularly important in the subset of patients who test negative
for other aPL. Current data support the inclusion of anti-B2GPI in the laboratory diagnostic criteria
of APS and in particular, favour IgG anti-B2GPI over IgM in terms of specificity for APS. There is
accumulating data to support a role for IgA anti-B2GPI in APS diagnosis, but its exact significance in
relation to particular APS clinical phenotypes remains unresolved. The laboratory diagnosis of APS
continues to be a challenging area of research as there is considerable variability in patient populations
studied, assays used and the majority of studies have been retrospective. Coordination of prospective,
longitudinal studies is vital to improve our understanding of this fascinating group of autoantibodies.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

APS Antiphospholipid syndrome
B2GPI Beta-2 glycoprotein I
Anti-B2GPI Anti-beta-2 glycoprotein I antibodies
SLE Systemic lupus erythematosus
aPL Antiphospholipid antibody
LA Lupus anticoagulant
aCL Anticardiolipin
IgG Immunoglobulin G
IgM Immunoglobulin M
IgA Immunoglobulin A
ELISA Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
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Abstract: Antiphospholipid syndrome is an autoimmune disorder characterized by vascular
thromboses and pregnancy morbidity associated with antiphospholipid antibodies: lupus
anticoagulant, IgG or IgM anticardiolipin or anti-beta 2-glycoprotein I. The kidney is one of the
major target organs in antiphospholipid syndrome (APS). However, beyond the known involvement
of the kidney in primary and associated APS, we may be observing a new form of APS within the
context of renal failure. This review describes the classical kidney manifestations of APS and provides
new considerations to be taken into account.

Keywords: autoimmunity; antiphospholipid antibodies; end stage kidney disease; early graft loss;
thrombosis antiphospholipid syndrome; aPL; B2GPI; IgA

1. Introduction

Hughes syndrome, most commonly called antiphospholipid syndrome (APS), is an autoimmune
multisystemic disorder characterized by thrombosis and pregnancy-related complications in patients
with antiphospholipid antibodies (aPL) [1]. aPL comprise a heterogeneous group of autoantibodies
directed against phospholipids or protein–phospholipids complexes [2,3].

The diagnosis of APS is made when one clinical and at least one laboratory criteria are fulfilled [4].
The international consensus statement updated in 2006 includes as clinical criteria one or more
episodes of thrombosis, arterial or venous, in any tissue or organ. Clinical criteria must be confirmed
by unequivocal techniques such as imaging studies or histopathology. Consensus APS pregnancy
morbidity includes: (1) unexplained fetus death at or beyond the 10th week of gestation; (2) premature
birth before the 34th week of gestation due to eclampsia, preeclampsia or placental insufficiency; and
(3) three or more unexplained abortions before the 10th week of gestation.

Lupus anticoagulant (LA) in plasma, IgG and/or IgM anticardiolipin (aCL) in medium or higher
titers (>40 GPL or MPL, or > the 99th percentile) and anti-beta-2-glycoprotein I (aB2GPI) antibodies
(in titer > the 99th percentile) in serum or plasma determined in at least two occasions separated by at
least 12 weeks comprises the laboratory criteria [4].

APS can be classified into four groups in accordance with the type of aPL presented by the
patient [4]:

I—More than one laboratory criterion in any combination.
II a—LA present isolated.
II b—aCL IgG or IgM isolated.
II c—aB2PGI isolated IgG or IgM.
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Although anti-B2GPI antibodies of IgA isotype were not included in the 2004-defined laboratory
criteria for APS due to controversial results [5], researchers were encouraged to clarify their role in
the APS in the same meeting [4]. The clinical importance of IgA aB2GPI has increased in the last few
years [6,7] due to the utilization of kits useful to detect IgA aB2GPI [8] and the task force in the 13th
International Congress on Antiphospholipid Antibodies (2010, Galveston, TX, USA) recommended
testing for the IgA aB2GPI in cases negative for IgG and IgM and when APS is still suspected [9,10].

APS was first described by Hughes in the mid-1980s as a disorder of hypercoagulability in
association with aPL [11]. This syndrome was first reported in a patient with systemic lupus
erythematosus (SLE) [12]. However, shortly after APS was defined in this way, several authors
suggested separate categories in order to group patients with APS. At present, there are three
different APS disease entities: (1) Patients with APS criteria and without associated systemic
autoimmune disorders are defined as having “primary antiphospholipid syndrome” (PAPS) [13,14].
This is currently the most common form of the disease [15]; (2) Patients with associated systemic
autoimmune disorders such as SLE or rheumatoid arthritis (RA) are classified as having “associated
antiphospholipid syndrome” (SAPS) [13,14]; (3) Patients with catastrophic antiphospholipid syndrome
(CAPS), consisting in multiple organ thrombosis with simultaneous multiorgan failure and mortality
rate near to 50% [14].

Although prevalence of aPL in healthy populations is between 1.0% [16] and 5.6% [17], the real
prevalence of APS among the general population is unknown. The prevalence published in different
works show significant variability [18] and APS is probably underdiagnosed. aPL are not exclusive
to autoimmune diseases as they have also been detected in infections [19,20], neoplasias [21] or are
chlorpromazine [22] or quinidine induced [23]. The estimated incidence of APS is approximately
5 cases per 100,000 persons per year [17].

It is unclear how thrombosis is developed in aPL. Some studies have associated aPL with different
thrombotic pathways, including persistent activation of coagulation [24,25], platelet activation [26],
vessel inflammation [27] or accelerated atherosclerosis [28].

Nevertheless, the presence of aPL is not the only condition to induce thrombosis formation.
Patients with aPL for long periods of time need a “second hit” involving activation of innate immunity
and a pro-inflammatory microenvironment to trigger thrombotic episodes. Infections or surgery have
been suggested as a possible means of a second hit [14,29].

Establishment of consensus criteria for APS has made it possible to standardize patient groups
but it has also generated controversy because these very restrictive criteria have limited use for
clinical purposes [30]. Some authors have proposed a redefinition of APS [31]. In fact, manifestations
associated with aPL antibodies such as heart valve disease, livedo reticularis (LR), some neurological
manifestations such as migraines or epilepsy, stroke or thrombocytopenia were not included in the
updated criteria despite some of them being frequent in APS patients [18,32].

Renal manifestations are one of the most prevalent events in APS patients and may co-exist
with other conditions, especially with lupus nephritis. Renal involvement in APS is caused by
thrombosis in any location within the kidney vasculature. Renal manifestations may include renal
infarction, renovascular hypertension, APS nephropathy, thrombotic microangiopathy (TMA), renal
artery stenosis and increased allograft thrombosis [33].

The true incidence of renal involvement in APS has not been well determined and may be
underdiagnosed. This involvement may fluctuate between 9% and 10% of patients having APS [34].
The purpose of this review is to summarize the information about APS and renal involvement.

2. APS Nephropathy

APS nephropathy is clinically characterized by a syndrome of vascular nephropathy associated
with proteinuria, hypertension and renal insufficiency [35]. Acute presentation of APS nephropathy
includes TMA. TMA has distinctive patterns and is usually associated with nephortic range
proteinuria [36,37], hypertension and renal failure [38]. aPL test is always a useful tool to distinguish
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whether TMA is caused by APS [38] instead of other entities such as hemolitic uremic syndrome or
thtombotic thrombocitopenic purpura [39].

The most striking features of APS nephropathy are vasocclusive lesions (total or partial), including
TMA [37]. Focal or diffuse microangiopathic areas that might affect any of the vessels within the renal
vasculature, recanalizing thrombi in arteries and arterioles are other well-defined characteristics [36].
Nevertheless, other changes in biopsies have been described unrelated to thrombosis such as
glomerular basement membrane reduplication, focal segmental glomerulosclerosis, intimal hyperplasia
of arteries or acute tubular necrosis [36,37,40,41].

3. Systemic Hypertension

Hypertension associated with livedo reticularis was described by Hughes in the definition of
APS. Systemic hypertension is considered a sensitive marker of nephropathy. Nochy et al. reported a
prevalence of 93%, in some cases this being the only clinical sign suggesting nephropathy [37]. Cacoub
et al. reported malignant hypertension in APS patients without SLE in five patients [42].

4. Renal Artery Lesions

Renal artery involvement can be uni- or bilateral and usually consists of occlusive lesions resulting
from thrombosis. The most common clinical manifestation is renal thrombosis in the onset of severe
hypertension [43].

Renal artery stenosis (RAS) is another characteristic condition in APS. A total of 26% of aPL
positive patients with non-controlled hypertension were found to have renal artery stenosis, this
being significantly higher than in hypertensive controls (8%) and healthy potential kidney donors [43].
Although the source of RAS is not clear, the response to anticoagulation suggests a thrombotic
process [43,44].

5. Renal Vein Thrombosis

Thrombosis may occur in the main and/or minor renal veins of patients with PAPS and patients
with associated SLE [45,46]. This manifestation has been particularly associated with LA positivity
and is usually characterized by the presence of nephrotic range proteinuria [35,46].

6. Lupus Nephritis

APS nephropathy in SLE patients may vary from 11.4% to 39.5% according to several studies [47].
Silvariño et al. found that patients with LA plus IgG aCL had an increased prevalence of APS
nephropathy, suggesting that these aPL may have a direct effect on the development of these
lesions [48]. Furthermore, Zheng et al. found that LA accompanied by antibodies against B2GPI
is related to glomerular microthrombosis, with a prevalence ranging from 20% to 30% [49].

7. Catastrophic Antiphospholipid Syndrome (CAPS)

CAPS is an accelerated variant of APS with multiorgan failure being described for the first time
by Asherson [50,51]. Although many patients with APS have venous or arterial thrombosis within an
isolated location in the body, a small proportion have undergone rapid onset of multiorgan thrombosis
associated with high mortality [52].

Due to the low prevalence of this form of APS, estimated at 0.8%, there is little clinical experience
regarding this form [15]. At least three organs must be affected in order to diagnose the CAPS form,
and symptoms may develop within a few days or weeks. Although large vessels may be affected,
more commonly there is thrombotic microangiopathy affecting small vessels in multiple organs.
In 50% of cases, the heart, central nervous system, liver, skin and kidney are affected [53]. According
to the CAPS registry data, at least 70% of the patients had renal involvement [54]. Death is usually the
result of multiple organ failure in more than 50% in patients with APS [52,55].
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It is noteworthy that approximately 60% of the CAPS are preceded by a precipitating event,
mainly infections [35].

8. aPL in Hemodialysis Patients

End stage renal disease is a rare complication of APS and only a few studies have investigated this
relationship. High prevalence of aPL in hemodialysis (Table 1) has been reported. These antibodies
seem to be independent of age, sex, length of time on dialysis, drugs and chronic B and C hepatitis [56].
The mechanism by which these autoantibodies appear is not clear. However, dialysis membranes,
trauma to blood in dialysis or infections have been postulated as possible causes [56]. Cardiovascular
complications rank first among the causes of death in patients on dialysis with chronic kidney disease
and end-stage renal disease and include thrombotic episodes in cerebral and myocardial vessels [57].
The presence of these autoantibodies is unclear because some studies have associated aPL with
thrombotic events [58,59] but other studies have not [60,61]. Overall, the evidence with classic aPL is
not clear regarding the pathogenic role in end stage renal disease.

Table 1. Prevalence of consensus aPL in hemodialysis patients.

Reference Patients LA (%) aCL (%) aB2GPI (%)

Quereda (Nephron, 1988) [62] 56 22
Grönhagen (BMJ, 1990) [63] 146 26

García- Martín (NDT, 1991) [33] 51 22 31
Matsuda (Thr Res, 1993) [64] 39 33 31
Brunet (Kidney Int, 1995) [56] 97 19 15.5
Valeri (Clin nephrol, 1996) [65] 230 29
Ducloux (Kidney Int, 2003) [66] 324 26.8

García-Martín (doctoral tesis, 1999) 192 26 36 18
TOTAL 939 18.7 26 18

9. aPL in Renal Transplantation

aPL in renal transplantation varies from 2% [34,67] up to 15% [68] of the patients. Sufficient
evidence exists to show that aPL positive patients have a higher risk of developing thrombosis with
consequent graft loss. Vaidya et al. reported six patients positive for aPL with renal graft loss by
thrombosis in the first week of the transplantation [69]. Wagenknecht et al. found that 57% of patients
with primary nonfunctioning renal allografts were aPL positive, the latter posing an important risk
factor for early renal allograft failure [70]. However, some studies have not reported any association
between aPL and risk of graft loss despite a high prevalence of pretransplant aPL [68]. The small
number of patients included in the study may be the key to the non-association of aPL with graft loss.

It has also been reported that a minority of patients (15.7% of patients with aPL) can develop aPL
post-transplantation. It is still unknown how patients can acquire aPL but it has been speculated that it
may be caused by a post-transplantation infection [71]. Furthermore, the development of aPL after
transplantation was associated with acute rejection [72].

10. The Role of IgA aB2GPI Antibodies in the Context of End Stage Kidney Disease

10.1. Dialysis

Patients with chronic renal failure have a high prevalence of cardiovascular problems, which
are especially severe in patients on dialysis [73,74]. Cardiovascular complications are ranked first in
cause of death in dialysis patients including thrombotic events in the brain and myocardium [57].
Endothelial dysfunctions are common in these patients and this may contribute to hypertension and
arteriosclerosis [75].
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As described previously, the use of IgA aB2GPI is not an accepted laboratory criterion for the
diagnosis of APS. However, since Galveston 2010 IgA, aB2GPI testing has been recommended in
patients with persistent clinical of APS and negative for consensus aPL [76].

In a prospective study, 124 patients on dialysis were followed-up for two years. Of these,
41 (33.1%) were positive for IgA aB2GPI and 83 negative. Of the 41 positive, 46.3% died during
the follow-up while only 16.9% of the 83 negative patients died (p < 0.001). The main cause of death
for IgA aB2GPI positive patients was cardiovascular. Survival in the group of IgA aB2GPI positive
patients was significantly lower than in the negatives. The risk of death (Hazard Ratio) for IgA aB2GPI
positive patients was 3.274 (for a confidence interval of 95%, p < 0.001) [77].

The prevalence of consensus aPL was aCL IgG (9.7%), aCL IgM (6.4%) and aB2GPI IgG (10.9%),
however, consensus aPL were not related to mortality or vascular events. It has been speculated
that antigens released from the membranes of endothelial cells interact with dialysis membranes
complexed hapten, exposing new epitopes in hemodialysis patients [77]. These complexes could
stimulate the formation of aB2GPI antibodies that can promote hypercoagulability and arteriosclerosis
progression [78].

Another study with patients undergoing hemodialysis recently confirmed the high prevalence of
IgA aB2GPI antibodies and their relationship to vascular complications [79].

Serrano et al. described a similar prevalence of IgA aB2GPI in patients undergoing peritoneal and
hemodialysis, indicating that the proposed models of hapten-carriers complexes generated by B2GPI
interaction with dialysis membranes and endothelial injury by dialysis system access to body could be
discarded [80].

10.2. Renal Transplantation

Classic aPL in transplantation are scarce, however they seem to be a clear association with
graft loss. Two studies have investigated the implications of IgA aB2GPI in renal transplantation.
A 10-year follow-up prospective study was performed including all patients transplanted during the
years 2000–2002 in the 12 Octubre Hospital. Pretransplant IgA aB2GPI was examined retrospectively
in 269 patients. Eighty-nine patients (33%, group 1) were positive for IgA aB2GPI and 180 patients
(67%, group 2) were negative. Group 1 had a higher incidence of early graft loss at six months
(11.2% in Group 1 vs. 1.6% in Group 2; p = 0.002) the thrombosis of the vessels being the most
prevalent cause of graft loss and was only observed in Group 1. In the multivariate analysis,
IgA aB2GPI was an independent risk factor for the development of early graft loss and delayed
graft function but was unable to prove IgA aB2GPI as an independent risk factor for thrombosis graft
loss. Graft survival was similar in both groups after the first six months. Therefore, patients positive
for IgA aB2GPI pretransplant have a high risk of early graft loss and a high risk of delayed graft
function [41]. An extension of this study including 1375 patients made possible to relate IgA aB2GPI
as an independent predictor of early graft loss due to thrombosis [81].

IgA aB2GPI antibodies drop immediately after renal transplantation and remain significantly
lower than the levels observed in the pre-transplant status, even in patients who have lost their
graft and have returned to dialysis [80]. This fact leads to a therapeutic doubt on whether
immunosuppression can be effective in patients with APS, and suggests that further study is necessary.

How IgA aB2GPI induce early graft loss due to thrombosis is not clear but it has been speculated
with surgery as a possible “second hit” triggering thrombosis [81]. This should be investigated by
other groups because only one group has been described this relationship.

11. Treatment

There is no specific treatment for APS. Treatments administered to APS patients are primarily
preventive. They consist in interfering with clotting mechanisms to prevent further thrombotic events.
The drugs most used are unfractionated heparin (UFH), low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) and
vitamin K antagonists (VKA).
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UFH or LMWH are used in acute thrombotic events [82]. VKA anticoagulation is the treatment of
choice in the long term, especially in patients with venous thromboembolism and embolic cerebral
ischemia [83]. Treatment intensity is measured by the International Normalized Ratio (INR), which
should range from 2.0 to 3.0 in these cases. The same treatment with or without low dose aspirin
is indicated for arterial thrombosis [83]. Aspirin is indicated for patients with previous pregnancy
morbidity with no thrombotic event. Results from observational studies have indicated a protective
effect of aspirin in patients with asymptomatic SLE [84–87] and 197 women with APS [88]. Catastrophic
APS should be treated with a combination of VKA, low dose aspirin and/or intravenous and/or
plasma immunoglobulins [89]. Rituximab, hydroxycloroquine, plasma exchange, anti-C5 antibodies or
statins can also be an alternative treatment for patients persistently positive for aPL [83,90]. Eculizumab
is a complement inhibitor that has shown efficacy in preventing the recurrence of APS events after
renal transplantation [91].

The development of new direct oral anticoagulant (DOAC) drugs has enabled new treatments.
Dabigatran is a DOAC that has been shown to be effective in arterial thrombosis treatment [92].
Rivaroxaban is a selective inhibitor of factor Xa and has no effect on platelet activation [93].
Fondaparinux is a selective inhibitor of factor Xa. It has been used as a treatment for heparin-induced
thrombocytopenia, but recently it has been found that Fondaparinux prevents binding of the B2GPI
antibody to the B2GPI [94]. These anticoagulants do not require monitoring, which is a greater advance
on anticoagulation. Nevertheless, because of its high price and its similar efficacy [93,95] with the
current anticoagulants, it plays a secondary role.

12. New Perspectives

Despite treatments for APS, a multicenter prospective study of 1000 APS patients followed-up for
10 years concluded that it was necessary to search for new markers to prevent the complications of
APS. Even though patients were under treatment, some of them continued to develop thrombosis [96].
Recently, a new method to detect specific circulating immune complexes (CIC) of IgA bounded to
B2GPI (B2A-CIC) has been described [97]. The B2A-CIC identifies a subgroup of patients prone to
develop thrombosis [98]. Testing of this B2A-CIC in the pretransplant population could provide a way
to identify patients prone to graft loss. Other aPL such as anti-phosphatidilserine/prothrombin [99]
or anti-annexin [100] may be helpful to identify new patients to be treated. It has been recently
described that the mTORC pathway is involved in vascular lesions associated with the APS [101].
In this way, initial immunosuppression based on mTOR-inhibitors in renal transplant patients positive
for IgA-aB2GPI-ab could be an alternative to the use of VKA to prevent thrombotic events.

13. Conclusions

APS is well recognized as an important cause of kidney injury, with specific clinical and
histological features that may lead to renal injury caused by thrombosis at any location within the
renal vasculature. Prompt evaluation should be performed in APS patients with manifestations such
as systemic hypertension, livedo reticularis, hematuria, proteinuria or renal insufficiency without
any other justifying etiology. Testing for aPL must also be considered for patients with any of these
manifestations, especially IgA aB2GPI antibodies, the latter representing about 30% of patients in
dialysis and transplantation. APS has focused mainly on patients with SLE, but patients with SAPS and
renal failure only represents 2%–5% in hemodialysis or transplantation. We may be witnessing a new
form of APS based on IgA aB2GPI antibodies not related with autoimmune diseases, which should be
studied in the upcoming years. For patients with SLE and positive for aPL, APS nephropathy, alone
or associated with SLE nephritis, should be considered in order to help guide prompt therapeutic
decisions that may help to prevent the development of renal failure.

Anticoagulation remains the main treatment for patients with renal disease caused by APS. Future
studies may help to identify better therapeutic targets.
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Abstract: Antiphospholipid syndrome (APS) is an adquired autoimmune pro-thrombotic disease
characterized by arterial and/or venous thrombosis and/or fetal losses associated with the persistent
presence of antiphospholipid antibodies (aPL) detectable by solid phase assays (anticardiolipin (aCL)
and anti-β2 glycoprotein I, β2GPI) and/or functional coagulation test (lupus anticoagulant (LA)).
Most patients with typical APS manifestations have the presence of one or more of conventional
aPL, but, some patients might exhibit clinical features related with APS but with persistent negative
determinations of “classic” aPL (seronegative APS). Expanding the network of autoantibodies in
patients highly suspected of having APS but who have normal results from a conventional test using
new antibodies (i.e., phosphatidylserine/prothrombin and β2GPI domain 1) would increase the
diagnosis. Thrombosis is one of the leading causes of death among patients with cancer, representing
up to 15% of all deaths. Cancer increases the risk of thrombosis and chemotherapy is further
associated with a higher risk of thrombosis. In addition, aPL may contribute to an increased risk of
thrombosis in patients with malignancies, although the levels do not seem to reflect their pathogenicity.
Several malignancies, particularly hematological and lymphoproliferative malignancies, may indeed
be associated with the generation of aPL but do not necessarily enhance the thrombophilic risk in
these patients.

Keywords: antiphospholipid antibodies; lupus anticoagulant; anticardiolipin antibodies; cancer;
malignancies; catastrophic antiphospholipid syndrome

1. Introduction

Antiphospholipid syndrome (APS) is defined by the presence of arterial and venous thromboses
and pregnancy morbidity (miscarriages, fetal deaths, premature births), in the company of
antiphospholipid antibodies (aPL); namely, lupus anticoagulant (LA), anticardiolipin antibodies (aCL),
or anti-β2 glycoprotein-I (anti-β2GPI) antibodies. APS can occur in patients having neither clinical
nor laboratory evidence of another definable condition (primary APS), or it may be associated with
other diseases, mainly systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), and occasionally with other autoimmune
conditions (Sjögren syndrome, systemic vasculitis, rheumatoid arthritis, among others), infections,
drugs, and malignancies [1].

Despite the prevalence of aPL in general population is up to 5%, only a small proportion
of patients develop APS. Some epidemiological studies estimates that the incidence of APS
is around 5 new cases per 100,000 persons per year and the prevalence around 40–50 cases
per 100,000 persons [2]. The prevalence increases in the elderly and in those with chronic
disease. Very recently, a population-based cohort was conducted in Germany (Gutenberg Health
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Study) including 5000 subjects (2540 men, 2460 women) from April 2007 to October 2008 [3].
aCL, anti-β2GPI and anti-β2GPI domain 1 were measured in 4977 subjects. The authors found a strong
age-dependent increase of both aCL and anti-β2GPI IgM, while aPL IgG titers were stable or tended to
decrease with age [3].

In 2011, an international group, APS ACTION (AntiPhospholipid Syndrome Alliance For Clinical
Trials and InternatiOnal Networking), gathered with the aim of planning several studies on aPL-related
syndromes. Its primary mission involves the prevention, treatment, and cure of aPL-associated clinical
manifestations through high-quality, multicentre, and multidisciplinary clinical research. Recently,
the APS ACTION group published a literature review focused on the prevalence of aPL in the general
population for 4 different outcomes of APS: stroke, myocardial infarction (MI), deep vein thrombosis
(DVT) and pregnancy morbidity. APS action group estimated that aPL are positive in approximately
13% of patients with stroke, 11% with MI, 9.5% of patients with DVT and 6% of patients with pregnancy
morbidity [4].

One of the pivotal studies on APS was conducted by The Euro-Phospholipid Group.
This International group of experts from 13 European countries analyzed the prevalence of the most
relevant clinical and immunological features in a cohort of 1,000 APS patients. Stroke and transient
ischemic attacks were the most common arterial manifestations (19.8%, 11.1% respectively), followed by
leg ulcers (5.5%), MI (5.5%), and amaurosis fugax (5.4%). Regarding venous events, the most frequent
features were: DVT (38.9%), pulmonary embolism (14.1%), and superficial thrombophlebitis (11.7%).
Other clinical manifestations included thrombocytopenia (29.6%), livedo reticularis (24.1%), heart valve
lesions (14.3%), hemolytic anemia (9.7%) and epilepsy (7%) among others [5].

One uncommon, but often lethal variant of APS, characterized by a rapid and progressive
thrombosis (mainly small vessel trombosis) is known as catastrophic APS (CAPS) [6]. Fortunately the
prevalence of the catastrophic APS is rare (<1% of all cases of APS) but its potentially fatal outcome
emphasizes its significance in clinical practice. In order to summarize all the published case reports
as well as the new diagnosed cases from all over the world, an international registry of patients with
catastrophic APS (“CAPS Registry”) was created in 2000 by the European Forum on Antiphospholipid
Antibodies. Currently, CAPS registry includes clinical, laboratory and therapeutic data of around
500 cases. This registry can be freely checked on the Internet https://ontocrf.grupocostaisa.com/es/
web/caps/home.

2. aPL Antibodies

aPL antibodies are a heterogenous group of autoantibodies directed against anionic phospholipids
or protein-phospholipid complexes, measured in solid phase immunoassays such as aCL or as an
activity (functional assays) which prolongs phospholipid-dependent coagulation assays, the so-called
LA. There are three well described and validated aPL antibodies included in the current revised
classification criteria (“Sydney criteria”) [7], including aCL (IgG and IgM), LA and β2GPI (IgG and
IgM). Accoding to revised classification criteria, aCL antibodies are considered positive when they are
present in serum or plasma at medium or high titers on two or more occasions, at least 12 weeks apart,
measured by a standardized ELISA technique. LA is positive when it is present in plasma, on two or
more occasions at least 12 weeks apart, detected according to the guidelines of the International Society
on Thrombosis and Hemostasis. Finally, Anti-β2GP1 antibodies are considered positive in serum
or plasma, on two or more occasions, at least 12 weeks apart, measured by a standardized ELISA
technique. Some other autoantibodies directed against anionic phospholipids or serological assays
that detect antibodies to coagulation proteins have been reported during the last years [8]. However,
not all of them have been replicated in other groups or have been standardized using conventional
techniques (Table 1).

APS patients nor only have the presence of aPL antibodies, but also a wide variety of
autoantibodies in secondary APS patients, including antinuclear antibodies, anti-dsDNA antibodies
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and extractable nuclear antigen antibodies, among others. The most common immunological features
in APS patients are collected in Table 2.

Table 1. Criteria and non-criteria antiphospholipid antibodies (aPL) antibodies.

Criteria aPL

aCL IgG and IgM
Anti-β2GPI IgG and IgM

LA

Other non-criteria aPL

aCL IgA
Anti-β2GPI IgA
Anti-annexin A2

Anti vimentin/cardiolipin complex
Anti-annexin A5

Antiphosphatidylethanolamine
Antiphosphatidylinositol

Anti PT/PS *
Anti-β2GPI Domain I *

* New promising criteria aPL.

Table 2. Most common autoantibodies in the antiphospholipid syndrome (APS), according to the
“Euro-Phospholipid Project” (including patients with Primary APS and associated APS, mainly systemic
lupus erythematosus (SLE)) [5].

Autoantibody %

aCL 87.9
IgG and IgM aCL 32.1

IgG aCL alone 43.6
IgM aCL alone 12.2

LA 53.6
LA alone 12.1

LA and aCL 41.5
ANA 59.7

Anti-dsDNA 29.2
Anti-Ro/SS-A 14
Anti-La/SS-B 5.7

Anti-RNP 5.9
Anti-Sm 5.5

Rheumatoid factor 7.8

No information about β2GPI antibodies was available.

3. Seronegative APS

Seronegative APS is defined as patients with typical manifestations suggestive of APS
(i.e., livedo reticularis, recurrent pregnancy losses, DVT or thrombocytopenia) but who have tested
persistently negative for conventional aPL on several occasions. The term seronegative APS was
quoted for the first time by Hughes and Khamashta [9]. Some potential explanations for seronegative
APS include (1) antibody consumption during an acute thrombotic episode; (2) transient negativity
of previously positive aPL patients (unlikely); and (3) a more realistic one: antibodies to the
heterogeneous aPL family against protein and protein-bound phospholipids which have not been
identified to date. The most promising of “non-classic” aPL are antibodies to phospholipid-protein
complexes (vimentin/cardiolipin complex), antibodies against phospholipid-binding plasma proteins
(prothrombin (PT), protein C, protein S, annexin V, and domains of β2GPI) [10]; phospholipid-protein
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complexes (vimentin/cardiolipin complex); and anionic phospholipids other than cardiolipin
(phosphatidylserine (PS), phosphatidylinositol) [11] and antibodies to the complex PS/PT [12].

Expanding the network of autoantibodies in patients with normal results from a classic test
(aCL, LA and/or β2GPI) using new antibodies (i.e., PT/PS and β2GPI domain 1) in patients with
suspected APS would increase the diagnostic capability of detection of new cases of APS formerly
labeled as “seronegative” cases [13]. Recent reports have shown that anti β2GPI domain 1 antibodies
might achieve a specificity as high as 99.5% for patients with APS and thrombosis events [14].

4. aPL and Malignancies

It is known as Trosseau’s syndrome the association between neoplastic disease and
a thromboembolic disorder made by Armand Trousseau in 1865 [15]. During decades, the relationship
between thrombosis and cancer was well documented. During the last 40 years, several case
reports of aCL in patients with thrombotic events and malignant conditions, including hematological,
lymphoproliferative disorders and solid tumors have been published. The increasing knowledge of
aPL in the pathogenesis of vascular occlusions established a close link between aPL and malignancies.

There has been experimental work demonstrating tumor growth with agents activating blood
coagulation and regression with coagulation inhibitors. Fibrin generation has also been associated
with accelerated tumor growth and tumor cells themselves may be responsible for the production of
compounds resulting in this mechanism of thrombosis [16].

Tumoral cells activate coagulation system through different pathways, interacting with clot cells,
platelets and fibrinolytic systems to generate thrombin. In addition, some other endothelial factors,
such as fibrin and tissue factor might play a role in the clotting formation mediated via fibrin deposition
and platelet activation [17].

Several mechanisms have been suggested to explain the association between aPL and cancer
including the following: (1) production of autoantibodies as a response to tumor antigens; (2) secretion
of aCL from tumor cells; and (3) production of monoclonal immunoglobulins with LA and aCL
activities [18].

In addition, some other clinical factors contribute to the risk of thrombosis including
immobilization or intravenous catheters. Furthermore, the risk of thrombosis appears to be highest
during the initial hospitalization and onset of chemotherapy, as well as at the time of disease
progression [19].

Information about the association between aPL and malignancies (solid tumors and hematological
malignancies) are heterogeneous and some, but not all, included information regarding clinical features.
Different series of patients with aPL and malignancies are summarized on Table 3.

One of the main studies in the field, was conducted in early 90’s in Montepellier, France [20].
The study included 1014 patients who were tested at entry for aCL, been carcinoma was the
most frequently associated disease. Only 7.1% of subjects were positive for aPL. Among them,
14 had a history of carcinoma, 9 had active malignant and 5 were in remission. The main
related malignancies found were prostatic adenocarcinoma, breast carcinoma, ovarian carcinoma,
and colon adenocarcinoma.
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Another study evaluated the prevalence of aPL in 216 consecutive patients admitted with a
biopsy/cytology proven neoplastic disease [21]. Additionally, the study included as a control group
88 age-matched healthy subjects. aPL were more prevalent among cancer patients (22%) in comparison
with control group (3%). Among cancer patients, thrombotic rates were higher in aCL-positive patients
(13 out of 47, 28%) than in aCL-negative patients (24/169, 14%).

A German group, retrospectively studied the presence of aPL and thrombotic manifestations
in a cohort of 58 patients with previous history of neoplasia (39 solid tumours and
19 hematologic/lymphoproliferative disease) [22]. LA was positive in 46% of patients, IgG aCL
in 41%, IgM aCL in 64%, and 55% of patients had elevated levels of both. Of the patients with solid
tumors, 18/39 (46%) patients had thromboembolic features of APS. Of the patients with hematologic
and lymphoproliferative malignancies, only 6/19 (32%) suffered from thromboembolic events.

Some years ago, we performed a literature review of cases with aPL related with solid
tumors, lymphoproliferative and hematological malignancies [18]. Given the heterogeneity of
information, a wide list of neoplastic disorders were identified. B-cell lymphoma, splenic lymphoma,
chronic myeloid leukemia, and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma were the most common hematologic
disorders. Regarding solid tumors, renal cell carcinoma, primary tumor with unknown origin,
lung adenocarcinoma and breast carcinoma were the main solid tumors related with aPL. In that series,
29 out of 120 cases of malignancy were diagnosed after the thrombotic manifestation of APS and in
41 cases, the diagnosis of both conditions (APS and cancer) was made at the same time.

A big cohort of cytology/histologically-confirmed solid tumor patients with an active disease
with a new diagnosis of venous thromboembolism (VTE) was recently published [23]. In addition,
two age-sex matched groups were included (one group of outpatients with diagnosis of solid
tumors and no history of VTE and one group of healthy individuals without previous thrombotic
events, history of abortions or autoimmune disease). Finally, the study included 258 patients with
cancer and VTE, 142 patients with cancer without VTE and 258 healthy controls. aPL antibodies
(aCL, LA and B2GPI) were measured in the first 72 hours after VTE and at least 12 weeks after the first
in aPL positive patients and healthy controls. aPL were more prevalent in patients with cancer and
VTE (21 out of 258; 8.1%) compared to cancer patients VTE negative (2 out of 142; 1.4%) and healthy
subjects (2 out of 258; 0.8%). LA and aCL IgG were the most-frequent aPL, followed by β2GPI IgG
antibodies. The authors concluded that in comparison with cancer patients without VTE and healthy
individuals, cancer patients with VTE had an elevated prevalence of aPL. In addition, it was suggested
that the presence of aPL may identify a subset of cancer patients who are at high risk of developing
thrombotic complications. For instance, those patients with persistent aPL positivity, especially those
with triple positivity (aCL, LA and β2GPI) need a closer monitoring due to a higher risk of new
episodes of thrombosis, even in patients under anticoagulation treatment.

Since the former cited studies place a focus on “classic” antibodies included on Sydney criteria,
it is possible that some other cases of malignancy-associated thrombosis might be attributed to “novel”
aPL. Whether these subgroups of patients represent a different clinical outcome or a worse prognosis
requires further analysis.

5. Catastrophic APS

As we cited previously, Catastrophic APS is an uncommon form of presentation of APS, in the
majority of case characterized by severe thrombotic complications predominantly affecting small
vessels of organs, however, some patients can developed large vessel involvement as occurs in classic
forms of APS [7]. Of the 488 cases included so far in the CAPS registry (https://ontocrf.grupocostaisa.
com/es/web/caps/home) 50 (10.2%) patients had malignancies; 28 (56%) were female and 22 (44%)
were male. The mean age was 46.9 years (SD 22 years). Of the patients, 3 (6%) had SLE, and 44 (88%)
had a primary APS. LA were detected in 40 patients (80%), IgG aCL in 35 patients (70%), and IgM aCL
in 23 patients (46%). Almost half of patients had thrombocytopenia (42% of cases).
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Combined therapy with anticoagulation, steroids, plasma exchange and/or intravenous
immunoglobulins is the standard treatment of patients with CAPS. Despite that treatment, survival rate
of patients with CAPS still poor. The outcome of patients with CAPS is worse in the presence
of an additional malignancy than when no malignancy is present. Only 38% of CAPS patients
with malignancies recovered in comparison with 64% of patients without malignancies (p < 0.05).
Treatment modalities, however, did not differ significantly between these patients. Only around
40% of CAPS patients with malignancies improved. This may be due to the additional presence of
the malignancy and to the older age of the patients. Other potential confounding factors such as
concomitant chemotherapy treatment, cancer stage, disease duration, comorbidities, among others
were not assessed.

6. Conclusions

aPL are a heterogenous group of autoantibodies directed at phospholipid binding proteins.
The “classic” aPL include LA, aCL and anti-β2GP1 antibodies; however, some autoantibodies directed
against anionic phospholipids or coagulation proteins have been reported during the last years.
The presence of aPL may contribute to an increased risk of thrombosis in patients with malignancies,
although the levels do not seem to reflect their pathogenicity. Probably, the persistence of aPL over
time, and the combination of two or more aPL, has more specific weight on the risk of thrombosis
during follow-up.

According to previous data, it is desirable to perform a complete search of aPL in those patients
with cancer and thrombosis. Conversely, it also important, rule out a neoplastic disorder in those
patients with APS (either classic forms or CAPS) with a new episode of thrombosis despite an adequate
range of anticoagulation.

In the future, it will be desirable to identify different profiles of patients with APS, according their
thrombotic and non-thrombotic features and according their aPL panel. Distinguishing the different
profiles of patients will, no doubt, present an opportunity to treat in a better way patients suffering
from APS, including those patients with malignancies related with aPL.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

aCL Anticardiolipin
Anti-β2GP1 Anti-beta 2 glycoprotein 1
aPL Anti-phospholipid antibodies
APS Antiphospholipid syndrome
CAPS Catastrophic Antiphospholipid Syndrome
DVT Deep vein thrombosis
LA Lupus anticoagulant
MI Myocardial infarction
PS phosphatidylserine
PT Prothrombin
SLE Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Abstract: Antiphospholipid syndrome is an autoimmune, acquired thrombophilia diagnosed when
vascular thrombosis or pregnancy morbidity are accompanied by persistent antiphospholipid
antibodies. Lupus anticoagulants (LA) are one of the criteria antibodies but calibration plasmas
are unavailable and they are detected by inference based on antibody behaviour in a medley
of coagulation-based assays. Elevated screening tests suggest the presence of a LA, which
is confirmed with mixing tests to evidence inhibition and confirmatory tests to demonstrate
phospholipid-dependence. At least two screening tests of different principle must be used to account
for antibody heterogeneity and controversy exists on whether assays, in addition to dilute Russell’s
viper venom time and activated partial thromboplastin time, should be employed. A variety of
approaches to raw data manipulation and interpretation attract debate, as does inclusion or exclusion
of mixing studies in circumstances where the presence of a LA is already evident from other results.
Therapeutic anticoagulation compromises coagulation-based assays but careful data interpretation
and use of alternative reagents can detect or exclude LA in specific circumstances, and this aspect of
LA detection continues to evolve. This review focuses on the main areas of debate in LA detection.

Keywords: activated partial thromboplastin time; antiphospholipid antibodies; antiphospholipid
syndrome; dilute prothrombin time; dilute Russell’s viper venom time; lupus anticoagulant; mixing
tests; Taipan snake venom time

1. Introduction

Antiphospholipid syndrome (APS) is diagnosed when laboratory assays demonstrate the presence
of persistent antiphospholipid antibodies (aPL) in patients presenting with thrombosis or pregnancy
morbidity [1]. Crucially, thrombosis and pregnancy morbidity are by no means specific to APS and
diagnosis is highly reliant on accurate and timely detection of aPL. Solid phase assays are employed
to detect two of the criteria antibodies, anticardiolipin antibodies (aCL) and anti-β2-glycoprotein I
antibodies (aβ2GPI), whilst lupus anticoagulants (LA) are detected in coagulation assays.

Standardisation difficulties for aPL assays persist, arising from issues such as antibody heterogeneity,
reagent variability and differing interpretation strategies, and so generation of gold standard assays
and reference plasmas remains elusive [2,3]. Whilst aCL and aβ2GPI assays can be calibrated to
generate quantitative results, the presence of LA is inferred based on antibody behaviour in a medley
of phospholipid-dependent coagulation assays [4–6].

No single type of coagulation test is sensitive to all LA and two test systems of differing analytical
principles should be employed to maximise detection rates [4–6]. Classically, the medley for each test
type comprises:
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(a) a screening test that employs a low phospholipid concentration to accentuate the effect of LA by
increasing competition with activated coagulation factors for limited phospholipid-binding sites

(b) performance of the screening test on a 1:1 mixture of index and normal pooled plasma (NPP) to
evidence inhibition

(c) confirmatory tests that recapitulate the screening test but with concentrated phospholipid to
partially or wholly swamp/overwhelm any LA, thereby demonstrating phospholipid dependence

A patient with a LA and no other causes of elevated clotting times present would be expected
to generate elevated clotting times in the screening test and mixing test, and a significantly shorter
clotting time with the confirmatory test that typically, but not always, returns into the reference
range. As long as the composite for one of the test systems is consistent with the presence of a LA,
you have found what you are looking for even if the other has given a normal screening test result.
One of the problems with employing global coagulation assays to infer the presence of LA is that
standard interpretation criteria necessarily assume that all else about the patient’s coagulation status is
normal, so each test has significant potential for compromised specificity, particularly in situations of
therapeutic anticoagulation. This adds a further layer of complexity to LA identification and several
guidelines with broad but not complete agreement are available to guide best practices [4–7]. The main
interferences for each LA assay type are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Main interfering factors in lupus anticoagulant assays affecting specificity.

Assay Types Assays Interferences

Intrinsic
pathway-based assays

LA-responsive
routine APTT
Dilute APTT
KCT
SCT

Non-LA causes of screening test elevation
Deficiencies of factors II, V, VIII, IX, X, XI, XII, PK, HMWK
Reduced fibrinogen
Anticoagulation with VKA, UFH, (LMWH), DFXa, DTI
Non-phospholipid-dependent inhibitors
Shortening of screening test
Elevated FVIII, FIX
Elevated fibrinogen

Extrinsic
pathway-based assays

dPT
ASLA

Non-LA causes of screening test elevation
Deficiencies of factors II, V, X; (dPT only: factors VII, VIII, IX)
Reduced fibrinogen
Anticoagulation with VKA, DFXa, DTI, UFH
Non-phospholipid-dependent inhibitors

Common
pathway-based assays
FX activation

dRVVT
VLVT

Non-LA causes of screening test elevation
Deficiencies of factors II, V, X
Reduced fibrinogen
Anticoagulation with VKA, DFXa, DTI, (UFH, LMWH)
Non-phospholipid-dependent inhibitors

Common
pathway-based assays
FII activation

TSVT
Textarin time

Non-LA causes of screening test elevation
Deficiency of factor II; (Textarin time only: factor V)
Reduced fibrinogen
Anticoagulation with UFH, LMWH, DTI
Non-phospholipid-dependent inhibitors

APTT, activated partial thromboplastin time; ASLA, activated seven lupus anticoagulant assay; DFXa, direct
activated factor X inhibitor; dPT, dilute prothrombin time; dRVVT, dilute Russell’s viper venom time; DTI, direct
thrombin inhibitor; HMWK, high molecular weight kininogen; KCT, kaolin clotting time; LMWH, low molecular
weight heparin; PK, prekallikrein; SCT, silica clotting time; TSVT, Taipan snake venom time; UFH, unfractionated
heparin; VKA, vitamin K antagonist; VLVT, Vipera lebetina venom time.

2. Which Assays Should Be Used?

Numerous assay types for LA detection have been proposed and used over the years and earlier
guidelines more or less gave practitioners free reign over which, and how many, to use, albeit with
acknowledgement that the pairing of dilute Russell’s viper venom time (dRVVT) and activated partial
thromboplastin time (APTT) can achieve good detection rates [1,8–10]. However, the most recent
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guideline from the International Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis (ISTH), published in late 2009,
suggests that that the risk of false-positive results is increased to unacceptable levels if more than two
screening tests are performed and restricts assay choice to only dRVVT, for its specificity to clinically
significant antibodies [11], and APTT with low phospholipid concentration because of its sensitivity [4].
This recommendation has its basis in the considerable body of evidence indicating that the dRVVT and
APTT pairing is diagnostically efficacious, and additionally, it serves to nurture common diagnostic
practices. An important caveat here is that not all reagents from different manufacturers for the same
test perform identically, particularly in the case of APTT [7,11–14], and reagents for LA detection must
be chosen carefully. Many APTT reagents intended for routine coagulation screening to primarily detect
coagulation factor deficiencies and monitor heparin therapy do not contain dilute phospholipid and/or
a suitable phospholipid composition, compromising their responsiveness to LAs. Available routine
APTT reagents span a continuum of low, intermediate and (relatively) high LA sensitivity [14],
whilst other APTTs are specifically formulated only for use in LA detection [15,16]. A valuable
recommendation is made in the guideline from the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute
(CLSI) from 2014 to employ a LA-insensitive APTT in routine coagulation screening and a separate,
LA-sensitive reagent when specifically investigating for LA [6,17]. This permits interpretation of
LA assays themselves unencumbered by the possibility of many interfering factors if the routine
APTT is normal [6,7]. However, considerations of resource availability, cost and convenience lead
many diagnostic facilities to employ one APTT reagent for both routine and LA testing, which
can adversely affect diagnostic outcomes [14]. It has been suggested that ellagic acid-activated
APTTs are less sensitive to LA and that only silica-activated reagents should be used [4]. This is
based on reports comparing routine APTT reagents employing different activators [13] yet ellagic
acid-activated APTTs that are LA-sensitive have been described [18] and the low sensitivity in the
other reagents is merely coincidental to their phospholipid composition [18,19]. Utility of dRVVT
in LA detection is indisputable, to such an extent that some laboratories erroneously employ it in
isolation for LA detection [20–22]. Aside from recognition that not all LA will manifest in dRVVT, hence
recommendations in all guidelines to employ at least two different tests [4–7,19], between-reagent
variation exists for dRVVT reagents too [23–26], albeit to a lesser extent than APTT.

The issue of whether extending LA detection repertoires to include additional tests inevitably
increases false-positivity rates is contentious [5–7,19]. Certainly, there will always be natural statistical
outliers for any test regardless of the statistical model applied for cut-off generation, so in that sense,
the more screening tests you employ the risk of false-positivity does indeed increase. However, any
elevated screening test will subsequently receive mix and confirm tests, so weak LA that might be
missed due to the adoption of a higher cut-off will not go undetected, and any genuine outliers will
generate concordant confirm results and negative mix results. It is the composite that secures diagnosis,
not an isolated screening test result, and it is for this reasoning that guidelines from the CLSI [6] and the
latest from British Committee for Standards in Haematology (BCSH) [5] do not exclude performance
of tests additional to dRVVT and APTT.

An important consideration regarding other tests is that assays such as dilute prothrombin time
(dPT), activated seven lupus anticoagulant assay (ASLA), textarin time and Taipan snake venom time
(TSVT) have been shown to detect small numbers of LA that do not manifest in dRVVT or APTT, or at
least the versions of those two assays employed in a given study, as well as antibodies that do manifest
in dRVVT or APTT [7,19,27–32]. Epitope specificity variation, even for antibodies to domain I of
β2glycoprotein I [3,33], means that the dRVVT and APTT combination alone cannot deliver diagnostic
certainty. Alternative assays are commonly evaluated against one or both of those assays, creating
a selection bias, and are thus disadvantaged in the context of perceived utility because they may be
sensitive to different antibody subpopulations. Antibodies unreactive in dRVVT and APTT can be
clinically significant [27–30,34–37], yet it is probably impractical and unnecessary for all laboratories
to adopt extended LA-assay repertoires. Nonetheless, there is a case for use of additional assays in
select patients or circumstances [5–7]. It could be reasonably argued that this additional testing should
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be the remit of reference laboratories, particularly for less familiar assays, although recent reports
have suggested that addition of the relatively straightforward dPT to a dRVVT and APTT pairing
can improve detection rates [7,19,28,37]. Concern has been expressed about lack of standardisation
with some of the alternative assays [4], which is not unwarranted for assays such as kaolin clotting
time [6,7,19], but not insurmountable for assays such as dPT and TSVT where available reagents
coupled with suitable expertise and experience can render them clinically valuable [28,29,32,34,37].

3. Raw Data Manipulation

The end-point for all LA assays is of course a clotting time in seconds. We are all familiar with
reporting and interpreting routine prothrombin times and APTTs in seconds and some practitioners
prefer to do so with LA assays [22,25,38], although all guidelines recommend conversion of screen,
mix and confirm results to normalised ratios [4–7]. This practice can reduce intra-assay, inter-assay
and between-laboratory variation by minimising operator and/or analyser variability, accounting
for reagent quality and stability issues, and NPP clotting time variation [6,7,39,40]. The controversy
concerns whether the NPP clotting time or reference interval (RI) mean clotting time should comprise
the denominator. The advantage of the former is that NPP is analysed alongside patient samples,
thereby accounting for innate between-run analytical variation by reflecting operator/reagent/analyser
performance in real time. The disadvantage is that not all NPP generate the same clotting times with
different reagents for the same test type, which can systematically bias calculated ratios towards
false-positive or false-negative results if the NPP value is towards an extreme of the RI and distant
from the RI mean [6,7,19,40,41]. Adopting the RI mean circumvents this potentially serious problem,
but requires generation of a robust RI, and NPP samples should continue to be run alongside test
samples to reflect real time assay performance and identify sudden analytical difficulties [7,14].

Another gain from normalisation is that clotting times for confirmatory tests are often shorter
than those for screening tests, even in NPP [13,41], which risks interpreting a screen and confirm
discordance as a LA when it is merely a function of reagent properties. Normalising the clotting times
of donor plasmas in RI generation virtually abolishes these discrepancies such that screen and confirm
RIs are almost identical [13,41] and thus permitting direct comparison of screen and confirm results in
patient samples.

4. Generation of Reference Intervals/Cut-Offs

The plethora of available reagents and analysers means that common RIs and cut-offs cannot
be applied to any given test and that locally derived reference ranges are necessary [4–7,23,39–42].
Historically, RIs for LA assays have been derived parametrically from the RI mean ±2 standard
deviations (SD) since normal donor population data for clotting tests are commonly Gaussian, or
can be made so by data transformation [5–7,13,43]. The RI upper limit operates as the cut-off for
determining screening test positivity and initiating mixing and confirmatory tests, whilst the RI mean
clotting time can be employed to generate normalised ratios.

Whilst common practice for these and many other assays, the consequent upper limit cut-off
at the 97.5th percentile results in 2.5% of observations being above that cut-off and representing
false-positive screening tests. To reduce this possibility, the current ISTH guideline recommends
application of the 99th percentile as the cut-off, which equates to the RI mean +2.3 SD for normally
distributed data. This can reduce frequency of false positive results and thereby increase specificity,
yet it is a statistical inevitability that this will reduce sensitivity [5–7]. The recommendation has proven
controversial, partly because composite testing will identify any false-positive screening results and
the slight reduction in sensitivity is therefore avoidable, but also because it is indicated that a 99th
percentile value can be derived from a minimum of 40 donors when a minimum of 120 has been
previously recommended [44]. Non-normally distributed data require considerably more. Sourcing
that many normal donors is problematic and impractical for most diagnostic facilities and advice in
the BCSH and CLSI guidelines maintains that generating a RI from its mean ±2 SD remains a valid
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and achievable proposition, and can be done with as few as 20 donors through validation exercises of
previous cut-offs. The theoretical loss of sensitivity when adopting 99th percentile cut-offs has been
substantiated in recent studies [45–47] and some workers continue to adopt 97.5th percentile, and even
95th percentile [41,46–48].

5. Confirmatory Tests

Despite recommendations in earlier as well as current guidelines, many laboratories have limited
their APTT testing to screen and mix tests only, further restricting specificity of that assay system [22,49].
Indeed, the design and interpretation of the previously widely used kaolin clotting time, an APTT
modification, is predicated on mixing test results [1,10]. This was partly due to poor availability of
paired APTT confirm reagents [6]. Reports that pairing a known LA-sensitive APTT with an known
insensitive reagent where practitioners ostensibly just need to perform two routine APTTs [14,17,48]
have led to a greater but not complete uptake of APTT confirm assays [20–22,49]. Another approach is
to screen with a LA-sensitive reagent, and if elevated, proceed to testing with the Staclot® LA assay.
This involves performing APTTs on equal volume mixtures of index plasma and NPP with a separate,
highly LA-sensitive reagent in the absence or presence of hexagonal phase phosphatidylethanolamine,
the latter being the confirmatory test [6,15].

Antibody heterogeneity makes it crucial that confirmatory tests are based on whichever screening
test is elevated [4–10]. Finding an elevated APTT screening test but attempting to discern phospholipid
dependence by performing dRVVT screen and confirm assays will result in failure to accurately identify
a LA that is dRVVT-unreactive.

Confirmation of phospholipid dependence is achieved by mathematically establishing that any
difference between screen and confirm values is significant and due to more than analytical variance.
Although the BCSH guidelines from 1991, 2000 and 2012 recommend the percent correction of screen
ratio by confirm ratio for dRVVT, where >10% correction is considered significant, a variety of other
calculations to assess for a significant difference have been proposed and used [9,50]. The issue
was not directly addressed by ISTH guidelines until the 2009 update, where percent correction is
also the recommendation, accompanied by a recommendation to assess the cut-off locally [4,8,10].
However, regulatory issues in some countries restrict practice to directions given by manufacturers
in their package inserts and a common instruction is to calculate a ratio from dividing the screen
result by the confirm result and assess against a cut-off [6,25]. Clearly, a high ratio is indicative of
phospholipid dependence, yet this is often derived from raw clotting times without prior screen and
confirm normalisation, which risks misclassification due to reagent-induced differences, and reduction
in inter-method and inter-laboratory agreement [6,13,25]. In recognition, all current guidelines indicate
that laboratories adopting this approach should first normalise screen and confirm results [4–7].
Some APTT-based assays, such as Staclot® LA, are assessed with deltas [6,15].

An interesting consequence of the availability of paired screen and confirm reagents is the
adoption of so-called integrated testing where the reagent pair are assayed in parallel with each
patient [4,7,11,25,48]. This permits immediate assessment for phospholipid dependence and circumvents
the traditional algorithm of performing a mixing test in response to an elevated screening test and
initiation of a confirmatory test if the mix is also elevated. One potential benefit is improved detection
of weaker LA where the prolongation of a patient’s basal screening test clotting time is insufficient
to exceed the cut-off yet the screen and confirm discordance elevates the ratio, or indicates high
percentage correction, and reveals the antibody [51–53]. The immediate availability of demonstration
of phospholipid dependence has led some to question the role of mixing tests in the LA detection
armoury [6,7,49,51,53–57], to which we will now turn our attention.

6. Mixing Tests

Lupus anticoagulants are, by definition, in vitro inhibitors, so it is entirely logical to investigate
an elevated screening test with a mixing test in the first instance. If an elevated screening test does
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not prove to be due to an inhibitor it wastes time and resources to perform the confirmatory test.
Or does it? Whilst that was accepted wisdom and standard practice for some time it is now widely
accepted, and acknowledged in guidelines, that mixing tests introduce a dilution factor that can
generate false-negative results such that adopting the traditional screen-mix-confirm algorithm may
reduce detection rates [4–7,51,57–60]. This has fuelled acceptance and the adoption of the integrated
testing model as a faster and more cost-effective LA detection strategy, yet it does not represent the full
picture and returns us to the issue of specificity.

As stated in the BCSH guideline [5], a patient with clear screen and confirm discordance in
undiluted plasma and no other causes of elevated clotting times but with a normal mixing test can
be reasonably considered to have a LA, the mixing test result being merely due to a limitation of
test design. Evidence for absence of a co-existing abnormality largely comes from the coagulation
screen employing a LA-insensitive routine APTT, if normal, but also from the confirmatory test whose
partner screening test was elevated, in that a normal confirmatory test is additional evidence that
interfering factors specific to that test system are not present [6,19,54,61]. However, if significant screen
and confirm discordance is apparent but the confirm result is elevated, consideration must be given
to the possibility of a co-existing abnormality such as a factor deficiency or undisclosed therapeutic
anticoagulation that could compromise LA detection [6,7,26,54,61,62]. Alternatively, some LA possess
a degree of resistance to the swamping effect of confirm reagents and the confirm result is elevated
for this reason alone [4,7,54]. In such circumstances, mixing tests can be invaluable by confirming
the presence of inhibition or correcting for some non-LA abnormalities. Specificity can be further
increased if a confirm mixing test is also performed as it aids discrimination between potent LA, LA
+ co-existing abnormality or non-LA abnormality [1,7,54,63,64]. Non-LA causes of elevated clotting
times usually generate concordant screen and confirm ratios and integrated testing generates a normal
ratio or low percent correction, thereby excluding a LA. However, exceptionally potent LA may also
generate such results when tested with undiluted plasma and the dilution factor in mixing tests can be
used to diagnostic advantage by dampening the effect of the antibody and reveal screen and confirm
discordance [19,54,55,64]. The important message here is that some LA can be reliably detected without
mixing tests and the decision point for progressing to mixing tests is whether or not the confirm result
from undiluted plasma is elevated [6,7,19,54,61]. This has led the CLSI to recommend a re-prioritisation
of testing order to screen-confirm-mix, the mixing tests only being performed when other tests are not
clear cut and the decision is made on a case-by-case basis.

Assays with higher specificity tend to require less mixing tests to clearly demonstrate LA [56,65].
Although considered rare, it is inevitable that the LA cofactor effect cannot be detected when mixing
tests are omitted [7,55]. The LA cofactor effect is the paradoxical further prolongation of the patient’s
clotting time upon mixing with NPP [6,10,55]. The phenomenon is thought to be due a patient’s
plasma being deficient in an as yet undefined cofactor that is essential for LA to exert their in vitro
anticoagulant effect. The NPP normalises the cofactor level, thereby permitting greater expression
of the LA-induced inhibition. The cofactor has been proposed but not proven to be prothrombin or
β2-glycoprotein I [6].

Accepting that mixing tests maintain a valuable role in LA detection but are compromised by the
dilution effect necessitates exploration of strategies to maximise detection rates. Adopting dilutions
that favour an excess of index plasma has been proposed but does not guarantee correction of
severe or multiple factor deficiencies [6,10], and although potentially useful in detecting weaker
antibodies [66], it is resource expensive and practically cumbersome to perform multiple mixing
test dilutions. Instead, efforts have been centred on alternative approaches to interpretation of 1:1
mixing tests. It is common to interpret mixing tests for standard coagulation tests against the RI for
undiluted plasma [67] but mixing test-specific RIs for LA assays have been shown to be narrower
than for undiluted plasma due to clotting times of normal samples at the extremes being compensated
upon mixing with NPP [6,7,11,13,60]. The narrower RI and thus lower cut-off increases sensitivity for
inhibition [6,13,38,60,68] and is now recommended for interpreting LA mixing tests [4,6,7]. The index
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of circulating anticoagulant (ICA) calculation [46,69] is an alternative recommendation [4,6], although
recent studies have reported that a mixing test-specific cut-off is more sensitive than ICA in detection
of inhibition [38,68].

7. Testing Anticoagulated Patients

All therapeutic anticoagulants have potential to compromise LA testing with some or most
available assays and laboratory investigation for LA is best postponed until after discontinuation of
anticoagulant treatment [4–6]. Despite this, it is common for samples from anticoagulated patients
to be submitted for diagnostic LA testing [7,70]. It is therefore incumbent on diagnostic laboratories
to recognise and maximise situations where LA can nonetheless be detected, yet be honest with
themselves and their service users when they cannot. This would normally take the form of performing
the assays on each patient and interpreting in light of assay design and limitations, degree of
anticoagulation, reagent properties and whether strategies such as mixing studies employing both
screen and confirm assays, and heparin neutralisers, have accounted for anticoagulation interference.

7.1. Vitamin K Antagonists

An almost perennial controversy is whether LA assays performed on undiluted plasma from
patients receiving vitamin K antagonist (VKA) anticoagulation are reliable, particularly dRVVT [57,71–74].
Some contend that the multiple acquired factor deficiency of VKA therapy does indeed compromise
LA detection [71,73], whilst others maintain that any screen and confirm discordance is reliable
despite any confirm test elevation [51,72]. Isert et al. proposed an elevation of the dRVVT normalised
screen/confirm ratio cut-off from 1.3 to 1.7 when testing plasma from VKA anticoagulated patients
(International Normalised Ratio (INR) 2.0–3.0), which improved accuracy in known APS patients
but risked a mild reduction in sensitivity [74]. In view of the controversy, others choose to disregard
results from undiluted plasma and instead rely on mixing tests where an elevated screen evidences
inhibition, and a reduced and often normal confirm evidences that the mix corrects the VKA effect
and the reagent corrects the LA [1,5,6,63]. A positive result is diagnostic but negative mixing tests are
inconclusive due to the dilution effect [1,5,6].

An additional tool for detecting LA in VKA anticoagulated patients is use of assays based on
‘VKA-insensitive’ snake venom prothrombin activators [31,34]. Textarin and Taipan venoms are
phospholipid-dependent, so diluting the phospholipid makes the assays LA-responsive, and employing
prothrombin activators aids specificity. In place of concentrated phospholipid confirmatory tests,
both venoms are commonly paired with ecarin venom, which contains a phospholipid-independent,
‘VKA-insensitive’ prothrombin activator [31,32,34,63,75]. Combining TSVT and ecarin time (ET) with
dRVVT and APTT mixing tests increases detection rates, partly because antibodies ‘lost’ by dilution
can still manifest in TSVT/ET [5,6,63], and also because TSVT will detect a small proportion of LA
unreactive with dRVVT and APTT [32,34,63,76].

It has been suggested that that there are no standardised commercial assays employing these
venoms [4], and whilst true for Textarin, paired TSVT and ET reagents have been available for
some time from at least one manufacturer [7,32,34]. The ISTH scientific sub-committee chose not
to recommend these assays for use in VKA anticoagulated patients because it was considered they
required further critical evaluation in that setting [4]. Both BCSH and CLSI guidelines do however
suggest they can be used in this patient population, possibly because authors on those committees had
more direct personal experience of them [5–7,34,63,76].

An important consideration for patients with LA who are treated with VKA anticoagulation is
that they are monitored with a phospholipid dependent test, the prothrombin time (PT), to generate
the INR. Fortunately, the high phospholipid concentration in thromboplastin reagents means that >95%
of patients with APS have a normal PT in the absence of other coagulopathies [5]. For patients whose
LA does prolong the locally employed PT prior to anticoagulation, thereby risking overestimation of
anticoagulation, monitoring with an alternative, LA-insensitive thromboplastin shown to generate
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a normal baseline for that patient is usually achievable. More rarely, amidolytic factor X assays can be
employed [1,5]. Reagents comprising recombinant tissue factor and purified phospholipids tend to
be slightly more prone to LA interference. Additionally, point-of-care devices for INR generation can
also be affected by LA and baseline PT on the device should be performed prior to commencement of
anticoagulation [5].

7.2. Heparins

Interference by unfractionated heparin (UFH) is inevitable in LA assays and attempting to detect
the antibodies in this situation is largely discouraged [4–7]. However, most commercial dRVVT
reagents contain heparin neutralisers that are effective up to a specified UFH level, commonly between
0.8 and 1.0 U/mL. The important question for practitioners who interpret these results is how they
know the neutraliser has quenched the UFH without simultaneously assaying UFH levels. Once again,
the confirmatory test comes to our rescue. An elevated screen can be attributed to a LA if the
confirm ratio is normal since its phospholipid has corrected the LA and the neutraliser has dealt
with the UFH [6]. Assays employing confirmatory tests derived from platelet material should not be
used as the platelet factor 4 will neutralise UFH and can generate false-positive screen and confirm
discordance [5,6,77].

Low molecular weight heparins (LMWH) are generally considered to have little or no effect
on standard prothrombin time and APTT assays yet dose, LMWH type and reagent variability can
generate elevated clotting times [78,79]. Although interference of LMWH in LA assays is less frequent
than with some other anticoagulants it does occur and the presence of LMWH must be taken into
account when interpreting LA assays, even in reagents with heparin neutralisers [6,62,80].

7.3. Direct Oral Anticoagulants

The direct oral anticoagulants (DOAC) inevitably complicate LA testing and interpretation, and
data continue to emerge concerning their effects on different LA assays [62,80–84]. Numerous studies
have reported greater elevation of dRVVT screen values than confirm values with direct factor Xa (DFXa)
inhibitors in non-LA patients or spiked NPP [26,62,81,83–87]. The screen and confirm discordance is
sufficient to generate almost ubiquitous false-positivity at peak rivaroxaban concentrations, and to
a lesser extent at trough levels [82]. Similar patterns are seen with edoxaban but to a lesser extent with
apixaban [81,86]. Being direct inhibitors, mixing tests are also elevated, further increasing the risk of
false-positive interpretations. As might be expected, APTT testing for LA is less often affected by DFXa
inhibitors but caution is required when interpreting results as reagent variability exists [62,81,86,87].

These complications can be overcome with the TSVT/ET pairing since the direct prothrombin
activation by both venoms bypasses the effects of DFXa inhibitors. Recent studies have reported
successful LA detection with TSVT/ET in patients on rivaroxaban [75,84,88,89]. However, TSVT/ET
alone will not detect all LA and additionally employing APTT-based assays that are insensitive to DFXa
inhibitors [81] should help account for antibody heterogeneity. Newly developed dRVVT reagents that
are less affected by warfarin and rivaroxaban, and thus exhibiting improved specificity, have recently
become available and been evaluated [26,81,88]. Although both therapeutic anticoagulants still elevate
the screen values, patients without LA generate concordant confirm values and the false-positive
interpretations encountered with most other dRVVT reagents do not ensue. Another recent study
reported similar findings with home-brew dRVVT reagents [84]. There does appear to be a slight loss
of sensitivity with the commercial reagents, albeit no less sensitive than some other commercially
available dRVVT reagents [25,26,88]. In view of this, a panel of DOAC-insensitive APTT, VKA and
DOAC insensitive dRVVT and TSVT/ET could maximise detection rates in anticoagulated patients.

Being a direct thrombin inhibitor, dabigatran potentially interferes with all LA tests and false
positive interpretations are common, including elevations of mixing tests [62,80,82,90–92]. Testing for
LA is best postponed until dabigatran is withdrawn, although a recent study reported successful
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in vitro idarucizumab-induced reversal of dabigatran anticoagulation in dRVVT and other routine
coagulation tests [92].

8. Can Lupus Anticoagulants Be Quantified?

The current detection of LA by inference in coagulation assays provides evidence of presence
but not concentration. The ability to quantify LA could help stratify patients into risk groups but
is complicated by the lack of a true plasma standard with assigned activity since the antibodies
are heterogeneous [93]. This heterogeneity, coupled with between-reagent variability, can result
in a given LA appearing to be a strong positive with one reagent but weak or even negative with
another [12,17,20,22,50], making even semi-quantitative assessment of results as weak, moderate or
strong almost meaningless.

An early attempt to quantify LA involved performing APTT and dRVVT screen and confirm
assays on 1:1 mixtures of test plasma and NPP. The ratio between the two clotting times in each test
was divided by the corresponding ratio for the NPP itself, generating a third ratio referred to as the
Lupus Ratio [94]. The upper limit of a normal reference population was deemed to represent one
LA Unit (LA-U) and dilutions of a single ‘strong’ LA-positive plasma used to construct calibration
curves. Although exhibiting high sensitivity and specificity, use of a single plasma for calibration was
a limitation and the Lupus Ratio alone was later proposed as a semi-quantitative procedure [95].

Perhaps unsurprisingly, other workers have explored spiking NPP with antibodies known to
possess LA activity. Le Querrec et al. demonstrated that various clotting assays could be calibrated
against a NPP spiked with monoclonal antibodies to the two most common antigenic targets of LA,
β2-glycoprotein I and prothrombin [96]. However, there were large differences in responsiveness
between the assays and reagents employed, and the two monoclonal antibodies would not necessarily
account for the polyclonal nature of LA or other antigenic targets such as annexin A5 [97].

Tripodi et al. performed a feasibility study for an alternative approach involving assignment of
a LA sensitivity index (LASI) to LA assay reagents directly analogous to the international sensitivity
index used for INR determination [98]. The usual ratios generated from LA testing were converted
into a new ‘universal’ scale called standardised LA-ratio (SLA-ratio). Reagent differences manifested
when SLA-ratio was calculated from LASI calibration with NPP spiked with purified IgG from patients
with ‘strong’ LA and aβ2GPI but were abrogated when calibration was against a set of plasmas from
LA-positive patients.

Possibly the most promising approach has been to generate a ratio from the peak height and lag
time thrombin generation parameters and calibrate against NPP spiked with monoclonal antibodies to
β2-glycoprotein I and prothrombin to quantify LA activity in arbitrary units [93]. Although the above
mentioned limitations with this calibration material remain, combining the quantified LA results with
those of other assays, such as the solid-phase assay aβ2GPI titre and factor VII activity, permitted
a layered strategy for thrombotic risk assessment, but which was not possible with the thrombin
generation parameters alone.

Can lupus anticoagulants be quantified? Not quite, but we are getting ever closer, although
generating that polyclonal plasma standard applicable to all patients and antigens remains
a high hurdle.

9. Conclusions

The publication of recent guideline updates by the ISTH and BCSH, and the new CLSI guideline,
have gone a long way towards harmonising diagnostic practices, despite incomplete agreement
on certain issues [7,19,37,40,45,65,70]. Most laboratories will likely continue to employ only the
dRVVT and APTT pairing, which will detect most LA, yet experienced proponents of other assays
are unlikely to be deterred from using them as they have evidenced genuine clinical utility, at
least in certain circumstances [28,34,37,75,84]. Although the mixing test debate will continue
apace [7,13,49,51,54–57,59,61], many diagnostic departments have already made their decision whether
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to retain this member of the medley or not [45,49,56,57,61,63,68], despite advice that it is invaluable
in some situations and probably unnecessary in others. Until the unlikely event that LA calibration
plasmas become available, practitioners will continue to apply their preferred statistical model for
cut-off generation with respect to the balance between sensitivity and specificity. Consensus has
almost been reached on how to evidence phospholipid dependence, with most laboratories applying
percent correction or normalised screen/confirm ratio. Similarly for mixing tests, although recent
reports suggest mixing test cut-off is more sensitive than ICA in detecting inhibition in multiple
assays [38,68,99] and additional studies may consolidate this view sufficient for a firm recommendation
in future guidelines.

Detection of LA in anticoagulated patients is possible in many cases upon careful application
of appropriate assays and interpretation strategies. It is conceivable that DOAC and VKA insensitive
reagents, and/or addition of DOAC reversal agents, will greatly improve this situation in the near future.

Recognition of the importance of antibodies to domain I of β2-glycoprotein I in the pathophysiology
of APS [33,100], and recent availability of solid phase assays to detect them [101], may have posed
a threat to the continued use of coagulation assay medleys to detect clinically significant aPL [7].
However, antibody heterogeneity, proven clinical utility, and detection of clinically significant LA
without β2-glycoprotein I specificity will keep coagulation-based LA assays in diagnostic repertoires
for the foreseeable future.
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Abstract: Neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) are a network of extracellular fibers, compounds of
chromatin, neutrophil DNA and histones, which are covered with antimicrobial enzymes with granular
components. Autophagy and the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) by nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) oxidase are essential in the formation of NETs. There is increasing
evidence that suggests that autoantibodies against beta-2-glycoprotein-1 (B2GP1) induce NETs and
enhance thrombosis. Past research on new mechanisms of thrombosis formation in antiphospholipid
syndrome (APS) has elucidated the pharmacokinetics of the most common medication in the
treatment of the disease.

Keywords: neutrophil extracellular traps; NETosis; autophagy; antibodies; antiphospholipid syndrome

1. Introduction

Neutrophils are granulocytes that have an essential role in the pathology of a broad spectrum
of inflammatory diseases. In circulation, the neutrophils remain inactive; but under inflammatory
conditions, they are recruited to the tissues, where they participate in the destruction of pathogens
through different mechanisms. The neutrophils’ activation occurs via a variety of receptors, including
pattern-recognition receptors and Fc-receptors [1]. For decades, phagocytosis was considered the
primary mechanism by which neutrophils targeted infections [2]. However, in 2004, Brinkmann et al.
described another distinct antimicrobial activity of neutrophils, in which neutrophils were shown to
release extracellular traps (NETs) [3]. Steinberg and Grinstein named this process of neutrophil cell
death as “NETosis” [4].

NETs are a network of extracellular fibers, compounds of decondensed chromatin, including
neutrophil DNA and high affinity histones, which are covered with antimicrobial enzymes and
granular components, such as myeloperoxidase (MPO), neutrophil elastase (NE), cathepsin G and
other microbicidal peptides [3,5].

In vitro studies, using the non-physiological stimulus phorbol-12-myristate-13-acetate (PMA),
demonstrated that during NETs formation, a rupture of the cell membrane and exposure of the inner
membrane phospholipids occur. NETosis was classified as a novel type of cell death [6]. However,
there is an ongoing controversy on whether or not the death of neutrophils actually occurs in vivo.
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Through detailed observations of neutrophil behavior on Gram-positive skin infections in mice and
humans, Yipp et al. were able to demonstrate that while neutrophils form and release NETs during
crawling and become anuclear, they do not show any signs of programmed cell death [7].

Further studies are needed to elucidate whether or not anuclear neutrophils have the capacity to
activate other cell mechanisms and functions [8].

The interest in the role of NETs in autoimmune diseases arose with the discovery of certain
mechanisms that trigger NETosis by non-infectious stimuli, such as: immune complexes, autoantibodies,
cytokines, cholesterol and monosodium urate (MSU) crystals [1]. Multiple studies have shown the
implication of such mechanisms in NETs formation in chronic inflammatory processes, as seen in
lung [9], systemic lupus erythematosus [10], antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies (ANCA)-associated
vasculitis [11], rheumatoid arthritis [12], gouty arthritis [13,14], familiar Mediterranean fever [15],
psoriasis [16] and autoimmune coagulation disorders [17,18].

In susceptible individuals, many of the molecules released through NETosis (for example,
double-stranded (ds) DNA, histones, cytokines, MPO, etc.) could be recognized by the immune system
as autoantigens and initiate the autoimmune response. If this occurs, a vicious cycle of autoimmune
reactions is triggered, which leads to further release of antigenic material [19].

In this review, we will address the contribution of NETosis in the development of
antiphospholipid-mediated pathology. Furthermore, we will identify NETosis-related aspects of the
pharmacokinetics of medication used in the treatment of APS.

2. NETs Formation

During NETs formation, the neutrophils lose their variability, which results in the activation
of certain signaling pathways producing the dissolution of the nuclear envelope [6]. Remijsen, et al.
proved that autophagy and the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) by NADPH-oxidase are
essential in the formation of NETs [20]. The NADPH enzyme is activated in response to the threat
of infection, triggering the generation of antimicrobial reactive oxidants [21]. The inhibition of either
autophagy or NADPH-oxidase prevents decondensation of intracellular chromatin; without the ability
to complete these processes, NETosis cannot occur [20,22].

ROS is a signaling molecule that can promote inflammation and tissue damage [23]. The generation
of ROS is necessary for the activation of neutrophil enzymes, which produce DNA unwinding, a critical
process in NETosis [24]. As NETosis is dependent on ROS production by NADPH-oxidase, the inability
to form ROS in genetically-defective NADPH-oxidase patients prevents NETs formation [6,25].

Cytokines are activators of neutrophil functions and, consequently, play an important role
in the process of NETosis. The neutrophils of healthy subjects, treated with TNF-α, IL-1β or IL-8,
produce free radicals, and NETs form by the activation of NADPH-oxidase. This findings point out
the importance of cytokines in the enhanced release of NETs in systemic inflammatory responses
syndrome [26]. Cytokines, such as TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-8 and IL-6, have been observed to enhance
free radical generation. Moreover, a variety of studies emphasize the significant role of TNF-α in
mitochondrial ROS production [27,28].

It is important to note that aggregated NETs have been observed to regulate inflammation
through the degradation of cytokines and chemokines, limiting the inflammation in patients with MSU
deposits [29].

Platelets are one of the important actors in the immune response and play a critical role in
NETs formation [30]. When platelets stimulation occurs, they begin to secrete molecules that can
modulate the activation of neutrophils. One such molecule is high mobility group box 1 (HMGB1),
a damage-associated molecular pattern molecule. HMGB1 is released as a result of cell death and is
an important marker of inflammatory response to tissue damage. Recently, it has been demonstrated
that the HMGB1-platelets complex is one of the key inductors of NETs formation. In addition, HMGB1
regulates cell death through the management of apoptosis, autophagy and necrosis in cells [31,32].
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The capacity of HMGB1 to inhibit apoptosis can explain the absence of observed cell death in anuclear
neutrophils following NETs in vivo.

2.1. Autophagy and NETosis

Autophagy was defined over 40 years ago by Christian de Duve as the “eating of self” [33],
and through the work of Yoshinori Ohsumi (2016 Nobel Prize winner in physiology or medicine),
the mechanisms and genes of autophagy have been elucidated [34,35].

Autophagy is an important mechanism for the preservation of cell integrity and survival.
By recycling cytosolic macromolecules and organelles, autophagy provides essential nutrients and
the clearance of cellular proteins [20,36]. In recent years, the role of autophagy has been discussed in
relation to a spectrum of diseases, such as cancer, neurodegenerative, autoimmune and cardiovascular
diseases [37].

Autophagy occurs in the nucleated cells of an organism. The process of autophagy in platelets is an
important regulator of intra-vascular NETs formation and thrombosis [17]. Ouseph, et al. demonstrated
that the process of autophagy not only occurs when platelets are at rest, but also during their activation.
A deficient autophagy can produce unidentified platelet dysfunction [38].

In regard to autoimmune processes, the function of autophagy as a promotor of the survival of cells
resistant to apoptosis is a current topic of investigation. Amaravadi et al. postulate that autophagy can
be an adaptive mechanism that contributes to cell survival and resistance to therapy-induced apoptosis
in a Myc-induced model of lymphoma [39]. Likewise, disbalance in immunologic-related function,
such as the removal of intracellular pathogens, secretory pathways (including vesicle trafficking),
autophagic regulation of ROS, pro-inflammatory signaling and antigen presentation, often trigger
autoimmunity [40].

Cytokines play an important role in the regulation of autophagy. The processing and secretion
of IL-1b, IL-18 and IL-1a by macrophages and dendritic cells are negatively regulated by autophagy.
Conversely, autophagy positively regulates the transcription and secretion of TNF-α, IL-8 and, possibly,
IL-6 and type I IFN [41]. Toll-like receptors (TLR) and NOD-like receptors (NLR) are potent inducers
of autophagy due to their ability to recognize different pathogens, stress factors and cytokines [40,42].

2.2. NETs in Antiphospholipid Syndrome and Thrombosis

Antiphospholipid syndrome (APS) is an autoimmune disease characterized by the presence of
elevated titers of antiphospholipid antibodies (aPL). These antibodies are predisposed to arterial and
venous thrombosis and fetal loss [43].

One of the dominating autoantibodies in this syndrome targets beta-2-glycoprotein 1 (B2GP1),
a circulating phospholipid-binding glycoprotein, secreted by the liver, monocytes, trophoblasts,
endothelial cells and platelets [44]. The presence of anti-B2GP1 is frequently associated with thrombotic
events, pro-atherogenic mechanisms and vascular cell dysfunction [45].

The definition of APS, according to the Sidney Classification Criteria, states that there must
be clinical evidence of vascular thrombosis and/or pregnancy-related morbidity and one of the
following laboratory criteria: anticardiolipin antibodies, anti-B2GP1 antibodies or lupus anticoagulant.
Furthermore, in order to be classified as APS, there should be at least 12 weeks, and no more than
five years, between the clinical manifestation and the positive aPL test [46].

Actually, there is no targeted treatment for APS, and current therapies focus on the management of
thrombosis with long-term anticoagulant medication [47]. The mechanisms by which antiphospholipid
antibodies induce thrombosis are still unclear.

Neutrophils have been observed to be significantly related to arterial and venous thrombosis.
During the autoimmune process, NETs components can be recognized by the immune system as an
autoantigen that directly or indirectly influence the pathogenesis of a variety of inflammatory and
autoimmune diseases.
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In recent years, studies on NETs have revealed evidence that autoantibodies against B2GP1 induce
NETs and enhance thrombosis. Yalavarthi, et al. [48] described the release of NETs, promoted by
anticardiolipin antibodies, as a new possible mechanism of thrombosis in antiphospholipid syndrome.
Confirming the hypothesis that antiphospholipid antibodies activate neutrophils to release NETs,
the investigators demonstrated that isolated neutrophils of the patients with APS enhanced
spontaneous NETs release, when compared with controls. In addition, a positive correlation between
anti-B2GP1 IgG, lupus anticoagulant, anticardiolipin IgG and circulating MPO-DNA complexes
was found, showing a correlation between the level of circulating MPO-DNA complexes and NETs
in vivo. However, no correlation was observed between MPO-DNA and anti-cardiolipin antibodies
IgM and IgA. A significant statistical difference was confirmed between “triple-positive” patients
for lupus anticoagulant, anti-B2GP1 IgG and anti-cardiolipin IgG antibodies and “single-positive”
patients and their subsequent correlation with MPO-DNA levels. The stimulation of neutrophils with
isolated total IgG fractions from “triple-positive” patients with APS produces significant NETs release
when compared with healthy controls. After the depletion of the anti-B2GP1 IgG fraction, the NETs
abrogate. By utilizing different laboratory methods, B2GP1 was detected on the neutrophils’ surface.
This discovery can explain the binding of anti-B2GP1 antibodies with neutrophils and the consequent
triggering of NETosis. Another interesting observation was that both ROS formation and TLR4
engagement were required for aPL-mediated NETs release. In contrast, PMA-stimulated NETosis
was TLR4-independent. These data enable one to consider the TLR4 as a possible mediator of aPL
stimulation in neutrophils.

In a recently published study, Meng et al. demonstrated, through mice models in vivo, that the
administration of IgG in APS patients had a prothrombotic effect. Moreover, APS thrombi were
enriched in NETs. Thus, the stimulation of mouse neutrophils by APS IgG resulted in NETosis.
In addition, this group of researchers showed that both neutrophil depletion and DNase administration
have been seen to abrogate thrombosis in APS mice [49].

While aPL/neutrophil interplay in obstetric APS is still unknown and further investigation is
required, a number of studies suggest a pathogenic role of NETs in aPL-negative patients experiencing
pre-eclampsia [50].

Leffler et al. proved that patients with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) have a defect in
DNase-mediated NETs degradation [51]. Nevertheless, this phenomenon is not significant in patients
with APS; and if present, does not correlate with the presence of aPL antibodies, such as anti-B2GP1,
anti-cardiolipins or lupus anticoagulant. There is no evidence that aPL antibodies coincide with or
cause failed NETs degradation [52].

NETs contribute both to arterial and venous thrombosis through the following mechanisms:
its ability to bind and activate platelets, tissue factor (TF) and coagulation factor VII, which accelerate
the thrombus formation [38].

Kambas et al. focused on the role of neutrophils in the coordination between inflammation and
coagulation. The researchers demonstrated that TF-bearing NETs released from the neutrophils of
patients with sepsis play a key role in the activation of the coagulation system by triggering thrombin
generation. Furthermore, it was shown that the autophagy-dependent mechanism is involved in the
extracellular localization of TF in NETs [53,54]. In another study, this group of investigators propose
that TF expressed by NETs, as well as the TF expressed by microparticles could be the trigger of
a new mechanism for the induction of inflammation and thrombosis in active ANCA-associated
vasculitis [55].

In vitro and in vivo studies have shown that NETs contribute to thrombus formation and
coagulation factors involved in clotting [56,57] through a variety of components: high amounts of TF
expressed by NETs at sites of inflammation produce localized activation of the coagulation cascade;
the DNA component of NETs activates factor XII, initiating contact pathway coagulation, leading
to fibrin formation; histones, components of extracellular nucleosomes in NETs, activate platelets
and sequester certain anticoagulant molecules like thrombomodulin and protein C. In addition,
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neutrophil serine proteases (neutrophil elastase and cathepsin G), present in NETs, generate
degradation and inactivation of the anticoagulant molecule tissue factor pathway inhibitor (TFPI).
Finally, NETs suppress fibrinolysis by intercalating into the fibrin clots [5,18,22,58–60].

Additional information on how these mechanisms secure the release of NETs is necessary in order
to better understand the physiological conditions of neutrophils’ function. The unique link between
inflammation and thrombosis is extracellular DNA. When tested, it was discovered that markers of
extracellular DNA traps are abundant in deep venous thrombosis (DVT) [5].

Maternal TF on neutrophils is a necessary trigger in the pathogenesis of APS, which results in
fetal loss. This demonstrates an important connection between complement components, TF and
neutrophils [61].

The significant role of TF in thrombosis is based on vascular injury by factor VIIa binding.
Furthermore, it has been established that TF is important in thrombosis and inflammation in APS
patients [62]. Ritis, et al. observed that the neutrophils of healthy individuals stimulated with APS
serum are able to express TF [63]. Moreover, the interaction of complement with neutrophils
produces the generation of TF-dependent coagulation activity and the induction of TF-dependent
thrombosis. This interaction occurs through C5a, a potent chemotactic factor, which is activated
through C5aR receptors expressed on their surfaces. After activation, neutrophils migrate to inflamed
tissues, infiltrating the injured sites [61].

Increasing evidence shows that neutrophils are related to obstetric antiphospholipid syndrome,
in which pathogenic NETosis is initiated by aPL binding trophoblasts. This binding produces the
activation of complement cascade leading to C5a generation. The involvement of C5a with a C5a
receptor on neutrophils produces the TF expression. The TF expression increases cellular activation
(ROS production), leading to inflammation, injury and fetal death [64]. (See Figure 1).

Figure 1. Trigger factors, such as activated platelets through the HMGB1-platelet complex,
pro-inflammatory cytokines (TNF-α), tissue factor (TF) or the interaction of anti-B2GP1 with surface
B2GP1 in antiphospholipid syndrome via TLR4, prompt NETosis. ROS by NADPH and autophagy
induce NETs formation process. During NETosis, the components of NETs (DNA complex, histones,
microbicidal peptides, cytokines, granular components) are released. If this autoimmune vicious cycle
occurs, TF produced by NETs also activates platelets, as well as cytokines from NETs participation in the
activation of B cells to produce autoantibodies. ROS: reactive oxygen species; NADPH: nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide phosphate; PLT: platelets; HMGB1: high mobility group box 1; TNF-α: tumor
necrosis factor α; Anti-B2GP1: anti-beta 2 glycoprotein 1; B2GP1: beta 2 glycoprotein 1; TLR4: Toll-like
receptor 4; NE: neutrophil elastase; MPO: myeloperoxidase; DNA: deoxyribonucleic acid; TF: tissue factor.
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3. New Mechanisms of Old Therapeutics Agents

Evidence of NETs formation and its relationship with thrombosis has led to the increased
investigation of new mechanisms of action and the existent drugs.

3.1. Acetylsalicylic Acid

Acetylsalicylic acid (ASA) in low dose has been widely used as a therapy for obstetric
APS due to its antiplatelet mechanism of action by the inhibition of platelet cyclooxygenase [65].
Lapponi et al. demonstrated that ASA and nuclear factor NF-kB inhibitors significantly decrease
NETs generation from neutrophils stimulated with phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) or TNF-α;
while dexamethasone has no such effect [66].

3.2. Heparins

Heparins, a mixture of multifunction glycosaminoglycans, are principal drugs in the treatment
of thrombosis and thromboprophylaxis in high-risk patients with obstetric APS. These drugs have
both antithrombin-dependent and antithrombin independent activities. Heparins have the ability to
almost completely dismantle NETs through the destabilization of backbone formed by chromatin fibers.
In addition, they remove platelet aggregations and releases histones from chromatin, interfering with
neutrophil-platelet cross-talk [67].

The capacity of heparin to block the binding of HMGB1 to the surface of macrophages also
contributes in the control of NETosis through inhibiting the induction of pro-inflammatory cytokines,
including TNF-α [68].

Moreover, pre-treatment with low-molecular-weight heparins (LMWH) has an effect on the
induction of autophagy and NETs formation in vitro and in vivo: LMWHs at a “prophylactic dose”,
used for the prevention of obstetric complications related to APS, inhibit the ability of neutrophils to
activate autophagy, to mobilize the granule content and to form NETs [69].

3.3. Hydroxychloroquine and Chloroquine

Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) and chloroquine (CQ) are antimalarial immunomodulators.
The antimalarials are a cornerstone in the treatment of SLE and APS. HCQ has been shown to reduce
the risk of thromboembolic events in both patients with SLE and positive aPL. These drugs block the
processing of NETs through TLR9 in plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs) [70].

CQ significantly inhibits NETs formation in controls and lupus nephritis neutrophils in vitro [71].
CQ also plays an important role in regulating NETosis through its autophagy inhibitor property.
CQ has an effect on the lysosomal degradation pathway, enhancing the autophagic vesicle clearance.
HCQ, a derivative of CQ, has a similar mechanism of action [39,72].

3.4. Vitamin D

The immunomodulator vitamin D calcitriol/1,25(OH)2D3 reduces the production of the
mediators of the inflammation and ROS in neutrophils [73]. Handono, et al. found that vitamin D
calcitriol/1,25(OH)2D3 could decrease NETosis activity and reduce endothelial damage in patients
with SLE and hypovitaminosis D [74].

3.5. Vitamin C

Vitamin C, as an endogenous antioxidant, is essential in diseases prevention. It was discovered that
vitamin C operates as a novel regulator of NETs formation in pathways associated with sepsis. An increase
of vitamin C has been shown to weaken NETosis in septic mice. Furthermore, polymorphonuclear cells,
deficient in vitamin C, were more susceptible to produce NETs via NFκB activation, which develop
ROS production and autophagy, indispensable factors for NETs formation [75].
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Vitamin C-deficient neutrophils show an increase of the expression of peptidyl arginine deiminase
4 (PAD4). Furthermore, citrullination with PAD4 produces chromatin decondensation, which is
essential in NETs formation [75,76].

Other evidence confirms that vitamin C attenuates NETosis induced by PMA in neutrophils from
healthy volunteers [75].

However, various randomized studies could not demonstrate the effectiveness of vitamin C
supplementation in preventing cardiovascular events, including stroke [77–79].

4. Biologic Anti-Cytokine Therapy

As previously discussed, cytokines play an important role in the process of NETosis.
It was demonstrated that the inhibition of TNF and IL-17 abates NETosis in patients with
rheumatoid arthritis [80]. Several authors find the administration of TNF-α inhibitors (adalimumab,
etanercept, infliximab) useful in the treatment of refractory obstetric antiphospholipid syndrome [81].
Nevertheless, special attention must be paid to certolizumab pegol, the PEGylated Fab’ fragment of
humanized anti-TNF-α monoclonal antibody, as a potential treatment of this condition [82]; due to the
fact that this TNF-α inhibitor has a minimal placental transfer, measured by cord blood levels at birth,
when compared with infliximab and adalimumab [83].

4.1. Statins

The pleiotropic immunomodulatory effect, anti-inflammatory and anti-thrombotic properties
of statins have interested researchers and physicians during the last few decades [84]. The ability
of statins to downregulate tissue factor and other prothrombotic markers was described by several
researchers [85–87]. Nevertheless, regarding NETosis, Chow et al. [88] demonstrated that statins
enhance NETs production despite the existing evidence of its capability to reduce ROS production [89].
The results of this study suggest that statins can promote NETs formation in response to a lower
threshold level of ROS signaling.

Thus, although the boost of NETosis by statins has been shown to be useful in the treatment
of sepsis and other infectious diseases, which lead to immunosuppression [90], the same effect can
explain incidences of statin-related autoimmune reactions [91–93].

4.2. Potential Therapeutic Agents

The possibility to modulate NETosis demands more research on new therapeutic opportunities.
Among molecules that have potential effect on neutrophil and NETs formation are: DNase 1
(enzymatic degradation of NETs) [52,53], eculizumab (anti-C5a monoclonal antibody, reduce neutrophil
activation) [94], rituximab and belimumab (B cell depletion, downregulation of NETs formation
through control of antibodies production) and Resatrovid (TAK-242, a small-molecule-specific inhibitor
of Toll-like receptor 4 signaling, inhibitor of NETs release by human neutrophils) [19,95].

5. Conclusions

There is much evidence with respect to the participation of NETs in thrombotic events.
Nevertheless, more investigation is needed to completely elucidate the role of the aPL in NETs
formation, as well as its participation in the pathologic mechanisms of the APS, especially obstetric APS.
Mechanisms that involve NETs in pathologic processes may differ in vivo and in vitro. Furthermore,
the structure and property of NETs might vary depending on the pathological and physiological
conditions. Continued research on the mechanisms of action of current market drugs, as well as
the advancing development of new medication, will evolve treatments for patients diagnosed with
different forms of APS.
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Abstract: Upregulation of the procoagulant activity of monocytes by antibodies to beta2-glycoprotein
I (β2GPI) is one of the mechanisms contributing to thrombosis in antiphospholipid syndrome.
Current knowledge about receptors responsible for the upregulation of procoagulant activity by
β2GPI/anti-β2GPI complexes and their binding sites on β2GPI is far from complete. We quantified
the procoagulant activity expressed by phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA)-differentiated U937
cells by measuring clotting kinetics in human plasma exposed to stimulated cells. Cells stimulated
with anti-β2GPI were compared to cells treated with dimerized domain V of β2GPI (β2GPI-DV) or
point mutants of β2GPI-DV. We demonstrated that dimerized β2GPI-DV is sufficient to induce
procoagulant activity in monocytes. Using site-directed mutagenesis, we determined that the
phospholipid-binding interface on β2GPI is larger than previously thought and includes Lys308 in
β2GPI-DV. Intact residues in two phospholipid-binding loops of β2GPI-DV were important for the
potentiation of procoagulant activity. We did not detect a correlation between the ability of β2GPI-DV
variants to bind ApoER2 and potentiation of the procoagulant activity of cells. The region on β2GPI
inducing procoagulant activity in monocytes can now be narrowed down to β2GPI-DV. The ability of
β2GPI-DV dimers to come close to cell membrane and attach to it is important for the stimulation of
procoagulant activity.

Keywords: beta2-glycoprotein I; antiphospholipid syndrome; antiphospholipid antibodies;
anticardiolipin antibody

1. Introduction

Antiphospholipid syndrome (APS) is an autoimmune disease characterized by clinical thrombosis,
recurrent fetal loss during pregnancy and the presence of antiphospholipid antibodies [1,2].
Antiphospholipid antibodies (aPL) detected by laboratory tests for APS are highly heterogeneous even
in a single patient [3,4]. The majority of aPL recognize serum proteins that bind anionic phospholipids.
Autoantibodies that bind directly to anionic phospholipids are often present in diseases that do not
have any link to thrombosis and are generally considered irrelevant to APS [5–7]. Nevertheless, it
was recently demonstrated that APS patients may have antibodies that bind cardiolipin without
serum protein cofactor, and these antibodies are prothrombotic in mice [8]. The heterogeneity of
antiphospholipid antibodies and the wide range of clinical features in APS patients suggest that there
are multiple pathways leading to the disease [9–11].

There is a wealth of data demonstrating that anti-β2GPI antibodies are common in APS patients
and that these antibodies correlate with thrombosis [12–17]. Anti-β2GPI antibodies potentiate
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thrombus formation in animal models of thrombosis and induce a prothrombotic state in monocytes,
platelets and endothelial cells in vitro [18–20]. B2GPI/anti-β2GPI complexes have been reported to
interact with several receptors and cell-surface molecules, such as toll-like receptors TLR2, TLR4,
TLR8, ApoER2, GPIbα and annexin A2 [21]. The involvement of TLR4, ApoER2 and annexin A2
in the prothrombotic effects of anti-β2GPI antibodies is supported by in vivo studies using murine
thrombosis models [22–25]. The relative contribution of these receptors to cellular activation by
anti-β2GPI antibodies and the onset of thrombosis in vivo remains poorly understood. It was recently
demonstrated in monocytes that endocytosis is required for anti-β2GPI signaling [26].

B2GPI is a serum protein consisting of five domains [27]. Flexible linkers between domains
permit the β2GPI molecule to adopt different shapes. The circular shape in which domain I is
adjacent to domain V is the predominant conformation of β2GPI in normal human plasma. In the
pathologically-active extended conformation of β2GPI, domain V is independent of other β2GPI
domains. Anti-β2GPI antibodies in APS patients with thrombosis most often bind to domain I
of β2GPI [28]. Current knowledge of how β2GPI/antibody complexes interact with receptors is
incomplete. It is limited to ApoER2, GPIbα and anionic phospholipids. The binding sites for these
receptors were localized to domain V of β2GPI [29–34].

Induction of tissue factor (TF) in endothelial cells and monocytes is an important prothrombotic
mechanism of β2GPI/anti-β2GPI complexes [35–37]. Monocytes isolated from APS patients have
elevated expression of TF and TF-dependent procoagulant activity [38–40]. The ability of patients’
IgG to stimulate TF activity in monocytes in vitro correlates with the presence of clinical thrombosis
and the levels of anti-β2GPI antibodies in IgG samples [41]. Experimental data implicate TLR2, TLR4,
ApoER2 and annexin A2 in the upregulation of TF by anti-β2GPI antibodies [23,42–44]. The binding
site on β2GPI for the receptor responsible for the induction of procoagulant activity is unknown.
Indefinite anticoagulation, which is a treatment of choice for high risk APS patients, is not always
effective in preventing the recurrence of thrombosis [45–47]. A detailed understanding of how β2GPI
interacts with receptors involved in cellular activation by β2GPI/anti-β2GPI complexes is essential for
the development of drugs specific for antiphospholipid syndrome.

In this study, we compared dimerized β2GPI-DV to β2GPI/anti-β2GPI complexes by its ability
to stimulate procoagulant activity in phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA)-differentiated U937 cells.
U937 is a monocytic cell line, where cells are arrested at an early stage of differentiation. Treatment with
PMA induces differentiation of U937 cells to monocytes/macrophages characterized by expression of
CD14 and CD11a, CD11b and CD18 integrins [48]. U937 monocytes express all receptors that were
suggested to interact with β2GPI/anti-β2GPI complexes [49–52] and respond to antibodies isolated
from APS patients with thrombosis by upregulating TF [41]. We used site-directed mutagenesis to
change residues in β2GPI-DV involved in binding to ApoER2 and anionic phospholipids and compared
how these mutations affected the induction of procoagulant activity expressed by PMA-differentiated
U937 cells.

2. Results

2.1. In the Presence of Dimerizing Antibodies, Domain V of β2GPI Is Sufficient to Stimulate the Procoagulant
Activity of PMA-Differentiated U937 Monocytes

To mimic dimerized domain V in β2GPI/anti-β2GPI complexes, we attached an HA-tag (amino
acid sequence YPYDVPDYA) at the N-terminus of domain V and used anti-HA-tag antibodies to
form HA-DV dimers. The procoagulant activity induced by HA-DV/anti-HA complexes in U937
cells was compared to that induced by β2GPI/anti-β2GPI complexes (Figure 1A,B). The procoagulant
activity was quantified using coagulation kinetics curves (Figure 1B). Each experimental condition
was characterized by the time required to achieve half-maximal coagulation. In our preliminary
studies, we performed dose response experiments to determine the concentrations of anti-β2GPI
and anti-HA antibodies that are necessary to induce the same level of procoagulant activity in cells
as the procoagulant activity induced by 1 μg/mL of LPS. We found the needed concentrations to
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be approximately 100 nM, which is what we used in our studies. The concentrations of β2GPI and
HA-DV (~0.4 μM of β2GPI in 10% serum and 0.8 μM of HA-DV) were in excess of the concentrations
of anti-β2GPI and anti-HA antibodies used, so that antibodies were fully loaded with the antigen.

Figure 1. Procoagulant activity induced in U937 cells. (A) Cell culture medium contained 10% normal
human serum, which was a source of β2GPI. PMA-treated U937 cells were incubated for 6 h with
LPS (1 μg/mL); medium; HA-DV (8 μg/mL) with anti-HA (14 μg/mL); anti-β2GPI (16 μg/mL);
anti-HA (14 μg/mL) alone; and HA-DV (8 μg/mL) alone. ** p < 0.001 compared to medium, HA-DV
only and anti-HA only; (B) Example of coagulation kinetics curves measured in one of the three
experiments used to quantify procoagulant activity in (A). From left to right are the kinetics curves
corresponding to cells treated with LPS (red); HA-DV with anti-HA (green); anti-β2GPI (orange);
medium (black); anti-HA alone (gray); and HA-DV alone (cyan). Each data point represents the mean
and the deviation from the mean of measurements performed in duplicates; (C) Procoagulant activity
induced by anti-β2GPI in serum-free medium depends on the presence of β2GPI. PMA-treated U937
cells were incubated for 6 h in serum-free medium supplemented with LPS (1 μg/mL); medium; β2GPI
(20 μg/mL) with anti-β2GPI (16 μg/mL); β2GPI (20 μg/mL) alone; and anti-β2GPI (16 μg/mL) alone.
* p < 0.05 compared to medium and β2GPI alone. Procoagulant activities in (A,C) were quantified
from coagulation kinetics curves and expressed as time to half-maximal coagulation. Values represent
mean ± SD (n = 3).

Normal human plasma exposed to cells treated with anti-β2GPI or anti-HA-tag antibodies in the
presence of HA-DV coagulated significantly faster than plasma exposed to untreated cells (Figure 1A).
Treating cells with either HA-DV alone or anti-HA antibodies alone did not change coagulation time
compared to untreated cells. The acceleration of coagulation by monocytes stimulated with anti-β2GPI
antibodies was β2GPI dependent (Figure 1C). When cells were stimulated under serum-free conditions,
only cells exposed to both β2GPI and anti-β2GPI antibodies significantly accelerated coagulation
compared to untreated cells. Neither anti-β2GPI antibodies nor β2GPI alone had any effect on
coagulation time in a serum-free medium.

2.2. Measured Procoagulant Activity of U937 Cells Is TF-Dependent

The coagulation cascade consists of two pathways leading to the formation of the fibrin clot: the
intrinsic and extrinsic pathways. The intrinsic clotting pathway is activated by the contact activation
of FXII, and the extrinsic clotting pathway is initiated by the TF/FVIIa complex. To differentiate
the contribution of FXII-dependent and TF-dependent pathways to the initiation of the measured
procoagulant activity of the treated U937 cells, we used plasmas deficient in factors FVII, FXII and FXI.
Deficient plasmas were exposed to U937 cells stimulated for 6 h with test reagents. The coagulation
kinetics of deficient plasmas were compared to the coagulation kinetics of normal plasma (Figure 2). For
all stimulants (LPS, HA-DV/anti-HA complexes, anti-β2GPI and untreated cells), factor FVII-deficient
plasma exposed to stimulated cells clotted significantly more slowly than normal plasma. The absence
of factors FXI or FXII had no effect on the clotting kinetics, when compared to the clotting kinetics of
normal plasma. These results demonstrated that the TF/FVIIa complex formed on the surface of U937
cells was the major activator of the clotting cascade in our experiments. Therefore, our assay detects
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the procoagulant activity of cell-surface TF, which is upregulated by the treatment with anti-β2GPI
antibodies and with dimerized β2GPI-DV (Figure 1A).

Figure 2. Procoagulant activity exhibited by U937 cells is caused by the upregulation of cell-surface
tissue factor. Cell culture medium contained 10% normal human serum. PMA-treated U937 cells were
stimulated for 6 h with medium only; LPS (1 μg/mL); HA-DV (8 μg/mL) with anti-HA (14 μg/mL);
and anti-β2GPI (16 μg/mL). The procoagulant activities of the cells were measured in pooled normal
human plasma (N), as well as in plasmas deficient in factors VII, XI and XII. ** p < 0.001, * p < 0.01,
compared to normal plasma.

2.3. TNFα Released by U937 Cells Stimulated with either HA-DV/Anti-HA Complexes or Anti-β2GPI
Antibodies Was Negligible Compared to TNFα Released by Cells Stimulated with TLR4 and TLR2 Ligands

We measured the amount of TNFα released by cells stimulated with either anti-β2GPI antibodies
or HA-DV/anti-HA complexes and compared it to the amounts of TNFα secreted by cells stimulated
with the TLR4-specific ligand LPS and the TLR2-specific ligand Pam3CSK4 (Figure 3A–D). LPS and
Pam3CSK4 upregulated procoagulant activity and induced a massive release of TNFα from U937 cells
(Figure 3C,D). Interestingly, although the procoagulant activity induced by anti-β2GPI antibodies and
by HA-DV/anti-HA complexes was similar to that induced by LPS, neither anti-β2GPI antibodies nor
HA-DV/anti-HA complexes induced appreciable release of TNFα from U937 cells.

2.4. Design and Characterization of Point Mutants of Domain V of β2GPI (HA-DV)

Information, detailed at the amino acid resolution, on how β2GPI interacts with cells is limited
to ApoER2 and anionic phospholipids [29,30,32,34,53]. Domain V of β2GPI contains residues
critical for the binding to ApoER2 and anionic phospholipids (Figure 4). U937 cells express two
isoforms of ApoER2 [52], each of which contains the β2GPI-binding module A1 in the ligand-binding
domain [54]. We made point mutants of the HA-tagged domain V of β2GPI (HA-DV) with the goal
of dissecting the contribution of ApoER2 and anionic phospholipids to potentiation of procoagulant
activity in monocytes treated with dimerized HA-DV. The selected residues were Lys308 and Lys282,
which are involved in the binding of β2GPI domain V to ApoER2 [34,53] and the residues in two
phospholipid-binding loops (Figure 4). One of the phospholipid-binding loops contains basic residues
Lys284, Lys286 and Lys287, and the other loop is composed of a hydrophobic sequence between the
residues Leu313 and Trp316 [29,30,32].
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Figure 3. TNFα released into the medium from U937 cells. (A) Cell culture medium contained 10%
normal human serum. PMA-treated U937 cells were incubated for 6 h with LPS (1 μg/mL); medium;
HA-DV (8 μg/mL) with anti-HA (14 μg/mL); anti-β2GPI (16 μg/mL); anti-HA (14 μg/mL) alone;
and HA-DV (8 μg/mL) alone; (B) PMA-treated U937 cells were incubated for 6 h in a serum-free
medium supplemented with LPS (1 μg/mL); medium; β2GPI (20 μg/mL) with anti-β2GPI (16 μg/mL);
β2GPI (20 μg/mL) alone; and anti-β2GPI (16 μg/mL) alone. Values represent mean ± SD (n = 3);
(C,D) Procoagulant activities (C) and TNFα released into the medium (D). PMA-treated U937 cells
were incubated for 6 h with medium; LPS (10 ng/mL); LPS (1 μg/mL); Pam3CSK4 (20 ng/mL); and
anti-β2GPI (16 μg/mL). Results are expressed as the mean ± deviation from the mean (n = 2). Mean
value of released TNFα is specified at the top of a column.

Figure 4. Structure of domain V of β2GPI (cartoon representation). The transparent molecular surface
of domain V of β2GPI is colored gray. The residues interacting with A1 (K308, K317 and K282, colored
cyan) and the residues in two phospholipid-binding loops (K284, K286, K287 and L313, F315, W316,
colored magenta) are rendered as sticks.
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2.4.1. The Binding of HA-DV Variants to ApoER2

A1 is a polypeptide that closely resembles the β2GPI-binding module from ApoER2 [53,54]. The
ability of HA-DV variants to bind ApoER2 was evaluated by comparing their ability to bind A1. The
binding affinity between HA-DV variants and A1 was evaluated by isothermal titration calorimetry
(ITC) (Figure 5). ITC is used to directly measure the heat released or absorbed, when binding occurs.
HA-DV or HA-DV variants were placed in a sample cell and titrated with A1. Heat changes were
detected and measured. First, we measured the binding curve and calculated the binding constant for
the HA-DV/A1 complex. We then used the same experimental conditions to compare HA-DV variants
to HA-DV with respect to their ability to bind A1. The quantity of heat released upon binding, which
is measured by ITC, is directly proportional to the amount of binding. We compared titration curves
measured for HA-DV mutants to the titration curve measured for HA-DV. Four mutants of HA-DV
bound A1 with affinity similar to that of wild type HA-DV. These were the two HA-DV variants with
conservative Lys to Arg mutations (Lys308/Arg and Lys282/Arg) and the two HA-DV variants with
mutations in one of the two phospholipid-binding loops (Leu313/Asn and Leu313/Asp_Phe315/Ser).
The shallow slope of titration curves measured for all other studied mutations in HA-DV strongly
suggests that these mutations disrupted the binding of HA-DV mutants to A1. These results confirmed
our previous observations that the hydrophobic loop Leu313-Phe315 is far from the binding interface
in the HA-DV/A1 complex [34,53].

Figure 5. Binding of A1 to HA-DV variants. Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) titrations of HA-DV
variants (50 μM) in a sample cell with A1 (500 μM) in the injection syringe.
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2.4.2. The Binding of HA-DV Variants to Cardiolipin

Next, we analyzed the ability of HA-DV mutants to bind the anionic phospholipid cardiolipin
compared to wild type HA-DV. Half-maximal binding to cardiolipin was achieved at a 1.2 μM
concentration of wild type HA-DV (Figure 6A). From the cardiolipin-binding curve measured for wild
type HA-DV, we selected two concentrations, 500 nM and 1000 nM, which fall in the linear region of the
binding curve. The cardiolipin binding ability of HA-DV variants was compared to HA-DV at protein
concentrations of 500 nM and 1000 nM (Figure 6B). Only the Lys308/Arg and Lys282/Arg variants of
HA-DV retained cardiolipin binding activity similar to that of wild type HA-DV (Figure 6B). Any other
residue besides Arg in place of Lys308 dramatically reduced the cardiolipin binding of mutated HA-DV,
strongly suggesting that Lys308 is part of the phospholipid-binding interface on β2GPI. Mutations in
either of the two phospholipid-binding loops disrupted the binding of HA-DV mutants to cardiolipin,
as expected. Three mutants (Lys286/Glu_Lys287/Glu, Lys286/Glu_Lys287/Glu_Leu313/Asn and
Lys308/Gly_Leu313/Asn_Phe315/Ser) retained less than 4% of cardiolipin-binding activity compared
to wild type HA-DV.

2.5. ApoER2 Does Not Contribute to Upregulation of Procoagulant Activity in U937 Cells

We evaluated how point mutations in domain V affected the ability of HA-DV dimers to stimulate
procoagulant activity in U937 cells. As illustrated by Figure 6C, HA-DV variants can be divided
into three groups based on their ability to induce procoagulant activity in cells stimulated in the
presence of dimerizing anti-HA antibodies. These are (Group 1) HA-DV variants that stimulated cells
like wild type HA-DV (the difference in procoagulant activity between unstimulated cells and cells
stimulated with HA-DV variants was statistically significant), (Group 2) HA-DV variants that induced
procoagulant activity similar to that exhibited by unstimulated cells (the difference in procoagulant
activity induced in cells stimulated with wild type HA-DV and cells stimulated with HA-DV variants
was statistically significant) and (Group 3) intermediate HA-DV variants, whose activity in cells was
not statistically different from either untreated cells or cells stimulated with wild type HA-DV. In
the absence of dimerizing anti-HA antibodies, neither of the HA-DV mutants induced procoagulant
activity statistically different from procoagulant activity exhibited by unstimulated cells, as we have
already demonstrated previously.

HA-DV variants that retained their ability to bind A1 and, therefore, were capable of interacting
with ApoER2 (hatched columns on Figure 6C) were distributed among all three groups of HA-DV
variants. This result suggests that the binding of HA-DV/anti-HA complexes to ApoER2 is not
important for the induction of procoagulant activity in U937 cells.

2.6. Intact Residues in the Two Phospholipid-Binding Loops of HA-DV Are Important for the Ability of
HA-DV/Anti-HA Complexes to Induce Procoagulant Activity in U937 Cells

The pathological function of β2GPI is a result of both dimerization of two β2GPI molecules by
antibodies and functional interactions with receptors and phospholipids. In our system, the binding of
antibodies to the epitope tag creates HA-DV/anti-HA complexes in solution, allowing us to focus on
the functional interactions.

It is clear from Figure 6C that mutation in either of the two phospholipid-binding loops in HA-DV
resulted in a dimer that does not upregulate procoagulant activity of U937 cells. The ability of mutants
to come close to the cell membrane and bind to it, at least to some extent, is important for stimulating
the procoagulant activity. Three out of the five mutants that failed to stimulate procoagulant activity
(Group 2, Figure 6C) have charge reversal mutations. All five mutants retained less than 20% of
the cardiolipin-binding ability of wild type HA-DV, and three of these mutants (gray columns on
Figure 6C) retained less than 4% of the cardiolipin binding.
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Figure 6. The ability of HA-DV variants to bind cardiolipin and induce procoagulant activity in
U937 cells. (A) The binding of wild type HA-DV to cardiolipin. The half-maximal binding was
achieved at 1.2 μM of HA-DV. Each data point shows the mean ± deviation from the mean of two
measurements; (B) The ability of HA-DV variants to bind cardiolipin compared to wild type HA-DV
(black columns). HA-DV variants that bind A1 are designated by hatched columns. Results are
expressed as the percentage of cardiolipin binding measured for wild type HA-DV at 1000 nM. Values
represent the mean ± SD (n = 3). HA-DV mutants are numbered as in (C); (C) Procoagulant activity
in cells treated with HA-DV variants (8 μg/mL) in the presence of anti-HA (14 μg/mL). *** p < 0.001
and ** p < 0.01 compared to medium. ### p < 0.001, ## p < 0.01 and # p < 0.05 compared to wild type
HA-DV in the presence of anti-HA. HA-DV variants are numbered as in (B). HA-DV variants that bind
A1 (hatched columns). HA-DV variants that have less than 4% of cardiolipin binding (gray columns).
Values represent the mean ± SD (n = 3); (D) Putative hydrogen bond formed between the sidechains
of residues K282 and N308 in the K308/N mutant of HA-DV. The transparent molecular surface of
domain V of β2GPI is colored gray. Sidechains interacting with A1 (cyan) and with phospholipids
(magenta) are rendered as sticks.

Three of the studied mutants, Lys308/Arg, Lys282/Arg and Lys308/Asn, were as good as wild
type HA-DV in stimulating the procoagulant activity in U937 cells (Group 1, Figure 6C). A conservative
Lys to Arg mutation often has little effect on protein function explaining why Lys308/Arg and
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Lys282/Arg mutants closely resemble wild type HA-DV in stimulating procoagulant activity. On
the other hand, the Lys308/Asn mutant showed significantly reduced ability to bind cardiolipin, but
retained its ability to stimulate procoagulant activity in monocytes. We found an explanation for
this result by analyzing the structure of domain V of β2GPI available in the PDB data bank (PDB ID
1C1Z, 1QUB, 3OP8 and 2KRI). The Lys308/Asn mutant, compared to other less potent Lys308 mutants
(Lys308/Ala, Lys308/Gly and Lys308/Ser), is capable of forming a hydrogen bond with the sidechain
of Lys282. In the Lys308/Asn mutant, this hydrogen bond combined with phospholipid-bound Leu313
restricts flexibility in the unstructured region between the residues 308 and 313 (Figure 6D). This
unstructured region is stabilized by the binding of Lys308 and Leu313 to anionic phospholipids in
wild type HA-DV. It is likely that the region between residues 308 and 313 is in the vicinity of the
binding site for the receptor, because its flexibility affects the ability of HA-DV dimers to stimulate
procoagulant activity in treated cells.

3. Discussion

We demonstrated that domain V of β2GPI (β2GPI-DV) dimerized to mimic domain V in
β2GPI/anti-β2GPI complexes is sufficient to induce procoagulant activity in PMA-differentiated
U937 monocytic cells. Our data considerably simplify the search for the residues on β2GPI, which are
involved in the upregulation of procoagulant activity by anti-β2GPI antibodies. The use of β2GPI-DV
dimers instead of a full-length β2GPI can also simplify the search for receptors involved in the
upregulation of procoagulant activity in monocytes by anti-β2GPI antibodies. This is a step towards
understanding how β2GPI/anti-β2GPI complexes interact with receptors and, ultimately, towards a
drug to treat anti-β2GPI-related thrombosis in APS.

Using site-directed mutagenesis, we changed individual residues in β2GPI-DV involved in the
binding of β2GPI to ApoER2 and anionic phospholipids and compared the procoagulant activity
induced by dimerized β2GPI-DV variants in treated U937 cells. It has been previously shown that
domain V of β2GPI is important for stimulating platelet adhesion to collagen by dimeric β2GPI and
that the increase of platelet adhesion is mediated by ApoER2 [33,55]. We did not find a correlation
between the ability of a β2GPI-DV variant to stimulate procoagulant activity of monocytic cells and
its ability to bind A1, which is the β2GPI-binding module from ApoER2. Our results suggest that
binding to ApoER2 is not important for stimulating the procoagulant activity of monocytic cells
by anti-β2GPI antibodies, highlighting the complexity of molecular mechanisms of thrombosis in
antiphospholipid syndrome.

The surface area on β2GPI-DV involved in phospholipid binding is much larger than previously
thought. Our data suggest that Lys308 actively participates in binding of β2GPI-DV to anionic
phospholipids. When Lys308 was mutated to either Ser, Ala, Asn, Gly or Asp, cardiolipin binding was
reduced to 37%, 32%, 28%, 21% and 9% of the level of wild type β2GPI-DV, respectively.

Our results show that the ability of mutants to come close to the cell membrane and attach to it,
even moderately, is important for the stimulation of procoagulant activity. All active mutants in Group
1 in Figure 6C retained native residues in both phospholipid-binding loops, compared to inactive
mutants in Group 2.

It has been previously shown that the binding of β2GPI to anionic phospholipids has two effects:
(1) it causes conformational rearrangement of a full-length β2GPI to expose an epitope for anti-β2GPI
antibodies otherwise hidden on β2GPI [56] and (2) creates local density of β2GPI to facilitate the
formation of multivalent complexes with low affinity APS antibodies [57–59]. Using antibodies to an
unobstructed HA-tag attached to β2GPI-DV, we have shown that the ability of β2GPI-DV to reach the
cell membrane and attach to it is important for signaling by β2GPI/anti-β2GPI complexes.

Our data suggest that the binding of β2GPI-DV to anionic phospholipids restricts the flexibility
of the unstructured region in β2GPI-DV between the residues 308 and 313 influencing the ability
of dimerized domain V of β2GPI to stimulate procoagulant activity in U937 cells. Stabilization of
this region is achieved in wild type β2GPI-DV by anchoring Lys308 and Leu313 to a phospholipid
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membrane. In the Lys308/Asn mutant, which stimulates the procoagulant activity of cells similar
to wild type β2GPI-DV, the unstructured region between the residues 308 and 313 is stabilized by
a hydrogen bond constraining the Asn308 residue and by phospholipid-bound Leu313. Since the
flexibility of the stretch of residues between Lys308 and Leu313 influences the ability β2GPI-DV dimers
to stimulate procoagulant activity, this region in β2GPI-DV is likely close to the binding site for a
cell-surface receptor.

Our results suggest a model in which β2GPI binds by its domain V to anionic phospholipids
on cellular surfaces, most likely to lipid rafts enriched in anionic phospholipids and signaling
proteins [60]. The binding to anionic phospholipids restricts flexibility in the unstructured loop
between phospholipid-bound residues Lys308 and Leu313 in β2GPI-DV, predisposing β2GPI-DV for
binding to a receptor. Anti-β2GPI antibodies keep β2GPI attached to cellular membranes by increasing
the avidity of β2GPI/antibody complexes for anionic phospholipids. Binding to a receptor occurs
very close to the cellular surface, because β2GPI-DV has to be attached to anionic phospholipids in
order to interact with a receptor (Figure 7). Whether the interaction of β2GPI-DV with cell-surface
receptors leads directly to the stimulation of procoagulant activity in cells or facilitates the endocytosis
of dimerized β2GPI-DV, which then signals from endosomes, awaits further investigation.

Figure 7. Surface representation of β2GPI-DV. The surface area around residues involved in binding
to anionic phospholipids is colored magenta; the unstructured region between Lys308 and Leu313 is
colored cyan.

The procoagulant activity induced in monocytes by anti-β2GPI antibodies depends on cell-surface
TF. In isolated normal peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC), anti-β2GPI antibodies significantly
increased cell-surface TF activity and TF mRNA levels [42,61,62]. We have shown that cell-surface TF
is a major contributor to the increased procoagulant activity of PMA-differentiated U937 monocytic
cells treated with anti-β2GPI antibodies and β2GPI-DV dimers. The mechanism by which treatment
with anti-β2GPI antibodies and β2GPI-DV dimers affects TF in U937 cells is not yet clear. We will
continue investigating the extent to which treatment with anti-β2GPI antibodies contributes to de
novo synthesis of TF versus decryption of TF already present on the cellular surface. Activation of
cell-surface TF by anti-β2GPI antibodies and β2GPI-DV dimers could be accompanied by an increase
in surface exposure of anionic phospholipids additionally contributing to procoagulant activity in the
treated cells.

It is not yet clear what receptor in monocytes is responsible for the induction of procoagulant
activity by anti-β2GPI antibodies and β2GPI-DV dimers. Experiments in PBMC implicate TLR2, TLR4
and TLR8 in the upregulation of TF by anti-β2GPI antibodies, which is accompanied by a TNFα release
ranging from 0.4–10 ng/mL [26,42,44,63]. TLR8 is a likely endosomal receptor for β2GPI/anti-β2GPI
complexes [63]. It is also possible that endosomes have a not yet identified receptor contributing to
monocyte activation by anti-β2GPI antibodies. We found that β2GPI/anti-β2GPI complexes, dimerized
β2GPI-DV, LPS and Pam3CSK4 all induced procoagulant activity in PMA-differentiated U937 cells.
However, β2GPI/anti-β2GPI complexes and dimerized β2GPI-DV did not promote the release of TNFα,
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in contrast to LPS and Pam3CSK4, which caused a massive release of TNFα into the cell culture medium.
Our results suggest that another receptor, besides TLR4 and TLR2, can contribute to the upregulation
of procoagulant activity in monocytes by β2GPI/antibody complexes and that the stimulation of
this receptor does not lead to NF-κB activation. More investigation is required into the details of
the signaling pathways induced by β2GPI/anti-β2GPI complexes and by dimers of β2GPI-DV in
PMA-differentiated U937 cells and how they compare to the signaling pathways induced in PBMC.

In conclusion, our studies in PMA-differentiated U937 monocytes have narrowed the location
of the region on β2GPI responsible for the induction of procoagulant activity in monocytes by
β2GPI/anti-β2GPI complexes down to domain V. Intact residues in β2GPI-DV that bind to anionic
phospholipids are important for the potentiation of procoagulant activity in monocytes. The binding
site for a cell-surface receptor on β2GPI-DV is likely located in the vicinity of an unstructured region
in β2GPI-DV between residues 308 and 313. The flexibility of this region, which is restricted in
phospholipid-bound β2GPI-DV, affects the ability of dimerized β2GPI-DV to stimulate procoagulant
activity on monocytes. Our data suggest that ApoER2 is not important for the potentiation of
procoagulant activity in PMA-differentiated U937 cells. The identity of the receptor that plays
a role in stimulating procoagulant activity in U937 cells and the signaling pathways initiated by
β2GPI/anti-β2GPI complexes and β2GPI-DV dimers awaits further investigation.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Proteins

A1 is a fragment of mouse ApoER2 (residues 12–47) in which Asp is substituted for Asn36. A1
was expressed in Escherichia coli and purified as previously described [64]. HA-DV consists of an
HA tag (amino acid sequence YPYDVPDYA) added to the N-terminus of domain V of human β2GPI
(residues 244–326). HA-DV was subcloned into a pET15b vector (Novagen) in which the sequence
recognized by the tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease was added after an N-terminal histidine tag so
that the tag can be removed. The HA-DV protein and point mutants of HA-DV were expressed and
purified as previously described [34].

4.2. Cells and Culture Conditions

The immortalized human monocyte U937 cells (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA) were cultured in
RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Atlanta Biologicals, Flowery
Branch, GA, USA), penicillin-streptomycin and L-glutamine (Gibco, ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA, USA) at 37 ◦C in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2. Cells were seeded at a concentration
of 5 × 105 mL−1 and treated for 72 h with 100 nM phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) (Enzo Life
Sciences, Farmingdale, NY, USA). After 72 h, nonadherent cells were removed along with the medium.
A fresh medium containing 10% FBS was added to the cells, and adherent cells were detached by gentle
pipetting. Cells were pelleted and resuspended in RPMI medium. Differentiated U937 monocytes
at a concentration of 1 × 106 mL−1 were incubated for 6 h at 37 ◦C in a humidified atmosphere
with 5% CO2 in RPMI medium supplemented with 10% pooled normal human serum (Innovative
Research, Novi, MI, USA) and test reagents as indicated. Human serum in cell culture media supplied
β2GPI. When specified, cells were incubated in a serum free medium with or without purified β2GPI
(Haematologic Technologies, Essex Junction, VT, USA), exchanged into a 20 mM Hepes, 150 mM NaCl,
pH 7.5 buffer using a Zeba spin desalting column (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and
added to the assay at a final concentration of 20 μg/mL.

HA-DV and HA-DV mutants were used at an 8 μg/mL concentration measured by NanoDrop
(ThermoScientific, Wilmington, DE, USA). The TLR2-specific ligand Pam3CSK4 was from InvivoGen,
San Diego, CA, USA. Anti-HA antibody (Bethyl Laboratories, Montgomery, TX, USA) was exchanged
into a 20 mM Hepes, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.5 buffer using a Zeba spin desalting column to remove
sodium azide. Goat anti-β2GPI (CL2001AP, Cedarlane Laboratories, Burlington, NC, USA) was raised
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against human β2GPI and affinity purified on immobilized β2GPI. LPS from Salmonella enterica (Sigma,
St. Louis, MO, USA) was used as a positive control. Endotoxin levels in test reagents were measured
with the Limulus Amebocyte Lysate (LAL) chromogenic endotoxin quantification kit (ThermoFisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) at concentrations used in the assays. Endotoxin levels in HA-DV and
all HA-DV mutants were below the detection limit of 0.1 EUmL−1, except for Lys286/Glu-Lys287/Glu
and Lys286/Asn-Lys287/Asn, for which measured endotoxin was 0.5 EUmL−1. Endotoxin levels
in β2GPI, anti-β2GPI and anti-HA were 0.15, 0.25 and 0.6 EUmL−1, respectively. Endotoxin in test
reagents was far below 1.5 EUmL−1, which corresponds to 1 ng/mL of LPS from Salmonella enterica.
This amount of LPS did not have a statistically significant effect on U937 cells.

4.3. Measurements of the Procoagulant Activity of U937 Cells

After incubating for 6 h with test reagents, cells were pelleted, washed with RPMI and counted,
and their viability, which was at least 90% in reported experiments, was assessed by Trypan Blue
(ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The procoagulant activity expressed by cells was
quantified by measuring clotting kinetics in pooled normal platelet-poor human plasma anticoagulated
with sodium citrate (Innovative Research, Novi, MI, USA). When specified, plasma depleted of
factors VII, XI or XII (Haematologic Technologies, Essex Junction, VT, USA) was used in clotting
studies. Clotting kinetics were measured at 37 ◦C using 96-well ELISA plates and a Spectramax 340PC
Microplate Reader (Molecular Devices Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA). Human plasma, 50 μL, was added
to 50 μL of cells (2 × 106 mL−1) suspended in serum-free RPMI. The mixture was incubated for 3 min
at 37 ◦C, and coagulation was initiated by adding 50 μL of 40 mM CaCl2 in 20 mM Hepes, 150 mM
NaCl buffer, pH 7.5. Clotting kinetics were recorded by measuring absorbance at 405 nm. Kinetics data
were fitted to a 4-parameter equation using the Gnuplot 5.0 program (http://www.gnuplot.info/).
The time needed to achieve a half-maximal increase in OD was calculated for each kinetics curve and
used to characterize the procoagulant activity of the cells.

4.4. TNFα ELISA

After 6 h of stimulation with test reagents, cells were pelleted, and the supernatant was collected
and stored frozen at −80 ◦C until use. The concentration of TNFα released into media was quantified
with Quantikine ELISA (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA).

4.5. Isothermal Titration Calorimetry

To measure the binding between A1 and the HA-tagged domain V of β2GPI (HA-DV) and its
variants, lyophilized proteins were resuspended in a 25 mM Hepes, pH 7.1 buffer containing 50 mM
NaCl and 2 mM CaCl2 and dialyzed overnight at 4 ◦C in the same buffer. Measurements were
performed at 298 K using a MicroCal iTC200 system (Malvern, Malvern Instruments, U.K.). A1 at a
concentration of 500 μM was placed into an injection syringe and titrated in 2 μL increments into a
sample cell containing 50 μM of HA-DV or HA-DV variants. Binding isotherms were fit to a one site
binding model using the Origin software for ITC.

4.6. Cardiolipin ELISA

ELISA 96-well plates (Costar, Corning, NY, USA) were coated with 50 μL per well of cardiolipin
(Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) prepared at 200 μg/mL in ethanol and blocked for 2 h with 4% BSA in a
20 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl buffer at pH 7.4. To generate a binding curve, increasing concentrations
of HA-DV were applied to wells. The binding data were fit to a one-site model using the Gnuplot
5.0 program (http://www.gnuplot.info/). Cardiolipin binding by HA-DV variants was compared to
cardiolipin binding by HA-DV at protein concentrations of 500 nM and 1000 nM. Bound HA-tagged
proteins were detected with HRP-conjugated anti-HA-tag antibody (ab1265, Abcam, Cambridge, MA,
USA) using a TMB (3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine) substrate. Absorbances at 450 nm were measured
on a Spectramax 340PC Microplate Reader (Molecular Devices Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA).
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4.7. Statistical Analysis

Results are presented as the mean ± standard deviation calculated from at least three independent
experiments. Statistical significance was evaluated with STATA statistical software (College Station,
TX, USA) using one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.
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Abstract: Premature, accelerated onset of atherothrombotic disease is prevalent in patients with
systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). Most, if not all, atherothrombotic diseases are likely to
involve platelets and complement. Previously, we discovered that platelets bearing complement
activation product C4d (P-C4d) are present in SLE patients, and are significantly associated with
antiphospholipid (aPL) antibody positivity and stroke in SLE patients. The goal of the present study
was to further elucidate the role of aPL and other platelet-reactive autoantibodies in the generation
of P-C4d. To determine the association between P-C4d and aPL antibodies, the serum levels of aPL
antibodies and P-C4d of 180 SLE patients were measured by enzyme-linked immunoassays and flow
cytometry, respectively. To investigate the role of aPL antibodies, and possibly other autoantibodies
as well, in mediating the generation of P-C4d, in vitro 2-step P-C4d induction experiments were
performed. The results showed that the presence and levels of aPL antibodies in the serum were
specifically elevated in SLE patients with positive P-C4d. The plasma and immunoglobulins purified
from SLE patients who were positive for P-C4d and aPL were capable of inducing C4d deposition
on normal platelets in vitro. The capacity of SLE plasma in inducing P-C4d appeared to correlate
proportionately to the serum aPL levels. Collectively, the results demonstrate that both aPL and other
platelet-reactive autoantibodies may participate in mediating the generation of P-C4d in SLE patients.

Keywords: antiphospholipid antibodies; anti-cardiolipin antibodies; anti-β2 glycoprotein I
antibodies; complement; platelet; systemic lupus erythematosus; cell-bound complement activation
products (CB-CAPs)

1. Introduction

Premature, accelerated onset of atherosclerosis and thrombotic disease is prevalent in patients
with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), a systemic autoimmune inflammatory disease characterized
by autoantibody production, complement activation, and a myriad of clinical manifestations [1–4].
A continuously expanding spectrum of autoantibodies, including antiphospholipid antibodies,
has been identified in SLE [5]. Antiphospholipid (aPL) antibodies encompass a heterogeneous
group of antibodies with reactivity to various anionic phospholipid-binding proteins, including,
primarily, anti-cardiolipin (aCL) antibodies, anti-β2 glycoprotein I (aβ2GPI) antibodies, and lupus
anticoagulants [6–10]. In SLE, 30–40% of patients are found to be positive for aPL antibodies at some
point of the disease course [11]. aPL antibodies have been shown to be associated with clinical events
such as arterial and venous thrombosis and pregnancy complications in patients with antiphospholipid
syndrome (APS) or SLE-associated APS (SLE/APS) [12–16].
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Although the pathogenic roles of aPL antibodies in promoting thrombosis are not fully understood,
abundant evidence suggests that these antibodies may function through disruption of the anticoagulant
shield on cell surfaces, increase of oxidative stress, and activation of cells such as endothelial cells,
monocytes, and platelets [17–22]. For example, aPL antibodies prepared from patients with APS
or SLE/APS have been shown to bind to and activate platelets in vitro and in animals [23–28].
aPL antibodies may also trigger thrombosis and tissue injury via activation of the complement
system [29]. In vivo studies using murine models have implicated the activation of the classical
complement pathways in thrombosis and fetal loss associated with APS [30–32]. In humans, increased
levels of complement activation products have been demonstrated in sera of patients with aPL
antibodies who developed ischemic strokes [33].

We previously reported the presence of complement activation product C4d on the surface of
platelets (platelet bound-C4d; P-C4d) in 18% of SLE patients, and identified a significant association
between P-C4d positivity, aPL antibody positivity [34], and history of neurological manifestations
in SLE patients (unpublished observations). In a recent study, P-C4d positivity was found to be
significantly associated with stroke and all-cause mortality in SLE patients [35]. Other investigators
have also identified associations between increased C4d deposition on platelets, and both arterial
and venous thrombotic complications in patients with SLE [36–38]. In addition, P-C4d positivity was
detected in 10% of patients with acute ischemic stroke without evidence of autoimmune disease, and
correlated with stroke severity [39]. These observations, taken together, suggest an intriguing link
between platelets, complement, aPL antibodies, and thrombotic disease in SLE.

Based on the studies outlined above, we hypothesize that in situ autoantibody (e.g., aPL)-mediated
activation of the complement system generates C4d that can bind to platelet surfaces, and predispose
platelets to a pro-thrombotic and pro-coagulating state, thereby promoting the development of
thrombotic complications in patients with SLE. As a first step in verifying this hypothesis, we
conducted an in-depth analysis of the prevalence and correlation of P-C4d and aPL antibodies in
a cross-sectional study of 180 SLE patients, and investigated the role of aPL antibodies and other
potential platelet-reactive autoantibodies in mediating C4d deposition on platelets in vitro.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Participants and Blood Specimens

All study participants were 18 years of age or older and provided written informed consent
that was approved by the institutional review board. One hundred and eighty patients who met
the American College of Rheumatology (ACR) 1982 or 1997 revised classification criteria for definite
SLE (≥4 criteria) [40,41] were recruited for this study during routine visits to the outpatient clinic of
the Lupus Center of Excellence of the Allegheny Health Network, from July 2011 through June 2014.
Two patients, who were hospitalized for disease flare and subsequently followed up at the outpatient
clinic, were studied serially (up to December 2016). In addition, healthy volunteers were recruited to
donate blood samples for platelet and serum preparation.

2.2. Plasma, Serum, and Immunoglobulin Preparation

At the time of each participant’s visit, blood was collected into a Vacutainer tube containing
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) as an anticoagulant (for preparation of plasma and platelets)
or a Vacutainer without anticoagulant (for serum preparation) (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ,
USA), and processed within 2 h after collection. An aliquot of the EDTA-anticoagulated whole blood
was immediately used for P-C4d measurement. Plasma and sera were fractionated by centrifugation
at 1600× g for 10 min and stored at 4 ◦C (for immediate use) or −80 ◦C (for later use). Patient sera
were used for measuring aPL antibodies.
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Normal human serum prepared from the blood of healthy volunteers was aliquoted and stored at
−80 ◦C for use in the in vitro P-C4d induction assays (see below). Immunoglobulin G (IgG) present in
the plasma was isolated using a Pierce ImmunoPure® (A/G) IgG purification kit (Thermo Scientific,
Rockford, IL, USA) following the manufacturer’s instruction. After collection of IgG, the flow-through
from the protein A/G affinity column was further fractionated to enrich for IgM using the Pierce
Nab™ Protein L Spin purification kit (Thermo Scientific), following the manufacturer’s instruction.
The IgG and IgM fractions eluted from the respective affinity column were desalted, buffer-changed
into phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), and concentrated by centrifugation using Microcon® centrifugal
filters (molecular weight cutoff 30 kD; EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). To deplete Ig, the plasma
sample was passed sequentially through the protein A/G column and protein L column twice. The final
flow-through was collected, dialyzed against PBS, and concentrated back to the original volume using
the Microcon® device. To deplete platelet-reactive autoantibodies, the SLE plasma sample (50 μL) was
incubated with platelets (approximately 109) isolated from healthy volunteers at 4 ◦C for 30 min, and
recovered by removal of platelets by centrifugation.

2.3. Flow Cytometry of P-C4d Measurement

C4d deposited on the surface of platelets (P-C4d) was measured by immunofluorescence
staining/flow cytometry, as previously described [34]. Briefly, EDTA-anticoagulated whole blood was
diluted in PBS prior to analysis. Platelets were electronically gated by forward scatter properties and
expression of a platelet-specific marker, cluster of differentiation marker 42b (CD42b). Amounts of
C4d present on platelets were assessed by using a monoclonal anti-C4d antibody (Quidel, San Diego,
CA, USA) labeled with Alexa Fluor-488 using a Zenon mouse IgG1 labeling kit (Molecular Probes,
Eugene, OR, USA). After staining, cells were analyzed using a FACS Calibur™ flow cytometer and
Cell Quest Pro software (Becton Dickinson Immunocytometry Systems, San Jose, CA, USA). To ensure
the specificity of P-C4d detected, blood aliquots from each patient stained with mouse IgG1 isotype
were routinely included in all experiments. All monoclonal antibodies and Ig isotype control were
used at a concentration of 5 μg/mL. Levels of P-C4d were expressed as specific median fluorescence
intensity (SMFI), which was calculated as the C4d-specific median fluorescence intensity minus the
isotype control median fluorescence intensity. P-C4d was considered positive based on the cut-off
point of 2.15 as previously reported [34], which was derived from repeated measures of P-C4d in
100 healthy individuals.

2.4. aPL Antibody Immunoassays

Serum levels of aPL antibodies were determined in blood samples collected at the same time for
P-C4d measurement. Serum samples of individual patients were prepared within 2 h of blood collection
and stored at −80 ◦C until analysis. Levels of isotype-specific anti-cardiolipin (aCL) and anti-β2

glycoprotein I (aβ2GPI) antibodies in the serum were determined using the EL-aCL™ (IgM-IgG-IgA)
ELISA kit and EL-β2GPI™ (IgM-IgG-IgA) ELISA kit (TheraTest Labs, Lombard, IL, USA), respectively,
following the manufacturer’s instruction. Results are shown as standard MPL, GPL, and APL units.
Positive levels for all aPL antibodies were defined following normalization to appropriate assay
calibrators supplied by the manufacturer. The presence or absence of lupus anticoagulants was not
assessed at the time of study.

2.5. In Vitro P-C4d Induction Assay

The capacity of autoantibodies in the plasma of SLE patients to active the complement system and
induce C4d deposition of platelets was assessed in vitro. Briefly, platelet-rich plasma was prepared by
centrifugation of EDTA-anticoagulated blood obtained from healthy volunteers or P-C4d-negative
SLE patients, at 120× g for 10 min. Platelets were then collected and washed twice with PBS by
centrifugation at 1600× g, in the presence of 1 g/mL of prostaglandin E1 (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO, USA). The resulting platelets were fixed with 0.5% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 20 min, washed
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once with PBS, and resuspended in PBS. Aliquots of platelet suspension were incubated with plasma
samples (at 20% final concentration) prepared from selected SLE patients who had been identified as
having positive P-C4d or high aPL serum levels. In some experiments, the SLE plasma was replaced
with different amounts of purified IgG or IgM, Ig-depleted plasma, platelet-preabsorbed plasma, or
commercially available human aCL antibody (Immunovision). After incubation at 4 ◦C for 45 min to
allow autoantibody binding, the platelet samples were washed with PBS twice, resuspended in 50 μL
of GVB2+ buffer (1% gelatin, 5 mM Na veronal, 142 mM NaCl, pH 7.3, containing Ca2+ and Mg2+), and
incubated with 10 mL of normal human serum (as a source of complement). After incubation at 37 ◦C
for 1 h to allow complement activation, the platelet suspensions were washed with PBS twice and
subjected to P-C4d measurement by flow cytometry, as described above.

2.6. Statistical Analysis

Data were presented as mean and standard deviation (SD), or median and interquartile range
(IQR), for continuous variables based on their distributions, and as frequency and percentage for
categorical variables. Baseline comparisons of continuous variables between SLE patients with or
without aPL antibodies were performed using two-sample t or Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann–Whitney)
tests, as appropriate. Categorical variables were analyzed using or Chi-Square or Fisher’s Exact tests.
All p-values were considered significant at p < 0.05. All analyses were performed using the STATA/SE
version 11.0 for Windows (Stata Corporation, College Station, TX, USA). Nonparametric technique
(permutation test) was used to perform analysis of one-way multivariate data (IgA, IgM, and IgA)
with approximations for ANOVA Type, Wilks’ Lambda, Lawley Hotelling, and Bartlett–Nanda–Pillai
Test statistics. Multiple testing algorithms were used to control the familywise error rate [42].

3. Results

3.1. Patient Characteristics

The demographics and clinical characteristics of the 180 patients with SLE are shown in Table 1.
Thirty-four patients (18.9%) were found to be P-C4d-positive (P-C4d levels >2.15) at the study visit,
consistent with our previous findings [34,35]. Compared to P-C4d-negative patients (n = 146),
P-C4d-positive patients are more likely to have a history of hematologic involvement (hemolytic
anemia, lymphopenia, and thrombocytopenia) and aPL positivity (aCL and lupus anticoagulants).
A significantly higher percentage of P-C4d-positive patients were on anticoagulant therapy than
were P-C4d-negative patients (warfarin, p = 0.005; heparin, p = 0.025), suggesting that P-C4d-positive
patients were more likely to have experienced, or were considered to be at increased risk for, thrombotic
complications. An increased fraction of P-C4d-positive patients (73.5% vs. 57.5% of P-C4d-negative
patients; p = 0.074) received steroid treatment at the time of visit, suggesting possibly higher disease
activity in these patients.

Table 1. Patient demographics and clinical characteristics.

Platelet-C4d

All (n = 180) Positive (n = 34) Negative (n = 146) p-Value

Age, year, mean (SD) 47.2 (11.9) 46.9 (10.7) 47.3 (12.2) 0.802
Duration of SLE, year, mean (SD) 15.2 (9.7) 16.5 (9.6) 14.8 (9.7) 0.276

Sex, n (%)
Women 167 (92.8) 31 (91.2) 136 (93.2) 0.714

Race, n (%)
White 156 (86.7) 28 (82.4) 128 (87.7) 0.240
Black 21 (11.7) 6 (18.6) 15 (10.3)

Others 3 (1.7) 3 (2.0)
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Table 1. Cont.

Platelet-C4d

All (n = 180) Positive (n = 34) Negative (n = 146) p-Value

ACR & criteria (ever), n (%)
Malar rash 83 (46.1) 13 (38.2) 70 (47.9) 0.344

Discoid rash 14 (7.8) 4 (11.8) 10 (6.8) 0.306
Photosensitivity 111 (61.7) 17 (50.0) 94 (64.4) 0.170

Oral ulcers 122 (67.8) 19 (55.9) 103 (70.3) 0.107
Arthritis 172 (95.6) 32 (94.1) 140 (95.9) 0.647
Serositis 64 (35.6) 14 (41.2) 50 (34.2) 0.551

Renal disease 54 (30.0) 8 (23.5) 46 (31.5) 0.412
Neurological 20 (11.1) 4 (11.8) 16 (10.9) 1.000

Seizure 15 (8.3) 1 (2.9) 14 (9.6) 0.310
Psychosis 9 (5.0) 3 (8.8) 6 (4.1) 0.402

Hematological 96 (53.3) 25 (73.5) 71 (48.6) 0.012
Hemolytic anemia 10 (5.6) 6 (17.6) 4 (2.7) 0.004

Leukopenia 46 (25.6) 11 (32.4) 35 (24.0) 0.382
Lymphopenia 61 (33.9) 19 (55.9) 42 (22.8) 0.004

Thrombocytopenia 32 (17.8) 10 (29.4) 22 (15.1) 0.047
Antinuclear antibody 177 (98.3) 33 (97.1) 144 (98.6) 0.468

Serological 142 (78.9) 33 (97.1) 109 (74.7) 0.002
Anti-Phospholipid #,ˆ 83 (46.1) 24 (70.6) 59 (40.4) 0.002

Anti-cardiolipin 60 (33.3) 17 (50.0) 43 (29.5) 0.028
Lupus anticoagulant 45 (25.0) 16 (47.1) 29 (19.9) 0.002

Anti-dsDNA 97 (53.9) 23 (67.6) 74 (50.7) 0.087
Anti-Smith 24 (13.3) 4 (11.8) 20 (13.7) 1.000

Medication use, current **, n (%)
Steroid 109 (60.6) 25 (73.5) 84 (57.5) 0.074

Antimalarial 128 (71.1) 23 (67.6) 105 (71.9) 0.676
Anticoagulant

Warfarin 24 (13.3) 10 (29.4) 14 (9.6) 0.005
Heparin 7 (3.9) 4 (11.8) 3 (2.1) 0.025

FXa inhibitor 2 (1.1) 1 (2.9) 1 (0.7) 0.343
Antiplatelet

Aspirin 69 (38.3) 11 (32.4) 58 (39.7) 0.557
P2Y12 antagonist 10 (5.6) 4 (11.8) 6 (4.1) 0.096

Statins 37 (20.6) 7 (20.6) 30 (20.5) 1.000
Immunosuppressant 101 (56.1) 21 (61.8) 80 (50.8) 0.566

Biologicals 18 (10.0) 4 (11.8) 14 (9.6) 0.751
Antihypertensive 77 (42.8) 13 (38.2) 64 (43.8) 0.571

Diuretics 31 (17.2) 3 (8.8) 28 (19.2) 0.208
Insulin 6 (3.3) 0 (0.0) 6 (4.1) 0.592

Antidiabetic 4 (2.2) 0 (0.0) 4 (2.7) 1.000
P-C4d level, current, median

(IQR) 0.6 (0.2–1.4) 5.6 (3.4–11.1) 0.4 (0.1–0.8) <0.001

* Continuous variables are presented as mean (SD) or median depending on the data distribution. & ACR: American
College of Rheumatology. # Eighty-three patients had a history of aPL antibody positivity prior to the current study
visit. ˆ Of the 83 historically aPL-positive patients, 32 remained positive at the current study visit. In addition,
16 patients without a history of aPL antibody positivity were tested positive at the current study visit (see Table 2
for further information). ** Medication use at the study visit: antimalarial—hydroxychloroquine, chloroquine,
and quinacrine; immunosuppressants—azathioprine, methotrexate, mycophenolate mofetil, mycophenolic acid,
cyclophosphamide, tacrolimus, and leflunomide; biologicals—belimumab. P-C4d: platelet-bound C4d; aPL:
antiphospholipid. SLE: systemic lupus erythematosus. IQR: interquartile range.

3.2. Relationships between P-C4d and aPL Antibodies

In a previous cross-sectional study, P-C4d positivity was found to be significantly associated with
aPL positivity (specifically, lupus anticoagulants, aCL IgG, and aCL IgM) [34]. The present study was
aimed at further examining the prevalence of aPL antibodies and their correlation with P-C4d in SLE
patients. Using commercial immunoassay kits, levels of isotype-specific aCL and aβ2GPI antibodies
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in the serum samples obtained concomitantly with P-C4d measure were determined (Table 2). In the
present SLE patient cohort, 26.7% (48/180) were positive for aPL (aCL and/or aβ2GPI) antibodies at
the study visit (Table 2). Notably, the P-C4d-positive subgroup had a considerably higher rate of aPL
positivity than the P-C4d-negative subgroup (58.5% vs. 19.2%; p < 0.001). Compared to P-C4d-negative
patients, P-C4d-positive patients were significantly more likely to have higher levels of aPL antibodies
in 4 of the 6 isotypes studied (aCL IgG, aβ2GPI IgG, aβ2GPI IgM, and aβ2GPI IgA). Although the
positivity rates of aCL IgM and aCL IgA were significantly increased in P-C4d-positive patients than
in P-C4d-negative patients (both p = 0.012), the serum levels of these two aPL antibodies were not
significantly higher in P-C4d-positive patients (p = 0.068 and p = 0.053, respectively). Of the 48 patients
positive for aPL (any aCL or aβ2GPI isotype), 41.9% (20/48) had elevated levels of aPL antibodies
of multiple isotypes (range: 2–6) at the study visit (Table 3). Notably, P-C4d-positive patients were
more likely to have multiple isotypes of aPL antibodies than P-C4d-negative patients. For example,
8 out of 13 P-C4d-positive patients who had IgA aCL or aβ2GPI also had IgG and/or IgM aCL or
aβ2GPI, whereas only 1 out of 8 P-C4d-negative patients who had IgA aCL or aβ2GPI also had IgG aCL.
This finding is consistent with the fact that IgA is incapable of inducing complement activation via the
classical pathway, but the concomitant presence of IgG and/or IgM aPL antibodies may be responsible
for inducing complement activation on platelets. Moreover, aPL-positive-patients had significantly
higher levels of P-C4d than did aPL-negative-patients (p = 0.002). Among the aPL-positive-patients, the
P-C4d levels were differentially elevated in patients with aCL antibodies alone or aβ2GPI antibodies
alone, and were markedly elevated in those positive for both aCL and aβ2GPI antibodies (Table 4).

Table 2. Comparison of serum anti-Cardiolipin (aCL) and anti-β2GPI (aβ2GPI) levels in P-C4d-positive
vs. P-C4d-negative patients.

Platelet-C4d

All (n = 180) Positive (n = 34) Negative (n = 146)
p-Value (P-C4d+

vs. P-C4d−)

aPL (aCL and/or aβ2GPI) antibodies
positivity, n (%) 48 (26.7) 20 (58.5) 28 (19.2) <0.001

aCL IgM positivity, n (%) † 19 (10.6) 8 (23.5) 11 (7.5) 0.012

aCL IgM level (U/mL) median (IQR) * 3.1 (2.0–6.5) 4.2 (2.2–11.6) 2.8 (2.0–6.0) 0.068

aCL IgG positivity, n (%) † 17 (9.4) 11 (32.4) 6 (4.1) <0.001

aCL IgG level (U/mL) median (IQR) * 5.0 (2.8–9.6) 12.5 (5.6–37.9) 4.6 (2.7–7.7) <0.001

aCL IgA positivity, n (%) † 6 (3.3) 4 (11.8) 2 (1.4) 0.012

aCL IgA level (U/mL) median (IQR) * 1.2 (0.6–2.3) 1.3 (1.0–2.9) 1.0 (0.5–2.0) 0.053

Any aCL positivity, n (%) 32 (17.8) 13 (38.2) 19 (13.0) 0.002

aβ2GPI IgM positivity, n (%) 10 (5.6) 5 (14.7) 5 (3.4) 0.022

aβ2GPI IgM level (U/mL) median (IQR) 0.4 (0.0–1.3) 1.0 (0.4–3.6) 0.3 (0.0–0.9) <0.001

aβ2GPI IgG positivity, n (%) 14 (7.8) 11 (32.4) 8 (5.5) <0.001

aβ2GPI IgG level (U/mL) median (IQR) 1.6 (0.0–3.7) 4.6 (1.1–76.1) 1.3 (0.0–3.1) <0.001

aβ2GPI IgA positivity, n (%) 21 (11.7) 13 (38.2) 16 (11.0) <0.001

aβ2GPI IgA level (U/mL) median (IQR) 0.4 (0.0–2.6) 3.9 (0.8–12.8) 0.4 (0.0–1.2) <0.001

Any aβ2GPI positivity, n (%) 34 (18.9) 18 (52.9) 16 (11.0) <0.001
† Positivity for all aPL antibodies was defined based on the cutoff values provided by the ELISA kits used. * median
(IQR). C4d−: C4d-negative; C4d+: C4d-positive; aβ2GPI: anti-β2 glycoprotein I.
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Table 3. Distribution of anti-Cardiolipin (aCL) and anti-β2GPI (aβ2GPI) antibodies in SLE patients.

Number of Positive aCL and
aβ2GPI Antibodies

Number of
Patients

Isotypes of Positive aCL and aβ2GPI Antibodies

6 1 aCL IgM/IgG/IgA; aβ2GPI IgM/IgG/IgA

5
1 aCL IgM/IgG/IgA; aβ2GPI IgG/IgA
1 aCL IgM/IgG/IgA; aβ2GPI IgM/IgG

4
1 aCL IgG/IgA; aβ2GPI IgG/IgA
1 aCL IgM/IgG; aβ2GPI IgG/IgA

3

2 aCL IgG; aβ2GPI IgG/IgA
1 aCL IgM/IgG; aβ2GPI IgG
1 aβ2GPI IgM/IgG/IgA
1 aCL IgM/IgG/IgA

2
3 aCL IgM; aβ2GPI IgM
5 aCL IgG; aβ2GPI IgG
2 aCL IgM; aβ2GPI IgA

1

8 aCL IgM
3 aCL IgG
2 aCLIgA
2 aβ2GPI IgM
1 aβ2GPI IgG
12 aβ2GPI IgA

Table 4. Comparison of P-C4d levels in SLE patients with or without aPL antibodies.

P-C4d Median (IQR) * p-Value (vs. aPL−)

aPL− (n = 132) 0.52 (0.13–0.91)
aPL+ (n = 48) ** 1.18 (0.25–4.55) 0.002

aCL+ alone (n = 14) 0.48 (0.20–1.51) 0.586
aβ2GPI+ alone (n = 16) 1.44 (0.25–3.24) 0.042
aCL+/aβ2GPI+ (n = 18) 4.61 (0.53–11.44) 0.001

* P-C4d (specific median florescence intensity; SMFI): median (interquartile range). ** aPL+: antiphospholipid
antibody positive including aCL and/or aβ2GPI antibodies. aPL+: aPL-positive; aPL−: aPL-negative.

3.3. Involvement of aPL Antibodies in P-C4d Generation

The observed concomitant presence of abnormal levels of aPL antibodies and P-C4d in SLE
patients, together with the literature reporting binding of aPL antibodies to platelets [26,27,43], suggests
that aPL antibodies constitute a major category of platelet-reactive autoantibodies and are involved in
the generation and deposition of C4d on platelets in SLE patients. Therefore, we investigated whether
the plasma of SLE patients contains aPL antibodies (and perhaps other autoantibodies reactive to
platelets) that can bind to and induce C4d deposition on platelets in vitro. To circumvent potential
confounding effects resulting from hypocomplementemia and medication (e.g., heparin) in SLE
samples, and to provide an equally sufficient amount of complement in all experiments, we designed
a 2-step protocol. Platelets were first incubated with SLE plasma to allow binding of antibodies,
washed, and then incubated with a fixed volume of normal human serum to allow for complement
activation (Figure 1A). As represented in Figure 1B, platelets derived from healthy individuals acquired
significant levels of C4d on their surface after being incubated with plasma prepared from SLE patients
who were tested positive for aPL antibodies and had C4d deposited on platelets ex vivo (C4d+/aPL+).
In contrast, platelets were not bound by C4d after being incubated with plasma prepared either from
SLE patients who had no detectable aPL antibodies or C4d on platelets ex vivo (C4d−/aPL−), or from
healthy controls. Interestingly, plasma samples prepared from SLE patients who were aPL-positive
but had no detectable level of P-C4d (C4d−/aPL+) were found incapable of inducing C4d deposition
in vitro. When a complement component 1q (C1q)-depleted human serum or heat-inactivated normal
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human serum was used as the source of complement in the assay, the capacity of SLE plasma to induce
P-C4d was lost (Figure 1C). In our previous study, we did not find C4d deposition on platelets of
patients with primary APS ex vivo [34]. Similarly, the plasma prepared from a representative patient
with primary APS was unable to induce P-C4d in vitro (Figure 1D).

Figure 1. Induction of C4d deposition on the surface of platelets in vitro. (A) Schematic illustration
of the in vitro P-C4d induction experiments. C4d-negative (C4d−) cells are incubated with plasma
or Ig isolated from C4d-positive (C4d+) SLE patients, and subsequently with normal human serum
(complement). After treatment, levels of C4d deposited on platelet surfaces were analyzed by flow
cytometry; (B) Platelets from a healthy individual were incubated with the plasma of two P-C4d+/aPL+
SLE patients, one P-C4d−/aPL− SLE patient, three P-C4d−/aPL+ SLE patients, and one healthy
control, followed by incubation with complement. Note the high levels of C4d deposited on cell
surfaces after treatment with P-C4d+/aPL+ SLE plasma, but not with P-C4d−/aPL− SLE plasma,
P-C4d−/aPL+ SLE plasma, or healthy control plasma. Purple histogram: isotype control; green
open histogram: anti-C4d; (C) C4d deposition was induced in vitro only when platelets were treated
with P-C4d+/aPL+ plasma, followed by normal human serum. C1q-depleted or heat-inactivated
human serum was incapable of inducing C4d deposition; (D) Plasma of patients with primary
antiphospholipid syndrome was incapable of inducing C4d deposition on platelets in vitro. P-C4d:
platelet-bound C4d; aPL: antiphospholipid antibodies; P-C4d+/aPL+: P-C4d positive/aPL positive;
P-C4d−/aPL−: P-C4d negetive /aPL negative; P-C4d−/aPL+: P-C4d negetive/aPL negative; SLE:
systemic lupus erythematosus.
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To further investigate the role of aPL antibodies in mediating P-C4d generation, plasma samples
were serially collected from an SLE patient (#107395) whose serum aPL levels decreased over a
15-month period during 2012–2013. The capacity of these plasma samples to induce C4d deposition
correlated with the aPL levels in the plasma (Figure 2A). Such correlation was noted again when she
had a subsequent episode of SLE/APS flare in 2016 (Figure 2B). A similar observation was made
in another SLE patient (#209310) (Figure 2C). Moreover, a commercially available human aCL IgG
antibody (ImmunoVision, Inc., Springdale, AR, USA) was capable of inducing C4d deposition on
platelets in a dose-dependent manner (Figure 2D). In comparison, human anti-ribosomal P (Figure 2E)
and anti-dsDNA (Figure 2F) antibodies (ImmunoVision) did not induce P-C4d in vitro. Collectively,
these results provide convincing support for a pivotal role of aPL antibodies in mediating generation
and deposition of C4d on platelets.

Figure 2. Participation of anti-phospholipid antibodies in generating the P-C4d phenotype in vitro.
(A–C) Platelets prepared from healthy controls were untreated, or treated with serial plasma samples
collected from an SLE patient (#107395) who was positive for aCL IgM and aβ2GPI IgM antibodies
during two longitudinal follow-up periods during 2012–2013 (panel A) and 2016 (panel B), respectively.
Plasma samples serially collected from another SLE patient (#209310) who was positive for aCL IgM and
aβ2GPI IgM antibodies were similarly tested (panel C); (D–F) Platelets prepared from a healthy control
or SLE patient were untreated or treated with a commercially available human aCL antibody (panel
E), anti-ribosomal P antibody (panel E), or anti-double stranded DNA (dsDNA) antibody (panel F).
Note that P-C4d was induced in a dose-dependent manner by aCL antibody, but not by anti-ribosomal
P or anti-dsDNA antibody. Results shown are the mean and standard deviation derived from three
independent experiments.
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3.4. Potential Involvement of Other Platelet-Reactive Autoantibodies in P-C4d Generation

To date, we have tested and compared plasma samples derived from different SLE patients for
their capacity to induce generation of P-C4d in vitro. Overall, the majority of aPL-positive plasma
samples were able to induce P-C4d efficiently, and most aPL-negative plasma samples were unable to
induce P-C4d (see Figure 1B and Table 5 for representative data). However, exceptional cases existed.
In some cases, plasma samples derived from SLE patients who had elevated P-C4d but otherwise
tested negative for aPL antibodies were found capable of inducing C4d deposition on platelets of
some SLE patients in vitro (Table 5; SLE patient #4). This finding suggested that antibodies other
than aPL may react to platelets and mediate complement activation in situ on the surface of platelets.
We next performed in vitro P-C4d induction experiments using Ig purified from the plasma of SLE
patients. The results demonstrated that Ig purified from the plasma of SLE patients with elevated
P-C4d levels and aPL antibodies were capable of inducing P-C4d deposition on platelets in vitro,
while Ig purified from SLE patients with negligible P-C4d and aPL antibodies could not induce P-C4d
in vitro (Figure 3A). Moreover, depletion of Ig from SLE plasma completely abolished its capacity to
induce complement activation and C4d deposition on platelets in vitro (Figure 3B). This capacity of
the SLE plasma was significantly decreased if the potential platelet-reactive antibodies were removed
by pre-incubation of the plasma with platelets (Figure 3B). This latter result indicates that antibodies
reactive to platelets are responsible for mediating the generation of P-C4d.

Figure 3. Presence of platelet-reactive autoantibodies in plasma of SLE patients. (A) Platelets
from a healthy control were incubated with different amounts of immunoglobulins purified from
two representative P-C4d+/aPL+ SLE patients (#107395 and #128305), and from a representative
P-C4d-/aPL− SLE patient (#110967). P-C4d levels induced were determined by flow cytometric
analysis. Note that Ig prepared from the P-C4d+/aPL+ patients induced P-C4d in a dose-dependent
manner; (B) Platelets derived from two healthy individuals (Exp#1 and Exp#2) were treated with
plasma samples derived from a healthy control (HC) or from a representative P-C4d+/aPL+ SLE
patient (#107395). The SLE plasma sample was further depleted of platelet-reactive autoantibodies by
pre-absorption with platelets, or depleted of immunoglobulins (Ig) using protein A/G/L.
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Table 5. Comparison of the capacity of aPL+ and aPL− SLE plasma to induce P-C4d in vitro.

Plasma Source a Plasma aPL
Positivity b

Ex vivo P-C4d
Positivity c Platelet Source d In Vitro P-C4d

(SMFI) e

SLE patient #1 + + SLE patient #4 34.21
SLE patient #1 SLE patient #5 39.17
SLE patient #1 SLE patient #6 19.31
SLE patient #1 SLE patient #7 14.70
SLE patient #1 SLE patient #8 6.83
SLE patient #1 SLE patient #9 27.34
SLE patient #1 SLE patient #10 39.29
SLE patient #1 SLE patient #11 31.52
SLE patient #1 Healthy Control #1 27.50
SLE patient #1 Healthy Control #2 5.38
SLE patient #2 + + SLE patient #4 4.93
SLE patient #2 SLE patient #7 5.20
SLE patient #2 SLE patient #8 0.44
SLE patient #2 SLE patient #9 6.20
SLE patient #2 SLE patient #10 9.37
SLE patient #2 SLE patient #11 9.53
SLE patient #2 SLE patient #12 3.36
SLE patient #2 Healthy Control #1 1.15
SLE patient #2 Healthy Control #2 0.78
SLE patient #3 + + SLE patient #12 20.48
SLE patient #3 Healthy Control #1 24.92
SLE patient #3 Healthy Control #2 14.30
SLE patient #4 − + SLE patient #5 3.07
SLE patient #4 SLE patient #6 0.80
SLE patient #4 SLE patient #7 2.08
SLE patient #4 SLE patient #8 0.26
SLE patient #4 SLE patient #9 3.96
SLE patient #4 SLE patient #10 7.20
SLE patient #4 SLE patient #11 8.70
SLE patient #4 Healthy Control #1 0.10
SLE patient #4 Healthy Control #2 1.14

a Plasma samples used in the first step of the in vitro P-C4d induction experiments. b Positivity for aCL and/or
aβ2GPI antibodies in the plasma source determined by ELISA. d Positivity of P-C4d on platelets of the donor of the
plasma source. d Platelets derived from healthy controls or SLE patients who have no/low C4d on platelet surfaces.
e C4d levels on the surface of treated platelets, determined by flow cytometry. Boldfaced numbers indicate positive
P-C4d (SMFI. 2.15). +: positivity; –: negativity.

4. Discussion

We have previously demonstrated that complement activation products, particularly C4d, bind
at high levels to circulating cells in patients with SLE, thereby generating a cell-bound complement
activation product (CB-CAP) signature that is highly sensitive and specific for a lupus diagnosis [44,45].
Until recently, the mechanism(s) responsible for generating the CB-CAP signature have not been
systematically investigated. Our recent study has shown that anti-lymphocyte autoantibodies play
a pivotal role in generating patient-specific T-cell-bound C4d (T-C4d) signatures [46], providing
solid evidence for an autoantibody-mediated mechanism underlying CB-CAP generation for the
first time. Of the various CB-CAP phenotypes identified to date, platelet-bound C4d (P-C4d) is
characteristically distinct in that it is identified only in a relatively small fraction of SLE patients
(approximately 20% in sensitivity), yet in an extremely exclusive manner (99% in specificity) [34].
P-C4d was shown to be significantly associated with all-cause mortality and ischemic stroke in SLE
patients [35]. Other investigators using a similar but experimentally distinct approach have observed
that deposition of complement proteins C1q, C4d, and C3d are increased on platelets of patients
with SLE (~48% sensitivity), and to a lesser extent, on platelets of patients with other autoimmune
diseases [37,38]. Interestingly, those investigators also reported that increased C4d deposition on
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platelets is associated with vascular events in patients with SLE [36–38]. Collectively, these studies
support a pathogenic role of P-C4d in a subset of SLE patients at increased risk for thrombotic events.

Given the unique features of P-C4d, the present study is focused specifically on the mechanism
underlying P-C4d generation. Here we provide several lines of evidence supportive of the role
of aPL antibodies and platelet-reactive autoantibodies in the generation of P-C4d. These include:
(1) P-C4d-positive SLE patients had not only a higher frequency but also significantly elevated serum
levels of aCL and aβ2GPI antibodies; (2) plasma of SLE patients was capable of inducing C4d deposition
on platelets, in vitro, in an aCL/aβ2GPI concentration-dependent manner; (3) purified aCL antibody
and Ig derived from SLE patients with aPL antibodies could induce C4d deposition on platelets in vitro;
(4) plasma prepared from some SLE patients without aPL antibodies was also capable of inducing C4d
deposition on platelets in vitro; and (5) this capacity was abolished by pre-absorption of the plasma
with platelets.

In the inaugural study of P-C4d as a biomarker for SLE [34], it was reported that P-C4d
was significantly associated with positivity for lupus anticoagulants and IgG/IgM aCL antibodies.
This initial observation prompted us to speculate that aPL antibodies may be important participants
in mediating the P-C4d phenotype in SLE patients. We sought to further elucidate the role of aPL
antibodies through the present cross-sectional study, in which P-C4d and aPL antibody levels of a
given patient were measured on the same study date, and plasma samples with known aPL antibody
concentrations were used for in vitro P-C4d induction experiments. Because the presence and levels of
aPL antibodies tend to wax and wane over time, this approach allows for a more definite investigation
of aPL antibodies, compared to the use of historical data to indicate the aPL status of a given patient
sample tested. Indeed, one patient in our SLE cohort was treated twice for a disease flare and followed
longitudinally over a period of four years (2012–2016). In each flare episode, her aPL antibody levels
decreased following treatment and, in parallel, the capacity of her plasma to induce P-C4d generation
in vitro decreased (Figure 2A,B). Similar observations were made in another patient followed in a
prospective manner (Figure 2C). The 2-step in vitro P-C4d induction assay used in the present study
also allows us to decipher the complement pathway mediated by aPL antibodies. When a C1q-depleted
human serum or heat-inactivated normal human serum was used as the source of complement in the
assay, the capacity of SLE plasma to induce P-C4d was lost (Figure 1C). Taken together, these results
provide convincing support for the involvement of aPL antibodies in mediating the generation and
deposition of C4d on platelets through activation of the complement classical pathway.

In the present study, 28 SLE patients were determined to be aPL-positive yet P-C4d-negative at
the study visit. Plasma derived from these aPL-positive/P-C4d-negative patients was unable to induce
C4d deposition on platelets in vitro (Figure 1B). Compared to SLE patients who were positive for both
aPL and P-C4d, aPL-positive/P-C4d-negative SLE patients appeared to have lower (albeit within the
“positive” range) levels of aPL antibodies, and were less likely to test positive for multiple isotypes of
aPL antibodies. Six of the aPL-positive/P-C4d-negative patients had only the IgA isotype of aβ2GPI
antibody, and 2 patients had only the IgA isotype of aCL antibody, an isotype incapable of inducing
complement activation via the classical pathway. Five and thirteen patients were positive for aCL IgG
and aβ2GPI IgG, respectively. It is possible that IgG aPL antibodies in those patients are of the IgG2 or
IgG4 subclasses that are inefficient in triggering complement activation.

The discoveries reported here support and extend those made recently by others. Lood and
colleagues have demonstrated that increased levels of complement activation products, including
C1q, C3d, and C4d, were detected on the surface of platelets of SLE patients, especially those with
a history of venous thrombosis [37]. Using a one-step in vitro assay that is distinct from our current
assay, these investigators also found that serum of SLE patients with a history of lupus anticoagulant
supported deposition of C4d on platelets. In a more recent study, Lood et al. further reported that SLE
patients with aPL antibodies had higher P-C4d levels than those without aPL antibodies, and that aPL
antibodies can activate platelets and induce C4d deposition in vitro [38]. Peerschke and colleagues
demonstrated that sera from SLE patients could fix complement and induce C1q/C4d deposition on
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platelets in vitro, measured by a solid phase-based enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay [36]; this
complement fixation/activation activity was associated with the presence of IgG aCL and aβ2GPI
antibodies in serum samples tested.

In the current study cohort, 41% of P-C4d positive patients had undetectable or low (below the
positive cutoff) levels of aPL antibodies at the study visit (Table 2). There are two possible explanations
for this apparent lack of correlation between P-C4d and aPL antibodies. First, an extremely low
concentration of aPL antibodies, particularly those of the IgM isotype, may not be detectable by
conventional immunoassays but may be adequate to bind to platelets and activate/generate C4d
in situ on platelet surfaces. Second, it is possible that other platelet-reactive autoantibodies may
participate in generating P-C4d in vivo. The latter possibility is supported by the observation that
plasma of aPL-negative SLE patients was capable of inducing P-C4d in vitro (Table 5), and that removal
of platelet-reactive antibodies by preabsorption of SLE plasma with platelets abolished the in vitro
P-C4d-inducing activity (Figure 3B). Several platelet-reactive autoantibodies recognizing normally
expressed platelet surface molecules such as glycoprotein IIb/IIIa (GPIIb/IIIa), have previously
been reported [47,48]. It is also possible that SLE patients may develop autoantibodies against
disease-related “neo” antigens specifically expressed on their platelets. We postulate that such
autoantigens/autoantibodies may be present either generally in all SLE patients, or differentially
among individual SLE patients. Indeed, the in vitro P-C4d induction experiments have shown that
plasma of a group of SLE patients was capable of inducing C4d deposition on platelets derived from
both healthy individuals and SLE patients (Table 5; SLE patients #1 and #3), whereas plasma from
another group of SLE patients was only able to induce C4d deposition on platelets from a few selected
SLE patients (Table 5; SLE patients #2 and #4). These results suggest that the former group of SLE
patients may have developed autoantibodies that react with antigens normally expressed on platelets,
whereas the latter group of SLE patients may have developed autoantibodies that recognize “neo”
antigens expressed only on SLE platelets. Further studies are warranted to identify such potential
platelet-reactive autoantibodies in SLE patients.

In summary, the present study not only advances previous findings regarding the potential role of
aPL antibodies in generating P-C4d in SLE patients, but, together with our recent study on T-cell-bound
C4d [46], also solidifies further the mechanistic model of autoantibody-mediated generation of CB-CAP
signatures in SLE patients.
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